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Summary 

 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) rollover refers to the sudden mixing of stratified 

LNG layers, which can cause the generation of significant amounts of boil-off 

gas. Such events are significant safety concerns in LNG storage but there are 

no reliable models for its description at industrial scales available in the open 

literature. In this research, the data and models for LNG rollover existing in the 

open literature are reviewed and a new framework for quantitatively analyzing 

the limited available data is presented. We extended the definition of the 

hydrostatic stability ratio for binary mixtures to allow its estimation for multi-

component mixtures, either from the reported LNG layer compositions or 

measurements of the LNG layer densities.  

 

In this Thesis, the fundamental issues associated with rollover are reviewed, a 

summary of past simulations plus their limitations is given and a new program 

for simulating rollover is presented. The new simulation links the software 

packages REFPROP1 (MATLAB version, which is called REFPROPM) and 

MATLAB2; the former is used to calculate the physical properties of LNG as a 

function of temperature, pressure and composition and the latter is used to 

solve the coupled differential equations describing the material and energy 

balance relations for each layer. Importantly the software REFPROP1 uses the 

most accurate available model, the GERG-2004 Equation of State3, to calculate 

the thermodynamic properties of the LNG within a reasonable period of time. 

The model also allows different correlations and analogies to be used to 

calculate the coefficients of heat and mass transfer between the layers.  

 

By analyzing the graphical data of Bates and Morrison4, who suggested 2 

phases in LNG rollover, the value of the critical stability ratio Rc, separating the 

first phase of LNG rollover from the second phase, was estimated to be around 

3.8. This is significantly larger than the critical ratio of 2 reported by Tuner5 for 

saline solutions and is also larger than the initial stability ratio of 1.7 estimated 

from the best documented LNG rollover incident at La Spezia in 19716.  
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Models for LNG rollover previously reported in the literature have only 

described the La Spezia incident successfully, by using the Reynolds analogy 

to estimate mass transfer rates from heat transfer correlations. However, these 

same models are unsuccessful when applied to other reported LNG rollover 

incidents with the predicted rollover time being too short because the mass 

transfer coefficient is over-estimated. This thesis investigated the following 

hypothesis, which builds on the concept proposed by Bates and Morrison of 

LNG rollover occurring in two phases: that both the interlayer heat and mass 

transfer rates differ during the two phases, and not just the mass transfer rate. 

Specifically, in Phase 1 smaller heat and mass transfer coefficients are 

relevant, with the latter estimated from the former using the Chilton-Colburn 

analogy. In Phase 2, once the multi-component system’s stability ratio reaches 

the critical value, both the heat transfer coefficient and the mass transfer 

coefficient increase with the latter estimated from the former using Reynold’s 

analogy. 

 

First, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models of idealized rollover 

scenarios were developed and used to simulate the early stages of rollover. 

The objective of these CFD studies was to assess qualitatively whether a 

transition in the heat transfer coefficient was consistent with the process. These 

CFD results indicated such an approach was plausible and should be 

incorporated into the lumped parameter model to enable quantitative 

predictions. 

 

The new lumped parameter model was calibrated by comparison with the data 

of Bates and Morrison, which allowed the magnitude of the heat transfer 

coefficient to be estimated in the two phases. The model was then used to 

simulate the Partington LNG rollover incident reported by Baker and Creed18. 

A sensitivity analysis was also done on the fraction of heat absorbed by the 

vapour phase and the initial temperature difference between the vapour and 

upper liquid layer. The simulation was found to be very sensitive to these 

parameters and varying each of these parameters caused the predicted time 

to rollover to vary from 20 hours to 8.6 days.  
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Several simulations were done on auto-stratification rollover to investigate the 

impact of nitrogen content on the time to rollover and the boil-off gas (BOG) 

generation. The results obtained suggested that, although 1% or higher amount 

of nitrogen in LNG, does not directly increase the potential of rollover, it makes 

the LNG mixture less stable, which requires a lower (more expensive) storing 

temperature to avoid excessive boil off.   

 

In future work the new model should be extended to allow it to use either the 

Reynolds analogy or a penetrative convection type model in the second phase 

of LNG rollover. However, the current version of this model improved the 

previous lumped parameter models and could be used to investigate further 

the issue of auto-stratification in LNG storage and, in particular, the impact of 

N2 content on the likelihood of an auto-induced rollover event.  
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“For me, there is only the traveling on the paths that have a 

HEART. On any path that may have a heart, there I travel and 

the only worthwhile challenge is to traverse its full length. And, 

there I travel, looking; looking, breathlessly.”  

 

 

 

 

From: “The teachings of Don Juan, A Yaqui Way of Knowledge”, by Carlos 

Castaneda, 1968, UC Press, Oakland, California, ISBN 0-520-21757-8  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

In this Thesis, the fundamental issues associated with liquefied natural gas 

rollover are reviewed, a summary of past simulations plus their limitations is 

given and a new program for simulating rollover is presented. The model allows 

different correlations and analogies to be used to calculate the coefficients of 

heat and mass transfer between the layers. Several rollover cases are tested 

to verify the accuracy and sensitivity of the proposed model to simulate the 

thermodynamic and transport properties as well as time to rollover. 

Furthermore, the key parameters used to determine the hydrostatic stability 

and the ratio of heat to mass transfer from binary mixtures have been extended 

to multicomponent mixtures to obtain a more accurate rollover criterion. 

Considering the importance and criticality of liquefied natural gas rollover in oil 

and gas industry, a safety case and risk assessment of a hypothetical rollover 

incident has been done to highlight the hazards, rank the risks, review the 

available safeguarding and finally give some recommendations for the future 

research.  

 

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is one of the world’s major hydrocarbon exports. 

LNG is become increasingly important for the world fuel market because natural 

gas combustion creates less carbon dioxide relative to heavier fuels such as 

petroleum and coal. As LNG is non-corrosive and non-toxic, it does not pollute 

water or land resources. These characteristics make it a safer choice for the 

environment as well as allow it to be shipped and stored more safely and 

economically for delivery to international markets7.  

 

Australia is a major exporter of LNG in the global energy market, with potential 

for further development based on its abundant natural gas resources. Australia 

is the third largest LNG exporter in the Asia-Pacific region and the fourth largest 

LNG exporter in the world, exporting 18.9 million tonnes in 2011 with a value of 

around $11.1 billion. The LNG industry is attracting significant new project 
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investments providing major long-term employment, economic benefits and 

government revenue8.  

 

Figure 1.1 shows the global LNG production capacity (supply) from the year 

2000 to 2014 and the forecast to 2025 presented by BG Group in 20159. It 

shows Australia, Qatar and the USA will be the largest producers of the LNG 

in the world by 2025.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Global LNG supply from 2000 to 20259 (major suppliers)i. 

 

1.1. What is LNG? 

 

LNG is purified natural gas that is stored and transported in liquid form at the 

cryogenic condition with atmospheric pressure and temperature near -160 to    

-165 °C. This liquid is a mixture of predominately methane, with lower levels of 

other components such as ethane, propane, butane and nitrogen. The 

composition of LNG changes slightly from region to region and plant to plant, 

based on the source raw gas composition, the technology used for liquefaction 

                                            

i) Permissions have been granted from the publishers for all the copyrighted materials, photos 
and pictures (refer to appendix 5 of this thesis) 
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process and the level of purification. Various LNGs compositions from different 

sources are given in Table 1.110. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 shows a simplified block flow diagram of the process of LNG 

production. The raw gas extracted from wells is separated from water, solid 

particles, sulphur components and other impurities based on the end user 

requirements and the final product specifications. For LNG production, natural 

gas must be highly purified mainly for preventing blockage and solidification of 

the associated water (ice) and CO2 during the liquefaction process. Corrosion 

prevention in equipment is another reason for this high level of purification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Component  Australia Abu Dhabi Malaysia Indonesia Brunei Qatar 

(mole %) Karratha Das Island Bintulu Arun Bontang Lumut 
Ras 

Laffan 

Methane 87.8 87.1 91.2 89.2 90.6 89.4 89.6 

Ethane 8.30 11.40 4.30 8.60 6.0 6.35 6.30 

Propane 2.98 1.27 2.87 1.67 2.48 2.8 2.19 

Butanes 0.875 0.141 1.360 0.51 0.82 1.3 1.07 

Pentanes 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.04 

Other 
(Heavier)  

- - 0.18 - - 0.11 0.77 

 

Table 1.1: Typical LNG compositions from various sources10. 
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Figure 1.2: Simplified LNG production flow diagram. 

 

In LNG plants, natural gas is converted into a liquid phase, using one of the 

several refrigeration processes in a liquefaction unit. Some of the most famous 

liquefaction processes are as follows11: 

 

 Cascade process (ConocoPhillips Petroleum) 

 Prico process (Pritchard - Kobe steel) 

 MRC process: (Technip - Snamprogetti) 

 PPMR process (C3MR sometimes referred to as APCI, Air Products -

Chemicals International) 

 Shell DMR process (Shell) 

 

In general, production of LNG including processing and liquefaction consumes 

about 8 ~ 15% of the whole energy stream. Liquefying the natural gas reduces 

its volume by a factor of about 600. The reduction in volume increases the 

volumetric energy density of the fuel and makes it more practical to transport 
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and store. The liquefaction process provides an easier and safer means of 

transporting it long distances when pipeline transport is not feasible or the 

transportation distance is  4000 km12.  

 

At LNG plants and receiving terminals, LNG is usually stored in atmospheric 

cryogenic full containment tanks13, such as the one shown in Figure 1.3. In 

international trade, LNG is transported in specially built tanks in double- hulled 

ships as shown in Figure 1.4 (a and b)14, to a receiving terminal where it is 

stored in heavily insulated tanks. The LNG is then sent to regasifiers, which 

turn the liquid back into gas that then enters the receiving pipeline system for 

distribution to the customers as part of the natural gas supply network.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Full containment above-ground LNG storage tank13. 
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Figure 1.4 a and b: Typical LNG ship carriers14. 

 

A conventional chain of LNG supply begins with production in the field, 

purification, liquefaction, storage, transport, receiving and regasification and 

finally delivery to the end users. LNG could be used by consumers in various 

forms such as power generation, industrial and chemical uses, or distribution 

to domestic customers. On a smaller scale, LNG may also be produced by 

liquefying gas directly taken from a pipeline, storing and then regasifying it for 

the pipeline distribution to customers when demand is high, such as on cold 

winter days. These small regasification plants are usually called “peak shaving 

plants”. Another storage method used during high demand periods is to 

transport LNG in special tanker trucks to smaller facilities called “satellite 

plants” where it is stored and regasified as needed. 

 

1.2. What is rollover? 

 

Rollover is a phenomenon that can occur in systems containing stratified 

liquids. Some examples of these systems are salt water layers in the ocean, 

fresh water layers in the volcanic lakes, LPG or LNG layers in storage tanks 

when loaded with different products from different sources as it is shown in 

Figure 1.5(B). Rollover is a sudden mixing of existing layers of liquid. The 

stratified layers are characterised by different values of temperature and 

composition. Originally the layers were in mechanical equilibrium (ρL>ρU, where 

ρL is the mass density of the lower layer and ρU is the mass density of the upper 
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layer), but over time these densities can alter through changes in temperature 

and composition, driven by heat and mass exchanges between the layers. If 

the layer densities evolve in such a way that the density difference (ρL - ρU)  0 

but the temperature difference remains finite, the system can reach a point of 

hydrostatic instability, causing the liquid layers to mix rapidly.  

 

The rollover phenomenon was first studied by physical oceanographers. They 

tried to explain the reason water layers of different temperatures and salinities 

in deep oceans and volcanic lakes suddenly invert their positions15. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, they found that changes in the salinity and temperature 

of the water layers are the driving forces for rollover and defined a criterion for 

the hydrostatic stability of the layers5. 

 

For LNG, rollover is most likely to occur following the loading of two or more 

LNGs from different sources into a single storage tank, each with a different 

temperature and composition, as shown in Figure 1.5 stage “A”. The potential 

for rollover occurs if the richer composition layer (with higher mass density but 

lower temperature) is on the bottom and the lighter layer on top16,17. 

 

1.3. Effect of temperature change on layer densities:  

 

With time, the LNG layers absorb heat from the surrounding tank walls and the 

tank’s bottom base plate as shown in Figure 1.5, Stage “B”. The amount of heat 

entering through the tank bottom is greater than through the tank wall and so 

the temperature of the lower layer increases faster than the upper layer. As a 

result of thermal expansion, the mass density of the lower layer decreases at a 

faster rate than the density of the upper layer. As the lower layer’s temperature 

rises so does its vapour pressure; however, it does not boil, because of the 

additional static pressure head from the upper layer. Although the temperature 

of the upper layer is increasing, its mass density can increase or decrease 

depending upon the effects of mass transfer. If the mass density of the upper 

layer increases in spite of its temperature increase, then the system’s stability 

decreases and there is a potential for rollover. 
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1.4. Effect of compositional change on layer densities: 

 

Mass is exchanged across two interfaces: the boundary between the upper and 

lower liquid layers and the boundary between the top liquid layer and the 

vapour. The liquid layers exchange components initially through diffusion in a 

direction governed by the difference in molar concentration of each component. 

Mass transfer between the upper liquid layer and the vapour is driven by the 

boil-off of the more volatile components in the liquid. If the effect of temperature 

on the upper layer is not too large, the combination of these two mass transfer 

mechanisms can cause the density of the upper layer to increase. The effect of 

mass transfer on the density of the lower layer is usually smaller than the effect 

of temperature but it can help to increase the rate at which the lower layer 

density decreases. After some time, there may be no significant density 

difference between the top and bottom layers and the layers then mix rapidly. 

It is this rapid mixing that is generally referred to as rollover.  

 

When a rollover occurs, the hotter, more volatile liquid is brought rapidly to the 

upper surface. The removal of the previously existing hydrostatic head ( 30 

kPa) results in a “flash” and a large amount of boil-off, as shown in the Figure 

1.5 Stage “C”. This boil-off may be too large for the storage tank’s pressure 

relief valves to handle, regardless of whether the vented material is released 

catastrophically to the atmosphere or properly flared. If the vapour is not 

properly released, pressure can build up in the tank and wall cracks or other 

structural failure modes may occur.  
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Figure 1.5: Stages of LNG rollover7. 

 

In addition to over-pressurization of atmospheric tanks, rollover can cause 

other hazards, such as losing valuable product through venting and 

environmental pollution.  

 

1.5. Engineering issues related to the rollover  

 

Rollover is one of the major engineering and safety issues concerning LNG 

storage before, during and after shipping. To ensure safe operation during long-

term storage of LNG, rollover must be avoided. In modern engineering practice, 

the approach to rollover is similar to the approach taken to prevent a potential 

explosion, which is theoretically possible wherever LNG storage and loading 

occurs. In chapter 6 of this thesis, a safety and risk assessment case study of 

a hypothetical rollover incident has been conducted to identify the likelihood 

and consequence severity of rollover. In general conservative tank design and 

LNG loading and unloading procedures are employed to ensure rollover cannot 

occur; however, these precautions are expensive and sometimes technically 

difficult. 

 

The amount of nitrogen in the LNG cargo is a crucial parameter and it is greatly 

related to the phenomenon of rollover. This type of rollover is called nitrogen-

induced stratification (also known as auto-stratification). Nitrogen is the most 

volatile component of LNG, which boils off preferentially leading to an increase 
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in the remaining liquid’s bubble point temperature but also a reduction in its 

mass density, (the molar masses of N2 and CH4 are 28 and 16, respectively). 

These density variations due to auto-stratification can also lead to rollover18. 

Several hypothetical cases of auto-stratification rollover simulations are also 

presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 

 

Generally, the engineering specifications of allowed N2 content in LNG are very 

low (about 1%16, 17, 19) primarily because the exact details about nitrogen-

induced rollover phenomenon are not well known. In general, the removal of N2 

from LNG feed streams is a difficult and expensive process, so a better 

understanding of exactly how N2 content in the LNG leads to auto-stratification 

would be very valuable20, 21, 22. 

 

In Australia, the UK, Europe, East Asia and the United States, the Wobbe 

Index23 specifications for natural gas used in domestic burners (stovetops, 

water heaters, etc.) are quite variable. To meet specifications, the heating value 

of the LNG arriving in a given country must be adjusted before distribution to 

domestic users. For example, in the UK, a lower heating value is specified and 

LNG is ballasted with nitrogen at regasification terminals. In contrast, natural 

gas sold in Japan and South Korea requires a heating value greater than that 

of most LNG imported; therefore, rich components like propane are blended 

with the LNG during regasification. This means that sometimes N2 must be 

removed from the LNG cargo for safe transportation and must then be replaced 

to adjust the heating value.  

 

1.6. Modelling LNG rollover 

 

In general, there are two main approaches to simulate LNG rollover. The first 

is lumped parameter modelling, which has been used by Heestand et al.24 and 

more recently by Deshpande et al.25. In this approach, two layers of LNG 

divided by a sharp interface is considered. The second approach is the 

distributed parameter modelling method such as using Computational Fluid 

Dynamic (CFD) tools to simulate the rollover phenomenon. This method 
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predicts fluid flow, heat transfer, mass transfer and related transport 

phenomena by solving the mathematical equations such as Navier–Stokes 

equations26, which govern the conservation of momentum, mass, energy, 

species and the effects of body forces, using a numerical process (called 

discretization) to develop approximations of the governing equations of fluid 

mechanics in the fluid region of interest27.  

 

There are benefits and limitations of using each of these methods. In Chapters 

2 and 4, both approaches will be reviewed and compared and the best one will 

be selected and used to model the LNG rollover phenomenon effectively. 

 

In 1983, Heestand et al.24 developed a LNG rollover model using the lumped 

parameter method, which described the data from the first recorded LNG 

rollover incident in La Spezia, Italy, as reported by Sarsten6. All rollover models 

require the solution of a set of differential equations describing the heat and 

material balances in the liquid layers over time. Heat and mass are transferred 

between the liquid layers as well as the vapour and heat also leaks into the 

layers from the outside world. The model for two liquid layers is shown in Figure 

1.6 and the key differential equations of material and energy balance for the 

liquid layers are below: 

 

iRii

itot XF.AΔAk
dt

)Xd(n
                        material balance      (1-1)  

 

outPtot qhAΔA
dt

dT
Cn  .                       energy balance       (1-2)  

 

Here, “ntot” is the total number of moles in the layer, “CP” is the molar heat 

capacity of the liquid layer, “h” and “ki” are heat and component mass transfer 

coefficients, “qout” is the total heat transferred from the vapour or from outside 

the tank, “T” is the layer’s temperature, “T” is the temperature difference 

between the layers, “Xi” are the component mole fractions in the layer, “Xi” are 

the differences in component mole fractions between the layers, “FR” is any 
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molar flow between the upper layer and an assumed film in equilibrium with 

vapour on top of the upper LNG layer , “A” is the tank cross section and “t” is 

the time. The detailed forms of the basic differential equations (material and 

energy balance) used in the present simulation are described in Chapter 4.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic of LNG tank with stratified layers7. 

 

The key quantities needed for the model and for solving these differential 

equations are: 

 

 Initial values for the temperatures, compositions and total number of 

moles in each layer. These values were described by Heestand et al.24 

for the particular case of the La Spezia rollover incident.  

 Values for the physical properties of the LNG layers. These are 

calculated using thermodynamic and transport property models from the 

(calculated) temperatures and compositions and the reported pressures.  

 External heat fluxes, which were given by Heestand et al.24 for the La 

Spezia condition or, in general, could be measured or derived from 

tank’s design datasheet. 
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 Heat transfer coefficient, which can be calculated from well- 

established correlations such as those of McAdams28 or Globe and 

Dropkin29.  

 Mass transfer coefficient(s), which can be calculated from analogies 

between heat and mass transfer, such as the Reynolds analogy 48 or the 

Chilton-Colburn analogy48, or alternatively from the empirical data for 

salt solutions measured by Turner5.   

 A criterion for the initiation of rollover, such as equalization of 

densities or hydrostatic stability parameter. 

 

Heestand et al.24 used the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK)30 equation of state 

(EOS) for the calculation of the LNG’s thermodynamic properties. Since 1983, 

the EOS’s used for LNG and natural gas have improved and therefore, these 

EOS’s might be able to improve the accuracy of rollover models.  

 

Central to the study of rollover is the quantification of heat and mass transfer 

coefficients, “h” and “ki”, between the layers, which appear directly in the mass 

and energy differential equations and unfortunately, there has not yet been a 

dedicated model developed in the open literature describing mass transfer 

between LNG layers, partly because of the cryogenic temperatures required. 

The mass transfer between the layers of LNG is normally assumed to be by 

equimolar counter diffusion and double diffusion convection24, 16. This means 

that a two-way mass flux occurs with an equal number of moles entering and 

exiting the interface film between the two layers in a given time. The double-

diffusive equimolar mass transfer has been studied experimentally most 

extensively in the context of physical oceanography. Water layers in the ocean 

are often found to have potentially unstable temperature and salinity gradients, 

which are established by a process known as thermohaline circulation (THC)5, 

35. Once these layers are established, double diffusive heat and mass transfer 

can lead to a rollover event in the ocean; further discussion of this process is 

given in Chapter 2.   
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Heestand et al.24 used the equalisation of the layer densities as the criterion for 

rollover. This criterion ignores the small effect of compressibility in determining 

the hydrostatic stability of the layers. Furthermore, most previous stability 

analyses only consider the liquid to be a binary solute-solvent system. In 

Chapter 3, we present a full hydrostatic stability analysis for two multi-

component liquid layers to address previous deficiencies.  

 

1.7. Objectives of this study 

 

The model of Heestand et al.24 explained the La Spezia incident very closely to 

what was reported by Sarsten6 and became a standard industry tool for 

describing LNG rollover; however, their model cannot simulate the Partington 

rollover incident correctly as described by Deshpande et al.25. Since 1983, the 

improvement of equations of state for LNG and natural gas has been 

significant, offering an opportunity to improve upon the model of Heestand et 

al.24. Moreover, since that time, great improvements in software science have 

occurred, giving us the ability to rapidly test the sensitivity and accuracy of the 

new model to its various parameters. 

 

A new hypothesis has been proposed in this thesis, to verify and apply the 

Bates and Morrison4’s suggestion of the existence of two stages (phases) in 

LNG rollover, with different governing heat and mass transport regimes in each 

phase. This objective has been achieved by applying lower heat transfer 

coefficient and the Chilton-Colburn analogy for the mass transfer in Phase 1 

and a higher heat transfer coefficient and the Reynolds analogy for the mass 

transfer in Phase 2. Therefore, a new model has been constructed for 

simulating rollover in LNG storage tanks that uses the modern equation of state 

(GERG-20043) for the thermodynamic and transport properties of the LNG. 

Later, we have used this model to perform sensitivity analysis over the critical 

parameters of rollover, such as time to rollover and amount of boil off gas 

(BOG) generated to verify the new hypothesis.  

 

The initial objectives of this research were as follows: 
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1. Review the fundamental issues associated with rollover through 

studying past simulations and identify their limitations. 

2. Investigate the effects and divergence of hydrostatic stability of stratified 

LNG systems as the system evolves towards a rollover event. 

3. Extend the definitions of key parameters used to determine hydrostatic 

stability and the ratio of heat to mass transfer from ones applicable to 

binary mixtures to definitions valid for multi-component mixtures.  

4. Construct a new LNG rollover model, which predicts the LNG 

thermodynamic properties with the GERG-2004 equation of state3, as a 

modern and successful EOS for natural gas and LNG3. 

 

This model uses three major software programs, REFPROPM 2009A1, 

which is a version of REFPROP software developed to use in MATLAB2, to 

calculate the LNG physical properties, MATLAB2 software to solve the 

ordinary differential equations describing the system and Microsoft Excel to 

save and represent the simulation data in the form of graphs. REFPROP 

has been chosen due to its proven accuracy (developed by the American 

National Institute of Standards and Technology NIST31), MATLAB2 has 

been chosen as a powerful mathematical software to solve the differential 

equations fast and accurate. Moreover, a program code written in MATLAB 

has the capability of converting into a standalone executable file. Finally, 

Microsoft Excel has been chosen to store the simulation data for further 

processing, better graphical presentation and statistical analysis if required.  

 

Once the model was constructed and the investigation into the hydrostatic 

stability of stratified LNG systems was underway, additional research 

objectives were identified. These were: 

5. Validate the newly developed LNG rollover model and test the new 

hypothesis of improvement of simulation by utilizing two heat and mass 

transfer regimes (Chilton-Colburn and Reynolds analogies48) for the 

following LNG rollover incidents: 

 La Spezia rollover incident 
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 Nantes’ rollover experiment 

 Partington rollover incident 

 

6. Investigate several hypothetical (but close to real) auto-stratification 

rollover incidents (self-induced rollover) to derive insight about effects of 

nitrogen content in LNG on rollover. 

 

1.8. Contributions of this research 

 

After addressing the above objectives, significant contributions have been 

made in this study by conducting several simulations of LNG rollover in storage 

tanks. Specific contributions are:  

 

1. Established a qualitative CFD model for two LNG layers in a storage 

tank and detect the existence of rollover Phase 1 (natural convection 

stage). 

2. Introduced new software, developed specifically for this research, by the 

author in the MATLAB2 environment and linked it to a sophisticated and 

accurate Thermodynamic software, REFPROP1, using Lumped 

Parameter (LP) method. This code can be linked to “Tank Farm 

Management” software systems (TFM) to predict LNG rollover and its 

critical parameters such as boil-off gas (BOG) in an operating LNG tank 

farm or terminal. 

3. The use of data from the Nantes rollover experiment, described 

graphically by Bates and Morrison4, to estimate the change in heat 

transfer coefficient between Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

4. The use of a combination of both the Chilton-Colburn and Reynolds 

analogies to model the mass transfer between LNG layers and improved 

the previous simulation done by Deshpande et al.25 on the Partington 

rollover incident. 

5. Successful simulations of several cases of Auto-stratified LNG rollover 

and the results of sensitivity analysis for the nitrogen content in LNG and 

its relationship to safe storage and rollover. 
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6. A safety and risk assessment review for LNG rollover, which highlighted 

that LNG rollover can be categorised as “extreme” and must be treated 

with a corresponding degree of caution by industry. 

 

1.9. Organization of this thesis 

 

This thesis starts with an introduction and background of the LNG process and 

LNG rollover in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, the literature regarding rollover and 

the modelling of LNG rollover is reviewed, as is the literature on methods of 

calculating the parameters and physical properties required for the model. Later 

in Chapter 3, the hydrostatic stability analysis is extended to multi-component 

LNG mixtures and the results of this analysis are applied to the available LNG 

rollover data in the literature. The methodology of the simulation is presented 

in Chapter 4 and the results of the modelling and sensitivity studies are given 

and discuss in Chapter 5. A qualitative risk assessment on a hypothetical 

rollover incident in onshore LNG storage tanks is conducted in Chapter 6 and 

finally, conclusions from this work and recommendations for future research 

are given in Chapter 7. Figure 1.7, represents a schematic structure of the 

chapters of this thesis. 
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Figure 1.7: Thesis structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: The thesis structure. 
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This thesis is presented in a hybrid format. Some contents of Chapters 1, 2, 3 

and 4 have been already published in the AIChE journal7 as a refereed 

publication, so the content has been partially re-formatted here to be consistent 

with the style of the thesis. Work is in progress to publish the results of Chapters 

5 and 6 in a peer-reviewed journal in the near future.    
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

 

2.1. LNG rollover incidents reported in the open 

literature: 

 

Industrial incidents of rollover, whether caused by LNG weathering or loading 

LNGs from different sources, are rarely documented in the open literature. The 

reason is mainly for confidentiality reasons and inability to access the internal 

operational and commercial data of LNG companies. However, there are few 

companies, who have sponsored some research in conjunction with 

universities or independent researchers, who have published their findings, 

although these data are limited. 

 

Acton and van Meerbeke32 reviewed several incidences of LNG rollover in the 

LNG industry and found that over a period of 13 years from 1970 to 1982, 41 

incidents occurred in 22 plants. They did not, however, discuss any technical 

data about rollover cases but mentioned that over half of the incidents reviewed 

were attributed to loading new LNG to a storage tank with an existing inventory 

and four were attributed to N2-induced auto-stratification. 

 

The most thoroughly documented occurrences of LNG rollover in the open 

literature are the La Spezia (Italy) incident, as reported by Sarsten6 and the 

Partington incident (UK) reported by Baker and Creed18. In comparison, the 

data recorded by Sarsten6 for the La Spezia incident contains more technical 

details rather than the Partington incident. The reason that the Partington 

rollover incident does not have enough technical details could be due to the 

confidentiality issues and limitations on sharing the British Gas commercial and 

technical data. 

 

Other reports that discuss LNG rollover related issues, did not provide enough 

technical input data to simulate a rollover incident as well. Bates and Morrison4 
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also presented limited data from measurements conducted at a facility in 

Nantes, France. In 2013, Lukaszewski et al.33 presented some information from 

instrumented LNG storage tanks about a rollover incident that occurred in the 

USA during 2007. However, none of these reports could be used for simulation 

of the rollover incident. A summary of attempts to simulate LNG rollover is 

presented in Table 2.1 below: 

 

Note: to be loyal to the original works reviewed here, the same symbology that 

had been chosen by the original authors of the literature, have been used in 

this chapter. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the lumped parameter (LP) and CFD models for LNG rollover described in the open literature. The LP models are 

classed as predictive (Pred) or inverse method (Inv) depending on whether the heat and mass transfer coefficients were predicted or 

derived from tank data. For models that were compared with rollover incidents the ratio of the predicted to observed rollover time is listed. 

Year Reference Model Type 
Source of heat trans. 

coefficient 

Source of mass trans. 

coefficient 
Comparison case 

(predicted)

rollover

(observed)

rollover

t

t
 

Comment 

1971 Chatterjee and Geist  LP-Pred 
Correlation  

(flat-plate) 
Saline analogy  La Spezia (1971)  1.35 (T, x) equalization as rollover criterion 

1975 Germeles  LP-Pred 
Correlation 

 (flat-plate) 

Adapted saline 

analogy  
La Spezia (1971)  1.10 Density equalization as rollover criterion 

1983 Heestand et al.  LP-Pred Correlations  Reynolds La Spezia (1971)  0.98 

Abandoned Turner’s method for 

Reynolds analogy to match La Spezia 

data 

1993 Shi et al.  CFD 

Not used. Replaced by 

thermal diffusivity + 

convection 

Not used. Replaced 

by mass diffusivity + 

convection 

Freon experiments N.A 
Predicted circulation and entrainment 

confirmed by visualization experiments 

1997 Bates and Morrison  
LP (diffusive Phase 1)  

Parametric (convective Phase 2) 

Assumed constant 

(diffusive phase) 

Saline analogy 

(diffusive phase)  
Nantes (1987-89) N.A 

Identified diffusive and convective 

phases in LNG rollover 

2007 Zimmerman et al.  CFD 

Not used. Replaced by 

thermal diffusivity + 

convection 

Not used. Replaced 

by mass  

Diffusivity + 

convection 

- N.A 
Transition of corner eddy mode drives 

interface instability 

2011 Deshpande et al.  

LP-Pred Correlation  Reynolds La Spezia (1971)  1.01 Improved description of vaporization 

LP-Pred Correlation  Reynolds Partington (1993)  0.01 
Demonstrates Reynolds analogy not 

generally appropriate 

LP-Inv  

 

Calculated from tank 

data 

Calculated from tank 

data 
USA (2007)  1.12 Optimization method (regression) 

2013 Lukaszewski et al.  LP-Inv 
Calculated from tank 

data 

Calculated from tank 

data 
USA (2007)  0.90 Normal equations method 
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As mentioned above, the majority of efforts to simulate industrial incidents of 

LNG rollover have benchmarked their simulations against the data reported by 

Sarsten6 for the La Spezia incident. Heestand et al.24 were the first to develop 

a model that adequately matched the observations of the La Spezia incident.  

 

On August 21, 1971, a LNG carrier named “Esso Brega” transferred new LNG 

cargo into one of the SNAM’s LNG storage tanks which was already half filled 

with an existing LNG6. The new LNG cargo was loaded into the bottom of the 

tank, beneath the existing LNG in their storage terminal, which had a lower 

temperature than the new cargo. The different LNG liquids did not mix initially 

and formed two separate layers with different densities as a result of their 

different temperatures and compositions. The details of the layers’ conditions 

and compositions are summarized in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Approximately one 

and half days, after the LNG cargo transfer, a rollover incident occurred with 

the layers mixing suddenly, the tank pressure increased rapidly and a large 

amount of boil-off gas was generated. About 2,000 tonnes of LNG vapour was 

discharged from the tank’s safety valves over a period of a few hours, which 

damaged the roof of the tank and consequently made the authorities evacuate 

the city.  

 

Sarsten6 reported this incident and gave operational data based on the 

available measurements of the tank process variables such as layer densities, 

temperatures and the pressure. The data showed that the LNG densities 

approached each other over the time prior to the rollover. He reported that the 

time from the start of the cargo transfer up to the start of the rollover incident 

was approximately 111600 seconds (31 Hours). Sarsten’s report is still the 

most sufficiently detailed source of data for an actual LNG rollover event that is 

available in the open literature. It is the basis of comparison for most LNG 

rollover simulations. The number of studies about the LNG rollover 

phenomenon in the open literature is limited and thus, very little quantitative 

data about such events is available.  
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COMPONENTS 
BOTTOM (CARGO) 

MOLE % 

TOP (INITIAL HEEL) 

MOLE % 

Methane 62.26 63.62 

Ethane 21.85 24.16 

Propane 12.66 9.36 

i-Butane 1.20 0.90 

n-Butane 1.94 1.45 

i-Pentane 0.06 0.11 

n-Pentane 0.01 0.05 

Nitrogen 0.02 0.35 

Total 100 100 

 

Table 2.2: Initial compositions of the LNG layers in the La Spezia rollover 

incident6, 24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.3: Initial conditions and tank dimensions of the LNG layers in the La 

Spezia LNG rollover incident assumed by Heestand et al.24. 

 

In October 1993, a LNG rollover incident occurred in one of the British Gas 

LNG storage tanks, in Partington, UK. Baker and Creed18 published some 

limited information about this incident; however, there are many inaccuracies 

and missing data in their report, making the simulation of the incident very hard. 

The most important deficiency in that report, is that they did not identify the 

temperature of each LNG layer, or provide any information about vapour 

conditions. They also stated that the tank pressure was 1.08 bar (gauge) by 

CONDITION BOTTOM (CARGO) TOP (INITIAL HEEL) 

Temperature (K) 118.994 114.356 

Density (kg/m3) 545.486 541.742 

Liquid depth (m) 17.831 5.029 

TANK DATA 

Tank diameter (m) 49.08 
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mistake instead of 1.08 bar (absolute), which is the normal storage pressure in 

most LNG plants.  

 

Furthermore, the composition of the LNGs and the heat leaks into the tank were 

not sufficiently detailed in their report, especially as there was no information 

about C3
+ in the upper layer, or the heat leaks into the vapour part. They 

reported that 68 days after starting to add a new LNG to the existing LNG in 

the tank, the pressure rose rapidly until the emergency relief valves lifted and 

vented approximately 150 tonnes of gas into the atmosphere over the period of 

two hours18. The composition of LNGs and the tank construction data are 

presented in Table 2.4: 

 

 Lower layer Upper layer Total 

Quantity (tonnes) 18650 1900 20550 

Level (m) 31.44 3.30 34.74 

Tank diameter (m) - - 41.15 

Comp (mole %)    

N2 0.47 0.50 - 

C1 92.60 97.50 - 

C2 6.47 2.00 - 

C3
+ 0.46 - - 

Molecular weight 17.14 16.30 - 

Density (kg/m3) 446 433 - 

Heat leak (kW) 21.505 15.495 37.0 

 

Table 2.4: Initial conditions of the LNG layers and tank dimensions in 

Partington LNG rollover incident18. 

 

They also reported adding the new LNG over a period of 24 days, which is a 

very long filling procedure and unusual practice in LNG operation. It also means 

that although the initial filling started 68 days before the rollover, the presence 

of two distinguishable stratified LNG layers occurred at day 24 after completion 

of filling. Therefore, the actual rollover time to be considered in the simulation 
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should be 44 days after completion of filling, NOT 68 days from the 

commencement of loading. 

 

Furthermore, they mentioned that during the first 58 days (which had 24 days 

overlap with the initial filling); there were 160 tonnes of LNG vented. This means 

that the compositions reported by them as the initial composition of LNGs are 

not accurate at all. The composition of both layers after 24 days of continuous 

filling and continuous venting cannot be what has been reported. In addition, 

they have 11 tonnes (18799 – 18650 = 11) discrepancy in their liquid material 

balance as per Table 1 and 2 on page 28 of their paper18 as follows: 

 

Lower layer mass = Heel mass + Phase 1 mass  

                             = 17266 + 1533 = 18799 tonnes 

  

while the reported lower layer mass is 18650 tonnes. This discrepancy could 

be caused by either an error in the measurement or just an inaccurate round 

up of the figures; however, it has a negative effect on the accuracy of the total 

mass and heat balance. They did not also mention anything about any existing 

boil-off vapour recovery system (compressors) as it is common to use vapour 

recovery system in long-term LNG storage. 

 

2.2. Rollover in saline solutions 

 

Most of what is known about rollover comes from the study of the phenomenon 

in saline solutions. Rollover happens naturally in the deep ocean and in 

volcanic lakes15 and has been studied for about 50 years by physical 

oceanographers. 

 

Thermohaline circulation, which causes temperature and salinity gradients in 

seawater, is one process that establishes the conditions necessary for a 

rollover event in the ocean. Thermohaline circulation refers to the global density 

and temperature driven circulation of the water in the oceans. This circulation 

can cause a region of the ocean or a volcanic lake to consist of warmer, higher 
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salinity layers below cooler, lower-salinity layers. Initially, the densities of the 

warmer deeper layers are larger than those of the cooler upper layers. 

However, the layers exchange heat and mass through double diffusive 

convection at their interface and, given sufficient time, their densities change 

until the system is no longer hydrostatically stable, which initiates the rollover.  

 

The heat and mass transfer between the saltwater layers occur through a 

process known as double-diffusive convection. Normally, heat transfer by 

convection in fluids is driven by thermally induced density variations within the 

layers. However, these density variations may also be caused by gradients in 

the composition of the fluid.  

 

Double-diffusive convection is a form of two-way convection, driven by two 

different density gradients in adjacent layers; different rates of diffusion occur 

within each layer because of their different physical properties34. Double-

diffusive convection occurs in a number of systems that have multiple causes 

for density variations. These include convection in the oceans (as mentioned 

above), in magma chambers and in the sun, where temperature and helium 

diffuse at differing rates35. 

 

A particular case of double diffusive convection relevant to oceans and volcanic 

lakes is the formation of “salt fingers” between the water layers. A photograph 

of such “salt fingers” is shown in Figure 2.1. As the layers start to transfer heat 

and mass, a part of the liquid in the lower, more saline layer referred to as a 

salt finger, enters the upper layer by convection. When the salt finger enters 

the colder water above, it loses its heat more rapidly than it does salinity 

because the diffusion of heat is faster than the mass diffusion of the salt. 

Therefore, the salt finger becomes cooler but still rich in salt. This makes it 

denser than the fluid around it and causes the salt finger to sink back to the 

lower layer. This process continues until the bulk liquids reach the same density 

and mix completely36. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convection
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Figure 2.1: Vertical cross section of salt fingers (diffusion fingers)36. 

 

2.3. Hydrostatic stability 

 

The hydrostatic stability of two liquid layers is crucial to the rollover 

phenomenon. When modelling rollover it is necessary to understand whether 

the system is initially hydrostatically stable and if so, how stable are they. 

 

In general, when there is a lower mass density fluid on the top of a higher mass 

density fluid, the system is hydrostatically stable. This means that if the 

positions of the layers are perturbed the layers will return to the original position. 

Conversely, if the denser liquid is on top, the system is hydrostatically unstable 

and the layers will move from their initial positions towards a more stable 

configuration37. Clearly, then the vertical mass density gradient has a key role 

in determining the stability of stratified liquids.  

 

A mathematical relation for establishing hydrostatic stability can be derived by 

considering the force balance on a parcel of liquid as a function of depth. 

Hesselberg37 defined the stability parameter “E”, as the ratio of the vertical 
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acceleration “az” of a displaced liquid parcel to the acceleration due to gravity 

“g”, or equivalently the ratio of the buoyancy force to the gravity forceii.  

 

g

a
E z
          (2-1) 

 

By this definition, if E>0 then the liquid parcel will return to its original position 

and the system is stable. If E<0 the parcel will accelerate away from its original 

position and the system is unstable. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a liquid 

parcel displaced upwards rapidly by a distance z. In its original position the 

density ρ, temperature T and pressure P of the parcel was the same as that of 

the surrounding liquid. The density, temperature and pressure of the 

surrounding liquid at position 2 are in general, different from those at position 

1. The rapid displacement of the parcel means that there is no time for heat (or 

mass) transfer with the surrounding liquid. It therefore, undergoes an adiabatic 

expansion, causing its density and temperature to decrease because the 

surrounding liquid pressure is lower at position 2 by an amount |P|.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Adiabatic movement of the liquid parcel between two layers. 

  

                                            

ii) Note: To be loyal to the original article, the same symbology has been used in this 
literature review chapter.  
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The net vertical acceleration “az” is given by the difference between the 

buoyancy force FB and the parcel’s weight FW. In terms of E, this force balance 

leads to: 
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If the displacement is small, the densities '

1  and 2 can be written in terms of 

1 with 
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where the subscript “Adiab” indicates an adiabatic pathway. The full density 

derivative dzd  can be expanded in terms of the partial density derivatives 

with respect to pressure, temperature and solute concentration, Sand the 

vertical gradients of these quantities. Combined with the hydrostatic relation 

gdzdP  , the numerator of Eq. (2-2) can then be expressed as 
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Utilising the thermal and concentration expansion coefficients, and , together 

with the isothermal compressibility T and adiabatic compressibility Adiab of the 

liquid defined as follows 
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and setting  = T - Adiab, the stability criterion can be written as 

 

ρgδzκ1

δz
dz

dS
β

dz

dT
αΔκρg

E
Adiab











                (2-10)  

 

The term in brackets in Eq. (2-10) determines whether the system is 

hydrostatically stable. For LNG liquids, the key properties ,  and  have 

values of about 4  10-9 Pa-1, -2  10-3 K-1 and 3  10-3 kgmol-1, where the 

concentration effect is averaged over all solute components in a methane 

solvent using the molal scale. (A detailed calculation of  for LNG is given in 

Section 3.1). The compressibility term g means that a liquid can support a 

small negative temperature gradient and/or a small concentration gradient and 

still remain stable. For LNG liquids, the rough magnitudes of these maximum 

gradients are -1  10-3 K m-1 and 1  10-3 mol kg-1m-1. The effect of 
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compressibility is so small that it can be ignored. The criterion for stability then 

becomes 

 

0
Δz

ΔS
β

Δz

ΔT
α0

dz

dS
β

dz

dT
α       (2-11)  

 

Multiplying through by z leads to: 

 

0βΔSαΔT          (2-12)  

 

which leads to the definition of the stability ratio, Rs and the requirement for 

stability7. 

 

1
αΔT

βΔS
R s                     (2-13)  

 

A layered liquid system with Rs less than 1 will be hydrostatically unstable and 

therefore. will undergo rollover (α has a negative value in above equation). 

 

2.4. Double-diffusive heat and mass transfer 

coefficients in saline solutions 

 

Turner5 investigated and quantified the relationship between the heat and the 

mass transfer for brine layers with differences in salt concentration and 

temperature. In several experiments with salt-water solutions, he measured the 

change in salinity, temperature and density of the liquids over time. He also 

measured the heat and mass fluxes, “H” and “Fs” between layers as a function 

of time. To do this he used two 12 cm thick layers of common salt solutions, in 

a 30 cm diameter cylindrical tank with an electrical heater under the tank’s 

bottom. He calculated the heat transfer coefficient “h” directly based on the rate 

of the measured temperature change in the layers and the inlet heat flux 

supplied by the electrical heater using the equation: 
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H = hAT         (2-14) 

 

The salinity of each layer was measured using a conductivity meter. The 

measured mass transfer of salt over time could therefore, be used to determine 

the mass transfer coefficient k using the equation: 

 

Fs = kAS         (2-15) 

 

where ΔS is defined by Turner5 as change in salinity (concentration). 

 

The reader should note that in the literature describing double diffusive mass 

transfer and rollover several different versions and definitions of mass transfer 

coefficient, k, are used. In Eq. (1-1) of this work, the species specific, mole-

fraction based mass transfer coefficient, ki, was defined. Most other workers, 

including Turner, have referred only to an average or overall mass transfer 

coefficient, based on either mass fraction (salinity)5, 38 or mole fraction. Given 

the definition of concentration, S, defined in Eq. (2-5) of this work, the quantity 

k in Eq. (2-15) corresponds to an overall mass transfer coefficient with a 

concentration basis. The relationships between the different types and 

definitions of mass transfer coefficients are given explicitly in Appendix 1). It 

should also be noted that the particular type of mass transfer coefficients, heat 

capacities and mass flux rates used in some formulae can vary (e.g. from a 

molar to a mass basis) as long as the dimensions of their combination have the 

appropriate dimension. 

 

Turner5 defined the quantity 
αH

cβF pS  as the ratio of the potential energy change 

of the upper layer due to the lifting of salt as a result of the transfer of heat over 

the same interval of time. Here cp is the specific heat capacity of the solution. 

(Note that as Turner used a system of units with cp = 1 cal/K/kg for water and 

thus the symbol cp does not appear explicitly in Turner’s definition of the 

potential energy change ratio. Furthermore, because cp here is the specific heat 

capacity, Fs must be the mass flux rate. It is possible, however, to replace cp 
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with the molar heat capacity, Cp forcing Fs to be the molar flux. Such a change 

also implicitly requires that “k” changes from a mass fraction basis to a mole 

fraction basis.)  

 

In Figure 2.3, the observations of 
αH

cβF pS  and 
h

kcp  versus Rs made by Turner 

(Figure 5 and 7 in Turner’s paper) are reproduced. (Note again the inclusion 

here of the specific heat capacity in the ratio of the mass to heat transfer 

coefficients, which was omitted by Turner because of the unit system he 

employed.) Turner observed that for values of Rs greater than a critical value 

Rc, the potential energy change ratio had a constant, stable value. For his 

experiments with salt solutions, the ratio value was about 0.15 for Rc  2. Below 

this critical value of Rs, the potential energy change ratio increased up to a 

value of 1 at the limit of hydrostatic stability, Rs = 1. Note that Turner stated that 

αH

cβF pS  = Rs
h

kcp , so Figure 10(b) is the slope (derivative with respect to Rs) of 

Figure 2.3(b). 

 

As a consequence of the relationship between the potential energy change 

ratio and Rs, Turner observed that if the value of Rs is known then the ratio of 

the mass transfer coefficient to the heat transfer coefficient could be calculated. 

Therefore, if the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated via an independent 

means, Turner’s data could be used to determine the mass transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 2.3: Turner’s experimental results for equimolar double diffusion in salt 

solutions5, (a) Rs versus potential energy ratio and (b) Rs versus the ratio of 

the mass and heat transfer coefficient. 

 

Turner’s observations indicate that as the hydrostatic stability of the system 

decreases, as quantified by Rs, the ratio of mass to heat transfer increases, 

reaching a maximum value of one at the point of rollover. In addition, Turner’s 

results indicate two different regimes for the ratio k/h, with the transition 

occurring at Rs = Rc. 

 

In 2002, Cho et al.39 conducted some experiments on saline solutions for    

Ra>107, which differed from those of Turner by eliminating the external stirring 

of the mixer in the upper layer. Their results, although noisier, were consistent 

with Turner’s observations shown in Figure 2.3. They commented that, as is 

apparent from Figure 2.3(b), the heat transfer rate for Rs>3 is about 30 times 

larger than the mass transfer rate. 
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2.5. Simulations and studies of LNG rollover 

 

Among all simulations done so far on LNG rollover, there are two 

distinguishable eras. The first one is from 1972, which is when the La Spezia 

rollover incident happened until the successful simulation of it, presented by 

Heestand et al.24 in 1983. The second time period starts from 1983 onwards, 

with the introduction of distributed parameter modelling such as CFD methods 

and especially with the report from Bates and Morrison4 dividing the rollover 

occurrence into two phase, Phase 1 and Phase 2.  

 

2.5.1. Simulations of the La Spezia Incident (1972-1983) 

 

The industry standard LNG rollover model of Heestand et al.24 was preceded   

by several models developed by other researchers. Chatterjee et al.16 were 

amongst the first to develop a LNG rollover model in 1972 and use it to simulate 

the La Spezia incident. They assumed that double diffusive mass transfer had 

occurred between the LNG layers using an analogy with Turner’s salt solution 

observations with minor modifications to account for the different physical 

properties of LNG. Their model treated LNG as a binary mixture of methane as 

the solvent and C2
+ as the solute. Furthermore, Chatterjee et al.16 used the 

equalisation of layer temperatures as the criterion for rollover. Their model 

predicted a much longer time to rollover than given in the Sarsten’s report6 of 

the La Spezia incident 151,200 seconds (42 hrs) vs. 111,600 seconds (31 hrs). 

This indicated that either their model’s mass transfer rates were too low and/or 

their model’s rollover criterion was inaccurate16. 

 

In 1975, Germeles17 improved the model of Chatterjee et al.16 by assuming 

density equalization as the criterion for rollover. He also used empirical 

equations adapted from Turners’ thermohaline observations to calculate the 

heat and mass transfer coefficients for LNG. Germeles also treated the LNG 

as a two-component system and used the Clausius Clapeyron equation and 

the ideal solution model to describe the equilibrium of the upper liquid layer with 

the tank vapour. Germeles suggested an extension to Turner’s observations 
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[Figure 10(a)] by noting that the plateau region for the potential energy ratio 

was believed to be related to the Lewis number,
ABp DρC

λ

Pr

Sc
Le  , where λ is the 

thermal conductivity and DAB is the molecular diffusion coefficient. Germeles 

stated that “Some argue that the value of the plateau [in Figure 10(a)] should 

be equal to 1/Le; others maintain that it should be equal to Le1 ”. He 

assumed that the former was true and estimated Le for LNG to be one-half that 

of salt solutions. Thus, for Rs>2, Germeles took the potential energy ratio 

αH

cβF pS  for LNG to be about 0.3, twice that implied by Turner’s observations.  

 

The agreement between Germeles model and the data from Sarsten’s report 

was better than that of Chatterjee et al., but was still poor. The time to rollover 

in his model was 122400 seconds, which implied that the mass transfer rates 

being used were still too small17. 

 

Heestand et al.24 rejected the use of Turner’s observations and instead used 

the Reynolds analogy to calculate the mass transfer coefficient directly from 

the heat transfer coefficient. With “k” defined on a mole fraction basis, the 

Reynolds analogy is: (see Section 2.7) 

 

1
h

kCP
         (2-16)  

 

This rejection of Turner’s method was on the basis that the thermohaline model 

did not allow enough rapid mass transfer between the layers to reconcile the 

observations from the La Spezia incident. Their results for the simulated 

temperatures and the densities of the LNG layers in the La Spezia storage tank 

are shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

The general model of Heestand et al.24 allowed for “N” stratified layers in a 

storage tank and, as shown in Figure 1.6, included a vaporizing film on the top 

of the upper liquid layer, which was assumed to be in thermodynamic 
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equilibrium with the vapour phase. They considered the LNG liquids to be multi-

component rather than binary mixtures. Heestand et al.24 used the SRK30 EOS 

for their thermodynamic model and the equalization of layer densities as the 

criterion for rollover.  

 

Heestand et al.24 assumed the system to be fully turbulent (a prerequisite for 

using the Reynolds analogy), which meant that the Rayleigh number48 for the 

liquid layers and film were greater than 1010. The Rayleigh number is a 

dimensionless group that is a product of the Grashof number “Gr” and the 

Prandtl number “Pr”48. 

 

Ra = Pr x Gr           (2-17) 

 

where the Prandtl number, which characterises the ratio of momentum 

diffusivity to thermal diffusivity, is given by     

     

λ

μc

MWλ

μC
Pr

pp
        (2-18) 

 

where MW is the molar mass of the fluid. The Grashof number, which 

characterises the ratio of buoyancy force to viscous force, is given by 

 

ρν

ΔρgL

μ

gααΔρL
Gr

2

3

2

23

  .      (2-19) 

 

Here “L” is the length scale of the layers,  is the viscosity,  is the Kinematic 

viscosity, ρ is the difference between two layers’ density and   is the average 

density of two layers. The second equality in Eq. (2-19), which was used 

extensively by Heestand et al.24 is obtained by substituting Eq. (2-6) into Eq. (2-

19). These and other dimensionless groups were important to and used 

extensively in, the rollover model of Heestand et al.24. For example, the heat 

transfer coefficient was estimated using correlations for the dimensionless 

Nusselt number defined as: 
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 Nu  h L/           (2-20) 

 

The Nusselt number is correlated with the Rayleigh number through the general 

relation 

Nu = C (Ra)1/3 = C (Gr x Pr)1/3 .     (2-21) 

 

Combining and re-arranging Eqs. (2-20) and (2-21) gives 

 

1/3(PrGr)
L

λ
Ch          (2-22) 

 

Heestand et al.24 investigated the effects of using different literature 

correlations for Nu in their simulation. A summary of these correlations is given 

in Table 2.5. Often the correlations assumed the value of the Prandtl number 

was fixed at that of air, Pr = 0.7and absorbed its effect into the numerical value 

of the constant “C”. In doing so, they simplified Eq. (2-22) further and used the 

following general relation to calculate the inter-layer heat transfer coefficient.  
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Equation for Intercellular Nusselt 

number  
Year 

Rollover 

Time 

Secs (Hr) 

Prandtl number 

Effect 

1 Nu= 0.0731(Ra)1/3 
Globe and 

Dropkin29 
1959 

73400 

(20.4) 
Assumed 

2 Nu= 0.0556(Ra)1/3 McAdams28 1954 
89200 

(24.8) 
Assumed 

3 Nu= 0.0597(Gr)1/3 
Globe and 

Dropkin29 
1959 

102200 

(28.4) 
Not Assumed 

4 Nu= 0.0493(Gr)1/3 McAdams28 1954 
119200 

(33.1) 
Not Assumed 

5 Nu= 0.0425(Ra)1/3 
Modified by 

Heestand et al.  
1983 

109800 

(30.5) 
Assumed 

6 Nu= 0.0553(Gr)1/3 
Modified by 

Heestand et al.  
1983 

108700 

(30.2) 
Not Assumed 

 

Table 2.5: Different correlations used by Heestand et al.24 for calculating the 

Nusselt number48 and, thus, the heat transfer coefficient between the two 

liquid layers.  

 

The variation with time of the heat transfer coefficient used in their simulation 

is shown in Figure 2.4. With the heat transfer coefficient determined, the 

simulation could proceed once the mass transfer coefficient was calculated 

using Eq. (2-16). Heestand et al.24 noted the sensitivity of the time to rollover 

determined by their simulation to the method used to determine the heat 

transfer coefficient. Using the Globe and Dropkin29 correlation with no value of 

“Pr” assumed, the predicted rollover time was 40% shorter than observed, while 

using the McAdams correlation28 with Pr = 0.7 the predicted rollover time was 

20 % longer than observed. Their best result (prediction of 109,800 seconds 

vs. observed 111,600 seconds) was obtained using a value of C = 0.0425 in 

Eq (2-22). The Figures showing their simulation results in their paper and 

reproduced here in Figure 2.4, were generated using this value of “C”.  
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To determine the boil-off (vaporisation) rate in the assumed vaporizing film on 

the top of the upper liquid layer, Heestand et al.24 assumed the presence of a 

Rayleigh circulation flow “F”, between the upper layer and the film. This flow is 

also related to the Nusselt number and was previously defined by Hashemi and 

Wesson40 in 1971 for LNG who used Eq. (2-21) with C = 0.3276. Heestand et 

al. modified the original Hashemi-Wesson correlation by expressing the 

Grashof number in terms of ρ rather than T.  
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       (2-24)  

 

From this Rayleigh flow the boil-off molar flow rate, f, was calculated from an 

energy balance on the film layer with no accumulation allowed. 

 

Q

q)FH(H
f VFU 
         (2-25)  

 

Here, CPU
 is the upper layer’s molar heat capacity; ρF and ρU are the film and 

the upper layers’ densities, respectively,  is the upper layer’s thermal 

conductivity, 
pc


  is the thermal diffusivity, HU

 and HF are the upper layer 

and film enthalpies, respectively and Q is the heat of vaporization. 

 

Heestand et al.24 modelled the vapour in the La Spezia storage tank as being 

in thermodynamic equilibrium with the film. However, they stated the initial 

vapour composition to be simply 0.95 CH4 + 0.05 N2, which is inconsistent with 

a flash calculation of the upper liquid layer using the SRK30 EOS. Furthermore, 

they stated that the initial temperature of the vapour was 122 K, which was 8 K 

above the stated initial upper liquid layer temperature. This is a significant 

inconsistency with their statement that the film and vapour were always in 

thermodynamic equilibrium unless initially the film had a very different 
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composition and temperature to the upper liquid layer. (Note the new LNG 

cargo was added below the upper layer, which had been in the tank for several 

days). In addition, they have considered a tailor-made vapour phase height of 

20.42 meters in their simulation, instead of 3.96 meters mentioned as vapour 

height in Sarsten report6, without any justification.     

 

 

 

Figure 2.4(a): Heestand et al.24 simulation results for density change in liquid 

layers and 2.4(b): temperature change in liquid layers. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4(c): Heestand et al.24 heat transfer coefficient change over time. 
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In Figure 2.5, the progress of the “traditional” rollover simulation models 

between 1972 and 1983 is shown in terms of their predicted time to rollover for 

the La Spezia incident. This progress was achieved primarily by increasing the 

effective mass transfer coefficient by use of the Reynolds analogy and by using 

the more realistic density equalisation as the criterion for rollover. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Comparison of simulations for La Spezia rollover incident time 

between different works until 198311. 

 

2.5.2. Further Investigations of LNG Rollover: 1993 onwards 

 

In 1993, Shi et al.41 were one of the first groups to apply distributed parameter 

approach such as CFD modeling of fluid dynamics to the study of mixing 

between stratified liquid layers of liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen mixtures as 

shown in Figure 2.6. They also conducted ambient temperature experiments 

with liquid Freon mixtures, applying flow visualization techniques. The use of 

Freon meant that boil-off rates could not be measured reliably during their 

experiments and thus, the experiments focused only on the liquid phase 

motions. Their results showed that the mixing of the two stratified layers 

involves two stages in sequence: migration of the interface followed by rapid 

mixing between the remaining liquids. These observations were consistent with 
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the numerical simulations which used a free convective flow regime to model 

the mixing in rectangular tanks. A key conclusion of their work was that the ratio 

of the base to side heat flux into the tank is a major factor in determining the 

mode and intensity of the subsequent rollover event. This heat flux ratio 

determines the entrainment rates on the two sides of the (initial) interface and 

helps determine when it starts to migrate. The longer the period prior to 

migration, the greater the rollover severity in terms of layer mixing and boil-off 

generation. Shi et al.41 pointed out that that of the incidents reviewed by Acton 

and Van Meerbeke32, the amount of boil-off gas produced was quite variable 

and that their model was only applicable to the most dramatic (end) stages of 

the rollover. The ability to describe the comparatively long periods of time prior 

to interface migration is an essential feature of a comprehensive model for LNG 

rollover in industrial scenarios. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Simulation results for mixing of two initially stratified liquid layers 

subjected to uniform heating reported by Shi et al.41. 
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In 1997, Bates and Morrison4 suggested that LNG rollover in fact, occurs in two 

phases (Phase 1 and 2), in which the mass transfer regimes are significantly 

different. This suggestion was based on some graphical data included in their 

publication and reproduced here in Figure 2.7, which is a subset of some 

confidential, inaccessible data attributed to Gaz de France and “British Gas 

Research and Technology”. Bates and Morrison4 stated that the British Gas 

Research and Technology results obtained in the mid-1980s from a series of 

experiments with liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) were consistent with the later 

Gaz de France studies with LNG in large-scale tanks.   

 

When discussing the data presented in Figure 2.7, Bates and Morrison4 stated 

that in Phase 1, double diffusive convection occurred. Heat transfer from 

outside the tank caused the temperature of the lower layer (top line in Figure 

2.7(a)) to increase steadily. There was only modest heat transfer between the 

layers, which resulted in a reduced rate of temperature increase for the upper 

layer (bottom line in Figure 2.7(a)). The density of the lower layer decreased 

with time, as its temperature increased. Most of the mass transfer occurred 

subsequently during what they called Phase 2 of the rollover process as shown 

in Figure 2.7(b). 

 

In contrast with the double-diffusive convection, Bates and Morrison4  

characterized the mass transfer in Phase 2 as being driven by penetrative 

convection. Penetrative convection can be described as plumes from one layer 

entering and entraining fluid from another before returning under its own 

weight. The time and length scales of this convection are significantly faster 

and longer respectively, than in double-diffusive convection and result in the 

appearance of a migrating interface. As the scale of the plumes increases, the 

interface between the two layers moves perceptibly and the density difference 

between them decreases until the rollover begins4. The onset of this new mass 

transfer mechanism coincides with a significant increase in the boil-off rate, as 

shown in Figure 2.7(c). 
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Figure 2.7: Bates and Morrison experimental results4. (a) Measured LNG 

temperatures at three levels in the tank. (b) Measured LNG densities at three 

levels in the tank. (c) Measured boil-off rate. 

 

Bates and Morrison4 also reported the development of a new model for LNG 

rollover, which following their experimental results was separated into the 

description of the two Phases. Unfortunately, many of the specific details of 

about this model were not reported. However, for the simulation of Phase 1, 

Bates and Morrison4 used a similar model to previous researchers, presenting 

a series solution to the set of differential equations describing energy and 
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material balances in the liquid layers. Bates and Morrison4 used a lumped 

parameter model to describe the data from Phase 1 when the liquid layer 

interface was stationary, which they then extended on a parametric basis to 

describe Phase 2 when the liquid layer interface was moving. Unfortunately, 

many of the specific details about their model were not reported. Importantly, 

though, as a result of the existence of Phase 2, large mass transfer coefficients 

were not required in the lumped parameter model of Phase 1, so it was 

unnecessary to utilise the Reynolds analogy.  

 

Bates and Morrison stated that they varied h and k according to Turner’s 

observations for the salt solutions and, during Phase 1, they conducted a 

sensitivity study, holding the potential energy ratio used to calculate the mass 

transfer flux from the heat transfer flux at 0.15, while varying the interfacial heat 

flux from 0.1 to 2.0 W m-2. They stated that such a change in the interfacial heat 

flux only caused the duration of Phase 1 to vary by 16%; they defined Phase 

1’s duration to be such that the stability ratio Rs be greater than some critical 

value Rc. Unfortunately, Bates and Morrison4 did not specify what the value of 

Rc for LNG systems was, although they did state that the predicted rollover 

times were very sensitive to the value it was assigned in the model. In contrast 

to the results obtained by Heestand et al.24 and Deshpande et al.25 for models 

utilising the Reynolds analogy, Bates and Morrison stated that the results of 

their simulation for Phase 1 were insensitive to the specific values of the heat 

transfer coefficient used in the model. 

 

For the Phase 2, they proposed a simple linear model linking the density 

difference between the two layers to their temperature difference. Apart from 

the data in the graphs shown in Figure 2.7, Bates and Morrison4 did not provide 

any information on the initial properties of the LNG in their experiments or how 

the key physical properties were measured. They also did not describe how 

they calculated physical properties of the LNG for the models. Their model 

ignored the vapour phase entirely and several typographical errors appear in 

the manuscript. Most significantly, the recursive relation they give for computing 

the series coefficients used to calculate the total mass (mole) in the upper liquid 
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layer (Eq. (22) in the original paper4) does not appear to depend on any mass 

transfer coefficients. In addition, their series solution for energy balance refers 

only to the temperature difference between the two layers; knowledge of the 

absolute layer temperatures is required for reliable calculation of the LNG’s 

physical properties. 

 

The work of Bates and Morrison on LNG rollover is seminal in its identification 

of the two different phases and the transition from one to the other at a critical 

value of the stability ratio, in a fashion similar to that observed by Turner5 for 

salt solutions. However, to utilise these observations in an improved lumped-

parameter model of LNG rollover, it is necessary to have a numerical value for 

the critical stability ratio RC, which was not provided by Bates and Morrison. 

Turner’s data suggest that for saline solutions RC = 2, but it would be surprising 

if the critical stability ratio for LNG systems was the same given the very 

different nature of the solvent and solutes. Furthermore, LNG is a multi-

component mixture whereas the salt solutions contained only a single solute.  

 

In 2006, Bashiri et al.42 presented a conference paper about LNG rollover. They 

claimed to re-developed the model of Heestand et al.24 using the Peng-

Robinson43 equation of state instead of the SRK30 EOS used by Heestand et 

al.24. However, they did not give any details about their results or any 

improvement over the original Heestand et al.24 model to Sarsten’s6 data. 

 

In 2008, Kim et al.44 presented a conference paper based on the model of 

Heestand et al., which they used in the optimization of vent gas recovery 

compressors. They did not give any further details on how they calculated the 

LNG physical properties or the interfacial heat and the mass transfer 

coefficients. Their main focus was to model the operation of the boil-off gas 

handling systems and they used the modified Hashemi and Wesson40 

correlation to calculate the boil-off rate in a stratified LNG tank. Although their 

paper was not directly related to any LNG rollover, they confirmed that using 

the modified Hashemi and Wesson40 correlation, gave good results for boil off 

gas (BOG) prediction in LNG tanks. 
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In 2007, Koyama et al.45 conducted a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulation of the loading and unloading of LNG tanks to improve safety and 

reduce costs. They studied the process of filling the tank with different-density 

LNGs with numerical models and compared the model predictions with some 

limited operational measurements of temperature, density, volume fraction and 

pressure in a small tank. To develop a numerical model for tank filling in CFD 

environment, they used a liquid-liquid, Eulerian-Eulerian homogeneous 

multiphase model in ANSYS FLUENT software46. They monitored the volume 

fractions of the fluid changing over time in a turbulent environment. They used 

Tetra, Wedge, Pyramid type 3D meshes. The system was consisted of 62,286 

nodes and 152,795 elements. They also considered standard k -  turbulent 

model for their simulation. 

 

The main selected LNG tank capacity was 200,000 m3 with a diameter of 72 

meters. The tank was modelled as bottom filled with lighter LNG using B1L type 

nozzle45 based on the type of the LNG tank used in Tokyo Gas Co.  They also 

assumed no pumping out during the filling process. Figure 2.8 shows their 

simulation results for change in LNG density after 30 minutes and volume 

fraction after 10 minutes.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Koyama et al.45 CFD simulation results for LNG tank bottom 

filling. 
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They concluded that the initial density difference, the initial LNG depth and the 

filling rate were directly related to any resulting stratification. However, they did 

not use their simulation to model any subsequent approach to LNG rollover 

event. Furthermore, their proposed equations for simulating LNG densities are 

not accurate and have large discrepancies with the mentioned densities. They 

did not identify how they simulate the vapour and BOG in CFD environment. 

 

Later that same year (2007), Zimmerman et al.47 further extended the numerical 

modelling approach by using the distributed parameter techniques for 

investigating the rollover hydrodynamic instability and its dependence on 

diffusion. They used hydrodynamic and heat and mass transport equations to 

study the stability characteristics of rollover. They conducted a linear stability 

analysis of the system in a transient hydrodynamic state and concluded that 

the transition from a “corner eddy” mode spinning down to spinning up is the 

driver for the rollover instability.  

 

In building the numerical model, Zimmerman et al.47 identified and used time 

and length scales to convert the equations into relations between 

dimensionless quantities and groups. They identified that the indicative 

timescale for describing the rollover in the systems they simulated was the 

conductive time scale. However, if this time scale were to be applied to LNG 

storage tanks of industrial dimensions, the characteristic rollover times would 

be of order 100 years.   

 

A likely reason for the inapplicability of the results obtained by Zimmerman et 

al.47 to industrial-sized tanks was the choice of the model boundary conditions 

selected for the nominal vapour-liquid interface in their CFD model. 

Zimmerman et al.47 investigated four different boundary conditions but all of 

them related to variations in the heat transfer at the interface with no mass 

transfer permitted at the vapour-liquid boundary: The absence of a significant 

vaporization rate in the CFD model means that the dominant boundary effects 

were not included. The effect on the CFD simulation of using any of the four 

thermal boundary conditions was found to be small, which further suggests that 
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the heat loss due to vaporization and the change in composition of the upper 

liquid layer due to the preferential boil-off of more volatile components are the 

more important phenomena that need to be captured in any model of LNG 

rollover.  

 

To simulate rollover in LNG storage tanks, it is clear that CFD models need to 

account properly for boil-off at the vapour-liquid interface and the convective 

Rayleigh flow that drives this boil-off. However, as Zimmerman and co-workers 

point out in a subsequent paper47, extending CFD simulations to realistic LNG 

storage scenarios is problematic because of the need to develop the 

appropriate Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes26 equations. Incorporating such 

a realistic boundary condition remains a significant challenge for future, 

improved CFD models of LNG rollover. 

 

Zimmerman et al.47 also identified that the hydrodynamicly interesting features 

of the rollover process were proceeded by a long-period dominated by diffusive 

mass transfer between the liquid layers, which is consistent with observations 

and industrial records of LNG rollover incidents. It is apparent that while CFD 

models offer insight into rollover, they are not yet able to fully describe events 

that occur in industrial LNG storage and that significant advances in multi-

phase CFD modelling will be required to achieve this. Thus, lumped parameter 

models offer the only current prospect of analysing and/or predicting LNG 

rollover incidents and, in particular, the conditions and slow evolution of the 

system towards the brief period of hydrodynamic activity that can be described 

by CFD models.  

 

Later in 2011, Deshpande et al.25 described a rollover model similar to that of 

Heestand et al.24, implemented in modern software and tested its predictions 

against the data reported for both La Spezia6 and Partington18 rollover 

incidents. However, they did not mention what software package they used for 

the simulation.  
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Deshpande et al.25 demonstrated the sensitivities of time to rollover predictions 

on the various parameters used in such models. Furthermore, while they could 

replicate the results reported from the La Spezia incident; however, they found 

a large discrepancy between the predicted and observed rollover times in the 

case of the Partington incident (18 hours versus 68 days). 

 

They also added some extra information to Baker and Creed’s data18 for the 

Partington rollover incident, such as vapour height, and deleted the 

components heavier than propane. They assumed the layers’ temperatures to 

be 114 K for the lower layer and 112 K for the upper layer; however, using the 

SRK30 or the GERG-20043 EOS, they showed that LNG with mentioned 

composition at 108 kPa, will become 2 phase at these temperatures. 

Furthermore, their referenced value for the total heat leak is much larger than 

what mentioned in the previous rollover incidents (~10 times more), which could 

be a recording or measurement error. Table 2.6 below shows their assumptions 

for the Partington rollover incident simulation: 

 

Comp (mole %) Lower layer Upper layer 

N2 0.47 0.5 

C1 92.6 97.5 

C2 6.47 2.0 

C3 0.46 0 

Density (kg/m3) 435.9 423.36 

Temperature (K) 114 112 

LNG level (m) 31.4 3.3 

Total heat leak (kW) 21.505 15.495 

Heat leakage rate (W/m2)   

Bottom 7.5 0 

Sidewalls 3 3 

Top 0 10 

 

Table 2.6: Deshpande et al.25 input data for Partington rollover simulation. 
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Using the above-mentioned data, Deshpande et al.’s 25 model reached rollover 

after 18 hours, much faster than the 68 days reported by Baker and Creed18.  

 

Figures 2.9 shows their simulation results for density and BOG evolution over 

time for the Partington rollover simulation. Unfortunately, they did not publish 

any data on the evolution of the temperature of the LNG layers and vapour 

phase.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Deshpande et al.25 results for density and BOG evolution over 

time for the Partington rollover simulation. 

 

Deshpande et al.25  identified that accurate defining of heat and mass transfers 

between the layers were crucial to the prediction of any rollover models. 

Accordingly, they extracted values of effective heat and mass-transfer 

coefficients by monitoring level-temperature-density data from instrumented 

LNG storage tanks and then regressing the model parameters to force 

agreement between the predicted and observed data. However, the results of 

Deshpande et al.25 indicate that the generality of current rollover models 

appears to be effectively limited to the description of the La Spezia incident. 

Although their simulation for the Partington rollover incident was not successful, 

they revealed more data than previously reported by Baker and Creed’s on 

British Gas rollover incident and showed that the current the data and their 
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assumptions such as using the Reynolds analogy for mass transfer are not 

sufficient to accurately model the Partington rollover.  

 

2.6. LNG properties and transfer coefficients 

 

As identified in Chapter 1, the calculation of the physical properties of the LNG 

is critical to the simulation of rollover, as is the calculation of the heat and mass 

transfer coefficients. In the previous section, the correlations used to estimate 

the heat and mass transfer coefficients were discussed in the context of 

previous rollover simulations. In this section, we discuss methods of physical 

property and mass transfer coefficient prediction not previously used in rollover 

simulations. 

 

2.6.1. The Reynolds and Chilton-Colburn Analogies between 

heat and mass transfer 

 

Similarities between the diffusive transport of momentum, energy and mass 

were first noted by Reynolds in 187448. He noticed that all the fluxes in transport 

of momentum, heat and mass followed the general rule:  

 

(Flux of transport property) = (diffusivity of transport property) X (gradient of transport property) 

 

He concluded that the nature of convective heat and mass transfer was 

essentially the same. Reynolds assumed that the effective film thicknesses 

governing the transfer of momentum, energy and mass were equal. In this 

situation, the difference between the heat diffusivity and mass diffusivity can be 

neglected, which is equivalent to stating that the fluid’s Prandtl number is equal 

to its Schmidt number. Such an assumption leads to Eq. (2-16), which was 

used by Heestand et al.24 in their rollover simulation.  

 

Subsequently in 1929, Chilton and Colburn48 suggested that the thickness of 

the films governing heat and mass transfer were functions of the fluid’s local 
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Reynolds number and either its Prandtl number or Schmidt number, 

respectively, as shown for a common case in Eqs. (2-26) and (2-27).  
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Here “
μ

zρρ
Re  ” is the local Reynolds number, z is the film length, DAB is the 

molecular diffusivity and v is the local fluid velocity. By assuming that the 

effective film thickness for the transfer of energy and mass were equal but 

allowing for differences in the Pr and Sc numbers, Chilton and Colburn 

extended the Reynolds analogy. 
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The Reynolds analogy is a limiting form of the Chilton-Colburn analogy in the 

case of a fully turbulent system48. To determine the Schmidt number needed 

for the Chilton-Colburn analogy, it is necessary to calculate the molecular 

diffusion coefficient DAB. In this research the Wilke–Chang equation49, was 

used for this purpose so that we could implement the Chilton-Colburn analogy 

in the rollover simulation. 
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Here, MWB is the solvent molecular weight, (16.04 g/mol for methane49), VbA is 

the molar volume of the solute at its normal boiling point, ηB is the solvent 

viscosity and fB is an empirical association factor, which takes the values of 2.6 

for water, 1.9 for methanol, 1.5 for ethanol and 1.0 for non-associated solvents.  

 

The Chilton-Colburn analogy gives mass transfer coefficients that differ from 

the Reynolds analogy in two respects. First for LNG the use of DAB to calculate 

the Schmidt number leads to component specific mass transfer coefficients, 

with one for each species in the LNG, whereas the Reynolds analogy (and 

Turner’s method5) only give a single, overall mass transfer coefficient. Second, 

for LNG the term (Pr/Sc)2/3 are approximately 10, which means that the mass 

transfer coefficients are an order of magnitude smaller than those obtained with 

the Reynolds analogy. 

 

2.6.2. Physical and thermophysical properties 

 

For calculating the thermodynamic properties of the LNG an equation of state 

or equivalent thermodynamic model is needed. For computational reasons, 

most simulations use cubic equations of state, such as SRK30 or Peng-

Robinson43 even though these equations of states are known to predict liquid 

densities poorly. In this work the GERG-2004 equation of state3 was used to 

calculate all thermodynamic properties. This equation of state is an example of 

a new multi-parameter (~40) equation that has been regressed to all of the 

available high-quality thermodynamic data for natural gas and LNG and claims 

to represent that data within its experimental uncertainty.  

 

The GERG-2004 equation of state3 is a formulation based on the multi-fluid 

approximation and provides a functional form for the reduced Helmholtz energy 

explicit in the fluid’s density, temperature and composition for a mixture. All 

thermodynamic properties can be calculated from appropriate derivatives of the 

Helmholtz energy function. The GERG-2004 equation of state has been 

adopted recently as the reference equation of state for natural gas and LNG by 
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the Groupe Europeen de Recherché Gazieres (GERG) who commissioned its 

development3. As the review of the modern multi-parameter GERG-2004 

equation of state is not the objective and the main focus of this thesis, the 

reader is referred to Span et al.50 for further information than above. 

 

This equation of state has been implemented both as an add-in function for 

Microsoft Excel and also in the software REFPROP1 and its link to MATLAB, 

which is called REFPROPM1. A slight difference was found in the values of the 

properties calculated using the two implementations and ultimately utilized the 

REFPROPM1 version for all the results presented in this work. 

 

The REFPROPM1 software allows the computation of transport properties 

natural gas mixtures and pure components. For the mixtures, the model used 

by REFPROPM1 to calculate the thermal conductivity and viscosity is based 

upon the modified Ely-Hanley method51, which is an extended corresponding 

states model. It should be noted that the methods used to calculate the LNG’s 

viscosity and thermal conductivities in previous simulations were not described. 

For example, Heestand et al.24 used a constant value for these transport 

properties but did not state where they came from. 

 

After defining the physical properties of LNG and transport coefficients, we 

need a criterion for the occurrence of rollover. Most of the previous attempts to 

simulate LNG rollover, used equalization of densities as rollover criteria; 

however, in this study, the more accurate stability ratio Rs has been used in the 

simulation of rollover. This approach will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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This Chapter reviewed the accessible data and efforts done so far to describe 

and simulate the LNG rollover event. Lack of agreement between the recorded 

data and the majority of proposed models, especially the latest simulation of 

Deshpande et al.25 with the recorded data of Baker and Creed18, showed the 

importance of having a rigorous and better approach to model and simulate the 

LNG rollover. Furthermore, although in some works, there is a limited reference 

to the auto stratification rollover, no operational data and model is available in 

the open literature for any auto stratification rollover event.  

 

Most importantly, the significance of accurate modelling of the physical and 

thermophysical properties, as well as the approach taken towards modelling of 

the heat and mass transfer regime, have been highlighted. In general, lack of 

reliable recorded data on actual LNG rollover incidents in the open literature is 

another major deficiency towards an accurate modelling, as there are not many 

references available for comparison and validation of the proposed models.     
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Chapter 3 

Analysis of available data from Liquefied Natural Gas 

rollover incidents to determine the critical stability 

ratios 

 

This chapter is an adapted version of the journal article by P. Arjomandnia et 

al. published in the AIChE journal7 in 2013. While some headings from the 

journal article have been retained, the figures, equations, tables and references 

have been renumbered to be in line with the thesis format. 

 

As described in Chapter 2, Turner’s observations5 quantifying the relationship 

between diffusive heat and mass transfer were obtained for binary mixtures of 

salt and water. One of the questions addressed in this research was whether 

the binary mixture stability criteria is applicable to multi-component systems. 

Answering this question leads to the identification of the research objective 3 

given in Section 1.7. In this chapter, a rollover criterion consistent with the 

observations of Turner but tailored for multicomponent mixtures is developed, 

the result of which is shown in a State map, Figure 3.1 at the end of the chapter.  

 

To develop Figure 3.1, it was first necessary to generalize some of the concepts 

and definitions previously given for binary mixtures and extend them to cover 

multi-component mixtures as discussed below: 

 

3.1. Extension of Turner’s model to LNG systems 

 

3.1.1. Calculating Rs for the La Spezia LNGs as pseudo 

binary mixtures 

 

There are two contributions to the stability ratio: the effect of the temperature 

gradient on the density gradient (the denominator in Eq. (2-13)) and the effect 

of the concentration gradients on the density gradient (the numerator in Eq. (2-
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13)). The former can be calculated directly using the known mixture 

composition and an equation of state for the LNG to determine the volume 

expansivity - (see Eq. (2-6)). The latter requires a more involved investigation 

of the effect of changes in composition on the mixture’s density. This is most 

easily done by treating the mixture as a pseudo-binary solvent-solute system. 

The question is whether this simplistic treatment gives an adequate result. 

 

The volume expansivity, - (see Eq. (2-6)) for the upper and lower LNG layers 

were calculated directly from the initial compositions, temperatures and 

pressure using the GERG-2004 EOS in REFPROPM to be 2.34  10-3 K-1 and 

2.31  10-3 K-1, respectively. (For comparison, the value - for pure liquid 

methane at approximately the La Spezia temperature and pressure is 3.5  

10-3 K-1).  

 

For the purpose of calculating Rs, the average value  = -2.3  10-3 K-1 was 

used both for the initial and subsequent hydrostatic stability analyses because 

its variation with temperature and composition over the 30 hours prior to rollover 

was negligible. The initial product of  T for the La Spezia system was 0.0108. 

 

To establish whether treating LNG as a pseudo-binary mixture is a satisfactory 

approximation, the effect of composition gradients on the stability ratio was 

evaluated by considering the La Spezia LNGs as mixtures of methane plus a 

pseudo-component given the name C2
+. The LNG compositions were 

converted from a mole fraction basis into molal concentrations, with methane 

as the solvent. The molal scale was selected in preference to the molar scale 

of concentration for its ease of use in performing the necessary calculations; 

molal concentrations are temperature independent and the difficulties in 

converting the reported mole fractions into a volume of solution are significant 

in comparison with the effort required to calculate just the mass of solvent.  

 

It is convenient to establish some standard relations between the molal 

concentration and the mole fraction composition of a mixture. To do this we first 

consider an LNG sample containing 1 kg of methane (MWCH4 = 16.043 g/mol). 
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The number of moles of methane and the total number of moles in this sample 

are 
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The number of moles, ni of the “ith” solute component is given by  
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where Xi is the mole fraction of component ”i”. The molality of component ”i” will 

thus be: 
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Here mCH4 is the mass of methane, which for these calculations is 1 kg. The 

difference in molal concentrations for a solute species between two different 

LNG samples, each with the same mass of methane, is therefore: 
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where the superscripts (1) and (2) identify the two LNG samples.  

 

To calculate the value of the concentration expansion coefficient(s) it is 

necessary to vary the concentration of (one of) the solute(s) and then evaluate 

the change in the mixture’s mass density. This is achieved by varying the 
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number of moles of component “i" by a small amount, ni, while keeping the 

amount of methane solvent constant. It is convenient to establish the 

relationships between ni and the new mole fraction compositions before and 

after this hypothetical addition is done. The change in the solute concentration 

is simply: 
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Once ni is added to the solution, the new mole fractions are given by 
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For example, adding 0.1 mol of ethane to 1 kg of methane at 114 K and 0.13 

MPa, changes XCH4 from 1 to 0.9984 CH4 and XC2H6 from 0 to 0.0016. The mass 

density of the pure methane changes from 418.4103 to 418.8902 kg/m3 for the 

mixture. Using Eq. (2-7), we can calculate  for this case as: 
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ΔS

Δρ

ρ

1
β 











  kg/mol 

 

To calculate  for a multi-component LNG mixture by treating it as a binary 

mixture, the concentration of a heavier single pseudo-component called C2
+ 

must be evaluated from the specified LNG component mole fractions. Changes 

in the concentration of this pseudo-component must then be converted back 
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into new mole fractions for all the real components. This requires an additional 

constraint; specifically, it is assumed that the nC2+ is the equivalent of varying 

all the (actual) solute species in a ratio equivalent to their initial mole fractions. 

 

For the case of the La Spezia LNGs, addition of 0.1 mol/kg of C2+ changes the 

composition of the upper layer from 0.6362 CH4 + 0.3638 C2+ to 0.6356 CH4 + 

0.3644 C2+ and causes the density to change from 536.9516 to 537.1266 

kg/m3. For the lower layer the composition changes from 0.6226 CH4 + 

0.3774C2
+ to 0.6219 CH4 + 0.3781 C2

+ and the density changes from 541.0316 

to 541.2038 kg/m3. Thus, if the La Spezia LNGs are treated as binary mixtures, 

 has the value of 3.25  10-3 kg/mol for the upper layer and 3.18  10-3 kg/mol 

for the lower layer, which gives the average value of 3.22  10-3 kg/mol. The 

results are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 

 

Component 
Initial Mole 
Fractions 

Component 

New mole fraction due 
to addition of 0.1 mol/kg 

C2
+ 

Bottom Top Bottom Top 

methane 0.6226 0.6362 methane 0.6219 0.6356 

nitrogen 0.0002 0.0035 

C2+ 0.3781 0.3644 

ethane 0.2185 0.2416 

propane 0.1266 0.0936 

butane 0.0314 0.0235 

isobutane 0 0 

pentane 0.0007 0.0016 

isopentane  0 0 

 

Table 3.1: Initial and new composition of La Spezia LNGs due to addition of 

0.1 mol/kg of C2
+ solute. 
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Initial Condition New Condition 

T (K)  118.997 114.355 118.997 114.355 

P (MPa)  0.15 0.131 0.15 0.131 

 (kg/m3)  541.0316 536.9516 541.2038 537.1266 

 (kg/m3)      0.1722 0.1750 

      0.00031 0.00032 

(kg/mol)      0.00318 0.00325 

Average(kg/mol)      0.0032 

Stop - Sbot 
   -2.14018 

(Stop - Sbot)
   -0.00689 

(Ttop - Tbot)
   0.01077 

 

Table 3.2: Calculation of  due to 0.1 mol/kg change in the initial 

concentration of each solute for La Spezia incident initial condition. 

 

With these values of , , S and T, the system’s value of RS can be 

calculated and is equal to 0.63. This means that the system is hydrostatically 

unstable at the initial condition, which is inconsistent with the observations 

reported by Sarsten6. Clearly the assumption that LNG can be treated as a 

binary mixture for the purpose of rollover simulation is a very poor one.  

 

3.1.2. Quantitative estimates of the hydrostatic stability 

ratios for other documented LNG rollover incidents 

 

Clearly, to reliably evaluate the hydrostatic stability of a multi-component 

mixture like LNG, the individual effect of each solute component must be 

considered. Such an extension begins by defining a concentration expansion 

coefficient for each solute: 
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The solute specific i quantify the fractional change in the mixture’s mass 

density caused by a small change in that solute’s concentration. The total effect 
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of solute concentration on the mixture density is then the sum of the 

contributions of each species. The implication of this extension on the 

requirement for hydrostatic stability is given by the following modification to Eq. 

(2-10): 

 

 
i

i
i 0
ΔZ
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β
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ΔT
αΔκρgE       (3-11)  

 

Since  ≈ 0, the effects of compressibility can be ignored and thus for an 

arbitrary length scale, the stability ratio becomes  
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ΔSβ

R        (3-12)  

 

In Eqs. (3-10) to (3-12) the index refers only to solute species and in Eq. (3-12) 

we introduce the component specific stability ratio, Rs,i. It should be noted that 

while Rs is defined to be positive, the Rs,i are not necessarily; the contribution 

of one component’s concentration distribution can in principle be offset by that 

of another component. To calculate the initial hydrostatic stability of the La 

Spezia LNGs using this multi-component model, the calculation done above is 

repeated but instead of a single value of , five component specific values of i 

must be evaluated. This is achieved by varying the number of moles of each 

solute component by ni = 0.01 mol in a hypothetical sample of the LNG 

containing 100 kg of methane, while holding the number of moles of each other 

solute component constant. The resulting mole-fraction composition of the 

modified LNG is calculated and then the mass density of (each) new LNG is 

calculated at the same temperature and pressure, using the GERG-20043 EOS. 

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 3.3. 

 

This analysis shows that the contribution over changes in concentration to 

changes in mixture density is not equal for all components as assumed in the 

pseudo-component binary model. The values of the i vary from 2  10-3 
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kg/mol for C2H6 to 8  10-3 kg/mol for C5H12. There is also some dependence 

on mixture composition and temperature apparent as the values of the i are 

slightly different for the upper and lower layers. The differences range from 

3  10-4 kg/mol for C2H6 to 6  10-4 kg/mol for C5H12. For the purpose of 

calculating Rs, the average value of i for the two layers was used for each 

solute. 

 

To calculate the hydrostatic stability ratio, the differences in solute 

concentration between the two layers, Si, must be evaluated, which can be 

determined from the differences in layer mole fraction compositions using Eq. 

(3-5). The results are shown in Table 3.3. Combining each of the Si with the 

i and then with T for the two layers gives the initial hydrostatic stability ratio 

for the La Spezia LNGs. 
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Table 3.3: New mole fractions due to 0.01 mol/kg change in the initial concentration of each solute in the La Spezia LNGs. The 

original compositions are listed in Table 2.27. 

 

Component being 
varied: 

Nitrogen Ethane Propane Butane Pentane 

New Mole 
Fractions 

New Mole 
Fractions 

New Mole 
Fractions 

New Mole 
Fractions 

New Mole 
Fractions 

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top 
methane 0.62254 0.63614 0.62254 0.63614 0.62254 0.63614 0.62254 0.63614 0.62254 0.63614 

nitrogen 0.00030 0.00360 0.00020 0.00350 0.00020 0.00350 0.00020 0.00350 0.00020 0.00350 

ethane 0.21848 0.24158 0.21858 0.24168 0.21848 0.24158 0.21848 0.24158 0.21848 0.24158 

propane 0.12659 0.09359 0.12659 0.09359 0.12669 0.09369 0.12659 0.09359 0.12659 0.09359 

butane 0.03140 0.02350 0.03140 0.02350 0.03140 0.02350 0.03150 0.02360 0.03140 0.02350 

isobutane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

pentane 0.00069 0.00159 0.00069 0.00159 0.00069 0.00159 0.00069 0.00159 0.00079 0.00170 

isopentane  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of moles total 
(2) 100.126 97.986 100.126 97.986 100.126 97.986 100.126 97.986 100.126 97.986 

T (K) 118.997 114.355 118.997 114.355 118.997 114.355 118.997 114.355 118.997 114.355 

P (MPa) 0.15 0.131 0.15 0.131 0.15 0.131 0.15 0.131 0.15 0.131 

 (kg/m3) 541.046 536.968 541.041 536.963 541.057 536.979 541.071 536.994 541.074 536.997 

kg/m3) 0.0144 0.0164 0.0096 0.0111 0.0249 0.0274 0.0393 0.0425 0.0421 0.0453 

 0.00003 0.00003 0.00002 0.00002 0.00005 0.00005 0.00007 0.00008 0.00008 0.00008 

i (kg/mol) 0.0026 0.0030 0.0017 0.0020 0.0046 0.0050 0.0072 0.0078 0.0077 0.0083 

Average i (kg/mol) 0.0028 0.0019 0.0048 0.0075 0.0080 

Simol/kg 0.3228 1.7956 -3.5041 -0.8412 0.0866 

iSi 0.0009 0.0034 -0.0169 -0.0063 0.0007 
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An initial Rs of 1.7 for the La Spezia fluid is consistent with Sarsten’s 

observations6. However, it is notably less than the critical value of Rs = 2 

observed for saline systems by Turner5. If Turner’s value of Rc were assumed 

to apply to LNG, then in terms of Bates and Morrison4 model of LNG rollover, 

the initial La Spezia system was already in “Phase 2” with migrating interfaces 

rather than the double-diffusive mass convection. 

 

However, Turner’s observations and the results of Bates and Morrison4 indicate 

that for Rs>Rc (Phase 1), the ratio of heat to mass transfer is essentially 

independent of Rs. Therefore, to define the situation, which Phase 1 turns into 

Phase 2, a critical first step is to establish Rc. 

 

Unfortunately, Bates and Morrison4 only published graphical data illustrating 

their Phase 1 and Phase 2 concepts for LNG rollover. The graphs showed time 

series data for the densities and temperatures of two LNG layers as they 

approach hydrostatic instability with rollover occurring at about 60 hours after 

the measurements started. On these graphs they indicated that Phase 1 lasted 

from t = 0 to 36 hours and Phase 2 lasted from t = 36 to 60 hours. However, 

although they made reference to Turner’s concept of a critical stability ratio 

governing the transition from Phase 1 to 2, Bates and Morrison4 did not give 

numerical values of Rs or even the LNG compositions for the data they show. 

However, at constant pressure any difference in density between two LNG 

samples must be due to differences in their temperature and/or solute 

concentrations. The effect of small changes T and Si can be related to the 

fractional density difference through the equation:  

 


i

iiΔSβαΔT
ρ

Δρ
       (3-17) 
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Since the thermal expansion coefficient  is approximately constant for all LNG 

mixtures, it is therefore, possible to estimate the magnitude of 
i

ii S and thus 

the value of Rs from the graphical density and temperature data provided by 

Bates and Morrison4.  

 

For example, the lower LNG layer in Figure 2.7 has at t = 0 a density of 

463 kg/m3 and a temperature of -159 C while the upper LNG layer has a density 

of 456.75 kg/m3 and a temperature of -159.5 C. The fractional density 

difference between the upper and lower layers is -0.0135 and the temperature 

difference is -0.5 K. Assuming that  = -0.0023 K-1, Eq. (3-17) can be re-

arranged to give 
i

ii S  = -0.0147. Thus, the initial hydrostatic stability ratio 

for the Bates and Morrison LNGs can be calculated as Rs ≈ 12.6.  

 

In Table 3.4, the calculation is repeated for t = 36 hours (the end of Phase 1) 

and t = 56 hours, which is approximately three-quarters of the way through 

Phase 2. The transition from Phase 1 to 2 can be inferred to occur at a critical 

value of approximately Rs ≈ 5, which is significantly higher than the critical value 

of 2 observed by Turner in saline solutions. In fact, the calculation at t = 56 

hours gives Rs ≈ 2.4, which is still significantly larger than Turner’s critical value, 

even though Phase 2 is nearing completion.  
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  t=0 Hours t=36 Hours t=56 Hours 

  Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top 

T (K) 114.15 113.65 115.15 113.9 115.15 114.15 

 (kg/m3) 462.97 456.82 461.52 456.54 459.64 458.09 

top - bot -6.15 -4.98 -1.55 

top - bot)/ -0.0133 -0.0108 -0.0034 

top - Tbot -0.50 -1.25 -1.00 

(Ttop - Tbot) (1/K) 0.00116 0.00290 0.00232 

Estimated iSi -0.01466 -0.01372 -0.00558 

Estimated RS 12.64 4.73 2.40 

 

Table 3.4: Calculation of assumed LNG physical properties corresponding to 

Bates and Morrison’s data4. 

 

Turner’s observations also coupled the ratios of heat and mass transfer to the 

stability ratio, which Bates and Morrison4 related to the different mass transfer 

regimes in the two Phases. It is possible to estimate the relative magnitude of 

heat and mass transfer from the data of Bates and Morrison4 but only if one 

assumes a composition for each of the initial LNG layers. The assumed 

compositions are constrained; however, by the reported densities and 

temperatures. For each layer, the GERG-2004 EOS was used with an assumed 

composition, an assumed pressure of 0.15 MPa and the reported temperature 

to calculate the LNG density.  

 

This was compared with the reported density and the composition was adjusted 

manually. This process was guided by some simple principles: the components 

in the LNG were limited to methane, ethane, propane, butane and nitrogen; and 

given the mole fraction of methane was chosen to be quite high because the 

reported mass density of 460 kg/m3 suggested a lean LNG. The assumed 

compositions chosen are listed in Table 3.5 and in comparison with the LNG, 

compositions listed in Table 1.1 are quite representative of a modern LNG. 
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t =0 Hours t=36 Hours t=56 Hours 

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top 

Mole Frac. Mole Frac. Mole Frac. Mole Frac. Mole Frac. Mole Frac. 

Methane 0.8630 0.8970 0.86334 0.89666 0.87269 0.88731 

Nitrogen 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 

Ethane 0.1090 0.0690 0.1086 0.0694 0.0976 0.0804 

Propane 0.0200 0.0210 0.02000 0.02099 0.020285 0.020715 

Butane 0.0030 0.0080 0.00305 0.00795 0.004425 0.006575 

isobutane 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pentane 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Isopentane  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

P (MPa) 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

T (K) 114.15 113.65 115.15 113.9 115.15 114.15 

EOS  [per K] 0.00230 0.00233 0.00231 0.00231 0.00231 0.00231 

EOS Cp (J/molK) 57.38 57.33 57.47 57.35 57.40 57.31 

EOS ρ (kg/m3) 462.97 456.82 461.51 456.54 459.64 458.01 

Measured ρ (kg/m3) 463 456.75 462 457 460.5 459 

Fractional density 

difference 
-0.0135 -0.01082 -0.00326 

 

Table 3.5: Assumed LNG compositions chosen to represent the Bates and 

Morrison LNGs by matching the reported densities. 

 

At t = 0, the densities obtained from GERG-2004 EOS for upper and lower 

layers are 462.97 and 456.68 kg/m3, which are very close to the measured 

values of 463 and 456.75 kg/m3. It shows that the assumed LNG compositions 

are reasonable. (The calculated volume expansivities for these assumed 

compositions are also consistent with the value of -0.0023 K-1 assumed above.) 

 

Once the initial LNG compositions were assumed, the relative effects of heat 

and mass transfer on the LNG mass density were assessed. At t = 36 hours, 

the temperatures for the two LNG layers were used with the original 

compositions and the GERG-2004 EOS to calculate a density. Then the 

compositions were modified to force the EOS density to match the reported 
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density at t = 36 hours. The composition changes were constrained to be 

representative of double diffusive convection in that each layer’s mole fraction 

for a given species changed by an amount with the same magnitude but 

opposite sign, towards the average value for that component for the two layers. 

The results of these calculations at t = 36 and 56 hours are also shown in Table 

3.5. 

 

For the period of t = 0 to t = 36 hours (Phase 1), the compositions remained 

fairly constant and the temperature change was enough to account for almost 

all of the density change. This suggests that virtually no mass transfer occurred 

in Phase 1, with only about 2% of the total possible mass transfer required to 

equalize the layers’ compositions. For the period of 36 hours to 56 hours (three-

quarters of Phase 2), the temperature change is small and in isolation would 

leave the density virtually unchanged. It is necessary to have significant mass 

transfer during this time to achieve the observed change in density. The 

calculated change in composition is over 50% of the total change required to 

equalize the layers’ compositions. 

 

Unfortunately, without knowing further details (such as total mass or tank size) 

about the two LNGs reported by Bates and Morrison, this is as far as the re-

analysis of their data can extend in terms of estimating the mass and heat 

transfer coefficients between the layers. However, the re-analysis that can be 

performed confirms that in Phase 1 mass transfer is negligible and heat transfer 

dominates the change in LNG density, while in Phase 2 the situation is 

reversed. Thus, Turner’s observations of saline solutions are likely to be 

relevant to LNG mixtures, even if only in terms of the shape of the relationship 

between  and Rs. 

 

The initial stability ratio for the stratified LNGs reported by Baker and Creed for 

the Partington rollover incident can also be estimated from Table 2.6. The LNG 

compositions reported were even leaner than those assumed for the LNGs in 

Table 3.5 for Bates and Morrison’s data, with methane mole fractions of 0.926 

and 0.975 for the lower and upper layers, respectively and only N2, C2H6 and 
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C3H8 being present in the mixtures. The initial temperatures were assumed to 

be 114 and 112 K for the lower and upper layers by Deshpande et al.25. 

 

Baker and Creed report that the LNG densities were calculated to be 446 kg/m3 

and 433 kg/m3, although they did not specify the method used for this 

calculation. Using the GERG-2004 EOS with the reported compositions and 

temperatures leads to predicted densities of 441 and 429 kg/m3 and an average 

volume expansivity for the two LNGs of 20.0033 K-1. These values correspond 

to an initial Rs = 5.4 for the Partington LNGs. 

 

A similar calculation for the LNGs involved in the 2007 USA rollover incident 

described by Lukaszewksi et al.33 gives an initial Rs = 4.6. Table 3.6 contains a 

summary of the Rs values calculated from the initial layer densities and 

temperatures reported for four LNG rollover incidents: La Spezia (1971), 

Nantes (1987–89), Partington (1993) and USA-Chattanooga (2007)33. Also 

shown is the time to rollover from the stated initial condition and, for three 

cases, the value of RS at an intermediate time.  

 

For the La Spezia incident, the intermediate values of RS were estimated from 

the layer densities and temperatures predicted from the model of Heestand et 

al.24. The system started in the convective Phase 2 of the rollover process and 

remains there, which is consistent with (and reflects) the successful use of the 

Reynolds analogy when modelling the La Spezia incident. For the 2007 USA 

incident reported by Lukaszewski et al.33, the intermediate RS correspond to 

the times at which the level, temperature and density (LTD) profiles used for 

their normal-equations inverse model were measured. Interestingly, while the 

initial Rs indicate the system started in the diffusive Phase 1, at the three times 

used by Lukaszewski et al.33 to determine the ki and h values used in their 

lumped parameter (LP) model, the system was in the convective Phase 2. This 

might partly explain why the rollover time predicted by their model was 10% too 

short: the values of ki derived from the LTD data were representative of a 

convective mass transfer regime, whereas the system in fact, started in a 

diffusive mass transfer regime. 
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LNG Rollover Incident Initial Rs Rollover time (hours) tint (hours) Rs (t = tint) 

La Spezia (1971)  1.7 31 
20 1.3 

28 1.06 

Nantes (1987-89)  9.9 60 

18 4.9 

36 3.8 ± 0.5 

52 2.1 

Partington (1993)  5.4 1632 - - 

USA (2007)  4.6 69 

18 3.1 

30 2.9 

32 2.8 

 

Table 3.6: Time to rollover for documented LNG rollover incidents, where 

possible, Rs values at some intermediate times, tint, during the system’s 

evolution to rollover are also given. For the Nantes rollover, when tint = 36 

hours the system transitioned from the diffusive Phase 1 to the convective 

Phase 2and thus the corresponding value of Rs is the critical stability ratio for 

LNG, Rc. 

 

Note: The temperature data used for calculating the initial Rs in Table 3.6, were 

obtained from the data provided by the related papers’ authors. Our analysis in 

Chapter 5 of this thesis showed that some of those data are slightly different. 

 

3.2. State map for LNG rollover based on stability 

parameter 

 

A state map for the stability parameter of a multicomponent mixture defined in 

(Eq. 3-12) is shown in Figure 3.1 and is broken into five regions of interest 

corresponding to various combinations of the values of -αΔT and ΣβiΔSi.  

 

In Region 1, where Rs<0, the system is stable with no potential for rollover. In 

Region 2, the system is unstable because the upper layer is denser than the 

lower layer. The unstable region is wherever ΣβiΔSi is more positive than -αΔT; 

the numerical values of Rs have no physical meaning beyond the boundary 
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between these two regions where Rs = 1. In Region 3, where Rs>0 and Rs>1, 

the system is stable but has the potential for rollover, which would result in the 

production of a boil-off vapour because the lower layer is at a higher 

temperature than the upper layer. In Region 4, where 0<Rs<1, the system is 

stable and has also the potential for rollover, which would result in condensation 

because the temperature of the lower layer is below that of the upper layer. 

Such a rollover would be the opposite of that normally considered in LNG 

scenarios; however, it could in principle arise if the lower LNG were very lean 

but sufficiently cool so that its initial density was greater than the warmer, richer 

LNG above it. The effects of such an inverse rollover could potentially generate 

a partial vacuum in the storage tank that could cause problems with the 

containment and/or BOG handling systems.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: State map for the generalized stability ratio, “Rs“ in a 

multicomponent system7. 

 

In Region 5 in the centre of the map, the system is nearly homogeneous with 

any gradients being too small for significant global effects. Similarly, the 

The La Spezia, Nantes and Partington 

incidents initial Rs were in region 3  
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mathematical divergence of Rs to infinity along the abscissa between Regions 

1 and 3 simply reflects a thermally uniform system with ΔT = 0. Arrows 

indicating the effects of heat and mass transfer on an isolated system are 

shown in each of the stable regions.  

 

For Regions 3 and 4, it is the relative magnitudes of interlayer heat and mass 

transfer, combined with any heat leak into the system from the external 

environment, that governs whether the system evolves toward stability in 

Region 1 or a rollover event at Rs = 1. All the recorded rollover incidents such 

as the La Spezia, Nantes and the Partington have initially their Rs in region 3. 

 

In this Chapter, the data and models for the LNG rollover existing in the open 

literature have been reviewed and a new framework for quantitatively analysing 

the limited available data is presented. We have extended the definition of the 

hydrostatic stability ratio for binary mixtures to allow its estimation for multi-

component mixtures, either from the reported LNG layer compositions or 

measurements of the LNG layer densities. By analysing the graphical data of 

Bates and Morrison4 the critical value of the stability ratio, Rc, separating the 

diffusive phase of LNG rollover from the penetrative convection phase was 

estimated to be 3.8 ± 0.5. This is significantly larger than the critical ratio of 2 

reported for saline solutions and is also larger than the initial stability ratio of 

1.7 estimated from the best documented LNG rollover incident at La Spezia in 

1971. Finally, a state map for the stability parameter of a multicomponent 

mixture has been presented for a graphical description of stability parameter 

and potential of rollover. The map showed that the La Spezia, Nantes and the 

Partington rollover incidents’ Rs were initially in region 3. 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation methodology 

 

The primary function of any LNG rollover simulation model is to predict the 

occurrence and the time to rollover as well as the amount of BOG generated 

by this phenomenon. To achieve this, the model must have the capability to 

accurately calculate the physical and thermodynamic properties of LNGs as 

time goes by toward rollover and finally correctly predict the time rollover in an 

acceptable period of time. 

 

As described in previous chapters, there are two approaches to simulate the 

LNG rollover, lumped parameter and distributed parameter methods such as 

using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques. In this research, both 

mentioned approaches were tested to simulate a case similar to the La Spezia 

rollover incident (as the incident data are fully recorded by Sarsten), to 

investigate and highlight pros and cons of both methods, in order to choose the 

best approach for simulation of LNG rollover.  

 

4.1. Overview of CFD simulation  

 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a distributed parameter tool for 

predicting fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, chemical reactions and related 

phenomena by solving the set of governing mathematical equations 

numerically27. These equations are: 

 

 Conservation of momentum 

 Conservation of mass  

 Conservation of energy 

 Conservation of species 

 Effects of body forces 
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In general, a CFD simulation has two major parts27: 

1. Geometric model definition or the simulation domain, which can be done 

using a Computer Aided Design tool (CAD). The domain will be meshed 

into computational cells and numerical calculation will be performed in 

within these cells. The simulated domain can be modelled in 2D or 3D, a 

domain is defined with its boundary conditions. 

2.  Mathematical solver based on Navier-Stokes equations26, which has been 

presented below. The equations can be solved in steady or unsteady state. 

The results can be presented in a graphic form allowing immediate 

visualisation and interpretation of hydraulic and thermal profiles. 

  

Inertia (per volume)          Divergence of stress 

 

ρ (/t      +      )   =   -p    +   μ2   +   f          (4-1) 

 

  unsteady            Convective   Pressure      Viscosity   Other 

acceleration        acceleration   gradient                  body forces 

 

In this study, ANSYS FLUENT27 software has been chosen to simulate the LNG 

rollover, due to its capability of simulating industrial applications with high 

speed, and its accuracy to model heat transfer, especially natural convection. 

  

ANSYS FLUENT solvers are based on the finite volume method. In this 

software, the domain is discretised into a finite set of control volume and then 

general conservation (transport) equations for momentum, mass, energy, 

species, etc. are solved on this set of control volumes using partial differential 

equations that are discretised into a system of algebraic equations.  

 

Finally, all algebraic equations are then solved numerically to obtain the 

solution field. A simple flowchart that shows how the ANSYS FLUENT27 

software model the simulation is presented in Figure 4.1: 
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Figure 4.1: Simplified ANSYS FLUENT modelling flowchart. 

 

Although the CFD approach has some major limitations, such as a very limited 

capability to handle thermodynamics, it is a useful tool to study the 

hydrodynamic and hydrostatic behaviour of the liquids before the rollover, to 

verify the mechanism of heat and mass diffusion at the liquids’ interface. 

Furthermore, one of our main objectives in this thesis is to verify the Bates and 

Morrison’s claim of having 2 phases in the rollover, by detecting the existence 

of the natural convection cells in the LNG tank after loading the LNGs. 

 

This method of considering only two liquid layers has also been used by the 

previous researchers, who used CFD techniques in modelling LNG, such as 

Koyama et al.45 and Zimmerman et al.47. They also considered only two liquid 
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LNG layers and their interactions were simulated as the primary and secondary 

phase, due to limitations of setting up the boundary conditions for the third 

phase (vapour). A closer look at Figure 2.7 also shows that in Phase 1 of the 

LNG rollover, the evolution of the vapour phase shown as BOG generation rate 

is very smooth, linear and minimum. This means that considering only two liquid 

layers for studying the Phase 1 of the rollover, is not a vague assumption.  

 

Our first step to model the LNG rollover using CFD technique was to select a 

suitable geometry and use an appropriate mesh to render it, which would 

represent the LNG storage tank correctly; while not being too complicated, that 

makes the simulation complex and the running time longer than necessary. It 

was assumed that the LNG tank is a cylindrical above-ground tank and two 

layers of LNG with different density and temperature has been loaded into the 

tank. To simplify the problem, it was also assumed that a 2D domain could 

represent an accurate profile of the LNGs’ volume fractions (density and 

temperature) change in the tank since there is no velocity and LNG flow in the 

tank as shown in Figure 4.2:   

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic geometry selection for CFD rollover simulation. Red 

(bottom layer) and blue (top layer) colours represent different liquid layers.   

 

Then the mentioned geometry was meshed into 100,000 rectangular cells 

assuming the tank dimension was 1 x 1 meters by using ANSYS FLUENT Work 
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Bench toolbox. The reason for scaling down the tank to 2D and 1 x 1 meters 

was to speed up the simulation process, as the CFD simulations normally take 

long time to converge. As the objective of the CFD modelling was only to 

simulate Phase 1 of rollover, this scaling down did not affect the accuracy of 

the simulation and the results.  

 

The above-mentioned mesh was then loaded into FLUENT environment for the 

next step of the simulation. The system “solution set up” was set to the 

following: 

 General: 

o For better accuracy, Double precision, 2D launcher was selected.  

o Solver: Pressure based solver (PBS) was selected, over the 

density base, since the LNGs in the tank are considered to be 

low-speed incompressible flows. 

o Time: set as transient52  

 

 Euler-Euler multiphase models: 

o Multiphase: both volume of fluid (VoF) and Eulerian (as Koyama 

et al.45 suggested) methods were tested. VoF method considers 

both layers being immiscible and not interpenetrating, while the 

Eulerian method is the most complex of the multiphase models 

and allows the layers to be mixed. The Eulerian method solves a 

set of “n” momentum and continuity equations for each phase. 

Testing both methods was to study the effect of minimum mass 

transfer in Phase 1.  

o Energy tab was “on” to enable heat transfer to model the natural 

convection. 

o Viscous model: both laminar and standard k-epsilon as Koyama 

et al.45 suggested were tested, to see the effect of different 

turbulence models on the predicted results.   

o Species transport was enabled to consider mass diffusion. 

However, this mass diffusion was set to minimum (close to zero) 

to model Phase 1. 
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 Material: Wall, base and roof material were selected to be steel (mild 

steel) as per FLUENT database for the tank and a mixture of methane, 

ethane, propane, butane and nitrogen was used for LNGs. 

 

After setting up the remaining parameters and inputting the initial data such as 

temperature, pressure, composition, layers’ heights and external heat leaks to 

the program, the simulation was started. The objective of the CFD simulation 

was to detect that the system evolves to a natural convection circulation (Phase 

1)  

 

It is important to know how ANSYS Fluent software simulates the natural 

convection. FLUENT uses the Boussinesq approximation53 model as follows: 

 

( - 0) g = -0 β (T – T0) g               (4-2) 

 

Boussinesq approximation is used when temperature / composition dependent 

density is simulated. Boussinesq approximation is very accurate when 

simulating inside a closed domain while the density variations are small, such 

as our model in Phase 1, which the density changes only due to temperature 

change (heat diffusion) rather than mass diffusion46. 

 

As described above, different models of viscosity and multiphase were tested; 

however, the results were not majorly different. The details of these CFD case 

studies are described in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
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4.2. Lumped parameter LNG rollover simulation 

 

The new advanced model for LNG rollover proposed in this thesis, consists of 

two multi-component liquid layers, a liquid vaporising film over the top of the 

upper liquid layer and a vapour phase, which is in equilibrium with the 

mentioned film. It was assumed that a pressure relief valve kept the tank 

pressure constant by allowing vapour to be vented as boil-off occurs.  

 

This configuration is intended to represent the La Spezia conditions described 

by Sarsten6 and then Heestand et al.24. The schematic diagram, which the 

mathematical model is based on, is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the LNG storage tank considered in the 

new simulation. 

 

The core of LNG rollover simulation is the solution of the coupled differential 

equations (DEs) governing the energy and material balance in each layer over 
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time. The solution of these DEs gives the mole fractions of each of the 

components as well as the temperatures in the lower layer, upper layer and 

vapour regions of the storage tank. The DEs contain parameters, such as heat 

capacity, heat and mass transfer coefficients, which depend on the 

compositions and temperatures of the layers and which must be evaluated 

numerically before the DEs can be solved.  

 

To achieve this, the simulation utilised two component software tools linked 

together as shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: New simulation loop used in this research. 

 

Commercial process simulators such as PRO/II54 and HYSYS55 have been 

tested, to see if they were suitable to do the rollover simulation with; however, 

as they all considered the liquid stored in a tank/vessel as a homogenous 

inventory with a single layer, it was decided not to proceed and write an 

individual program specific to LNG rollover. Furthermore, none of those 

mentioned commercial process simulator, had the GERG-2004 EOS 

implemented or link to them. 

 

MATLAB software has been selected and a code has been written and linked 

to the REFPROPM1 software was used to calculate numerical values of the 

parameters in the DEs, starting from the initial compositions and temperatures. 
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The MATLAB2 code was then used to define symbolically the system of DEs, 

substitute the parameter values calculated with MS Excel into the DEs and then 

solve them simultaneously for a user-specified sub-interval (1000 seconds) of 

the total simulation time. 1000 seconds has been selected over 100, 500 and 

5,000 seconds, as an optimised time step that predicts the changes in 

thermodynamic properties accurately, without slowing down the simulation 

process speed drastically. 

 

Over these sub-intervals, the parameters in the DEs were assumed to be 

constant. At the end of each sub-interval, the new compositions and 

temperatures used as new (updated) values of the parameters in the MATLAB 

code. Iterations of this loop continued until the rollover criterion (Rs = 1) was 

met. Another feature of the program, which is new in the simulation of LNG 

rollover, is the ability to choose the mass transfer regime based on critical 

stability ratio (Rc), in Phase 1 (using the Chilton-Colburn analogy) or Phase 2 

(using the Reynolds analogy). After the numerical simulations have finished, all 

data was transferred to a Ms Excel file to also have a graphical data 

representation or statistical analysis for further studies.  
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4.3. Evaluating the numerical parameters in the 

rollover equations 

 

The critical numerical parameters required for the solution of the rollover 

model’s equations were the external heat leaks into the storage tank, the 

amounts of thermophysical properties of the LNG and vapour layers and the 

heat and mass transfer coefficients between the layers. In this work, the values 

for the external heat leaks and the tank volumes (used in calculating the initial 

amounts of LNG in each layer) were taken from the values reported for the La 

Spezia incident by Heestand et al.24 and Baker and Creed18. 

 

The required thermodynamic properties of the LNG liquid layers, the film and 

the vapour were: the heat capacities and enthalpies for the energy balance 

equations, the equilibrium ratios, Ki, for the film and vapour material balance 

equations, the densities for calculating the Rayleigh flow (Eq. (2-24)) and the 

values of  and i used in the calculation of Rs. Each of these was calculated 

using the GERG-2004 equation of state3, as implemented in the software 

REFPROPM1. Calculation of the i required an additional perturbation of the 

mole fraction compositions as indicated in Section 3.1 with an example shown 

in Table 3.1.  

 

The transport properties required were the thermal conductivities, viscosities 

and the molecular and thermal diffusivities. These were used in the calculation 

of dimensionless groups required for evaluation of the Rayleigh flow as well as 

for the heat and mass transfer coefficients. Most of these transport properties 

were calculated using the correlation of Ely and Hanley51 as implemented in 

the software REFPROPM1. As an accurate and fast method of prediction of the 

molecular diffusivities, the correlation of Wilke-Chang49, were implemented 

directly into the MATLAB code.  

 

The heat and the mass transfer coefficients were calculated in the MATLAB 

code from the calculated thermophysical properties and a user-specified 
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correlation for the particular transfer coefficient. For example, one of the heat 

transfer coefficient correlations from Table 2.5 could be chosen to calculate h. 

Mass transfer coefficients were calculated from h using either the Reynolds 

analogy or the Chilton-Colburn analogy.  

 

The overall process for evaluating the numerical parameters required in the 

rollover equations (4-3) to (4-16) is shown as a flow chart in Figure 4.5. Once 

evaluated, the numerical values of the parameters were substituted into the 

equations and assumed to be constant for a user-defined sub-interval of the 

total simulation time. The values of the sub-intervals ranged from 100 to 5000 

seconds was tested, and 1000 seconds has been selected as the optimum time 

step. After each sub-interval, the new values of the compositions and 

temperatures determined from the solution of equations (4-3) to (4-16) were 

used to calculate updated values of the parameters described in this section 

using the MATLAB code. 
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Figure 4.5: Simulation flowchart of rollover model used in this work. 
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4.4. The rollover equations from energy and material 

balance considerations 

 

In this section, the specific mathematical form of the differential and ancillary 

equations used in the simulation of LNG rollover in a six-component system is 

described. The six components included in this simulation were methane, 

ethane, propane, n-butane, n-pentane and nitrogen as the most common 

compositions of commercial LNGs as describe in Chapter 1; however, the 

model is capable of incorporating additional components if required. 

 

Material balance in the lower layer 

 

In the lower layer, mass diffusion is equimolar, so the total number of moles 

remains constant for this layer over time. Thus, the material balance relations 

are: 
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Here, the subscript “i” refers to the component, the subscript “L” denotes the 

lower layer, Xi is the mole fraction of component i in the lower liquid layer, Yi is 

the mole fraction of component i in the upper liquid layer, MoleL is the total 

number of moles in the lower liquid layer, A is the tank cross-sectional area, ki 

is the component mass transfer coefficient and t is time. ki is calculated by using 

analogies between the heat and mass transfer. Of the eight equations 

represented by Eqs. (4-3) to (4-5), only seven are independent since the sum 

of the component material balance equations is equivalent to the overall 
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material balance equation. Accordingly, in the MATLAB code, Eq. (4-5) was not 

explicitly included as an independent equation and the seven equations in Eq. 

(4-3) and (4-4) were solved for the seven time-dependent functions {MoleL(t), 

Xi(t)}. However, as a check that round-off or other numerical-type errors were 

not accumulating, Eq. (4-5) was evaluated at the end of each sub-interval 

simulated with the MATLAB code. No such round-off or numerical errors were 

ever detected. 

 

Energy balance in the lower layer 

 

The energy balance in the lower layer is affected by heat transferred from the 

upper layer and heat transferred from outside the tank into the lower layer. 

Thus, the energy balance equation is: 

 

LLU
L

PLL q)ThA(T
dt

dT
CMole               (4-6)  

 

Here, the subscript U denotes the upper liquid layer, CPL is the molar constant 

pressure heat capacity of the lower layer, TL is the temperature of the lower 

liquid layer and qL is the heat absorbed by the lower liquid layer through the 

tank walls and base plate. “h” is calculated from Eq (2-23). 

 

Material balance in the upper layer 

 

The material balance in the upper layer is affected by equimolar diffusion with 

the lower layer and the Rayleigh flow between the film and the upper layer. 

Thus, the total number of moles in the upper layer is not conserved and the 

material balance equations are: 
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Here, f is the molar vapour boil-off flow rate and F is the Rayleigh flow, which 

are defined by Eqs. (2-24) and (2-25) and î  is the mole fraction of component 

“i” in the film between the vapour and upper liquid layer. Similar to Eq. (4-5), 

Eq. (4-9) was not included in the solution of the equations, but rather it was 

used as a consistency check at the end of the sub-interval calculations.  

 

Energy balance in the upper layer 

 

The energy balance in the upper liquid layer is affected by heat transferred from 

the lower layer, heat transferred from outside the tank into the upper layer, heat 

transferred from the vapour phase to the upper liquid layer and the heat lost 

from the upper layer through the boil-off process. Thus, the energy balance 

equation is: 

 

fQqq)ThA(T
dt

)Td(Mole
C UVUUL

UU
PU 


                    (4-10)  

 

Here Q is the enthalpy of vaporization, CPU is the molar constant pressure heat 

capacity of the upper layer, qU is the heat absorbed by the upper layer from 

outside through the tank walls and qUV is the heat absorbed by the upper layer 

from the vapour. Heestand et al.24 commented that the specification of qUV was 

somewhat arbitrary and that if it was set to about 5% of the heat transferred to 

the vapour from outside the tank reasonable values of TU were maintained. 

Thus in this work, qUV was also defined as: 

  

)q0.05(q0.05qq DomewallVUV                      (4-11) 
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where qV = qwall + qdome is the total heat transferred to the vapour from the 

outside through the tank walls and dome. In the next Chapter, a sensitivity 

analysis has been done to investigate the sensitivity of the simulation to this 

value. 

 

Material and energy balances in the film and vapour 

 

Following Heestand et al.24 the film was assumed to be liquid in thermodynamic 

equilibrium with the vapour phase, with no accumulation of energy or material 

permitted in the film. Equation (2-25) which gives the boil-off rate, f, in terms of 

the Rayleigh flow, F, between the film and upper layer was derived by 

considering a non-accumulative energy balance on the film. The material 

balance and energy balance equations for the film were combined with the 

thermodynamic vapour-liquid equilibria equations for the film – vapour system 

to derive the material and energy balance equations for the vapour. 

Accordingly, the material balance equations for the vapour are: 
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Here the subscript “V” denotes the vapour phase, î  is the mole fraction of the 

component “i” in the vapour phase and iii α̂β̂K   is the equilibrium ratio of the 

mole fractions of component “i" in the vapour and film. In the program, the value 

of Κi obtained from the last sub-interval will be based to calculate the vapour 

phase new composition. In this model, a constant tank pressure was assumed 

(maintained by a relief valve), requiring that the total number of moles of vapour 

was constant and thus, that the liquid boil-off rate f, vapour was equal to the 
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vapour vent rate. The vapour phase was assumed to be well mixed and thus, 

the vented gas had the same composition as the rest of the vapour in the tank. 

As for Eqs (4-5) and (4-9), Eq (4-14) was not included in the solution of the 

equations, but rather it was used as a consistency check at the end of the sub-

interval calculations. 

 

The iiK ̂  term in Eq. (4-13) indicates that the composition of the boil-off gas 

corresponded to the composition of a vapour in equilibrium with the film. (Note 

the composition of the boil-off gas was not the same as that of the film, which 

had a mole fraction composition î ). Although Heestand et al.24 introduced the 

film concept into the modelling of LNG rollover they did not give adequate detail 

about the compositions of the film or vapour phase or the material balance 

relations governing their evolution. Such details are however, crucial, to the 

reliability of the rollover simulation and the approach taken in this work is 

described in Section 4.4 below. The energy balance equation for the vapour is: 
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.   (4-15)  

 

Here “Tref” and “hVref” are the temperature and enthalpy of vaporization (hvapour – 

hfilm) at a reference condition and CPV is the constant pressure molar heat 

capacity of the vapour. The reference condition in this work was chosen to be 

the initial condition for the film, which was assumed to initially be identical in 

composition, temperature, pressure and hence enthalpy to the upper liquid 

layer. Strictly, when converting a balance on enthalpies to an ordinary 

differential equation for temperature, a constant of integration is required 

corresponding to the enthalpy of the system at the initial temperature. However, 

when considering the energy balance on the lower liquid layer, the conservation 

of its total mass means that this constant of integration drops out of the final 

equation, Eq. (4-6). This constant does not drop out of the final energy balance 

equation for the upper liquid layer; however, because only changes in enthalpy 

are physically important, the enthalpy datum in Eq. (4-10) was chosen to be the 

initial condition of the upper layer. However, once this datum is chosen, 
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changes in the vapour’s enthalpy must be calculated relative to it. Thus, the 

difference between the vapour’s initial enthalpy and the film’s initial enthalpy 

must be included when calculating the evolution of the vapour’s temperature. 

The fact that in this simulation the total vapour mass was also held constant 

does not remove the requirement of including hvref in Eq. (4-15) because of the 

enthalpy introduced to the vapour from the boil-off flow. It should be noted that 

the enthalpy of vaporization “Q” in Eq. (4-15) varies with time, whereas hvref is 

a constant. 

 

4.5. New method for calculating the heat and mass 

transfer coefficient in this work 

 

Previous attempts to simulate the LNG rollover have used either the Reynolds 

analogy (Heestand et al.24 and Deshpande et al.25) or Turner’s method5 

(Germeles17 and Bates and Morrison4 in Phase 1) to calculate mass transfer 

coefficient. However, using only Reynolds analogy for this purpose may lead to 

an overestimated and large mass transfer coefficient that shortens the time to 

rollover and gives inaccurate simulation results especially if the system is in 

Phase 2 of rollover such as Deshpande et al.’s25 results for the predicted time 

to rollover in the Partington incident, which is largely shorter than time reported 

by Baker and Creed18. On the other hand, Turner’s method, which is mainly 

applicable for salt water gives very slow mass transfer rates and much 

unrealistic, longer times to rollover.   

 

Heestand et al.24 also showed that the predicted rollover time was very 

sensitive to the choice of the heat transfer coefficient correlation. Only by using 

a correlation for “h” with a value of “C” in Eq. (2-21) that was 40% and 25% 

smaller than the empirical values reported by Globe and Dropkin29 and 

McAdams28, respectively; Heestand et al.24 were able to achieve results 

consistent with the report of Sarsten6, by using the Reynolds analogy; however, 

their simulation was successful because the La Spezia LNGs were initially in 

Phase 2. Therefore, it is possible that a different heat-to-mass transfer relation 

could result in a better prediction of the rollover time for a different value of “C” 
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in Eq. (2-21), particularly if the system is in Phase 1 and LNG physical 

properties are calculated using more accurate thermodynamic and transport 

property models.  

 

As described in the research hypothesis, to get more accurate results in the 

simulation, and overcome above mentioned limitations, a smaller heat and 

mass transfer coefficients (estimated from the Chilton-Colburn analogy) should 

be applied to Phase 1 and the system should be monitored by tracking the 

multi-component system’s stability ratio until the critical value is reached 

whereupon the heat and mass transfer regimes change (Phase2).     

 

To apply the above-mentioned features and the new heat and mass transfer 

regime hypothesis in this research and incorporate it into the program, first we 

need to understand and quantify the mass transfer analogies. The Chilton-

Colburn analogy [(ki cp / h) = (Pr / Sci)2/3] provides lower mass transfer rates 

(~1/10) than Reynolds analogy [(ki cp / h) = 1]. As well as it can calculate 

component specific mass transfer coefficients. For example, to calculate the 

Prandtl and Schmidt number for the La Spezia LNGs, we used the average 

properties for both layers at the interface calculated using REFPROP. This 

gave cp = 2.59 J/kg/K,  = 270.6 mPas and  = 203.79 mW/m/K. Using Eq. (2-

18) the Prandtl number is: 

 

3.42
203.79

270.602.59

k

μc
Pr

p



  

 

The Schmidt number Eq. (2-30) depends on the molecular diffusion coefficient, 

which is species dependent and which was calculated using the Wilke-Chang 

correlation, Eq. (2-31). The results for each of the different components are 

summarized in Table 4.1: 
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D AB <Sci>  (kcp/h) 

m2/s    

Methane-Methane 5.67 e -9 88.6 0.11 

Methane-Ethane 4.53 e -9 111 0.10 

Methane-Propane 3.75 e -9 134 0.09 

Methane-Butane 3.24 e -9 155 0.08 

Methane-Pentane 2.87 e -9 175 0.07 

Methane-Nitrogen 5.98 e -9 83.8 0.12 

Mole fraction weighted average 5.13 e -9 101 0.11 

 

Table 4.1: Values of the molecular diffusion coefficient, the corresponding 

Schmidt numbers for each component averaged over the two La Spezia LNG 

layers and the ratio ki cp/ h = (Pr/Sci)2/3 for the Chilton-Colburn analogy. The 

mole fraction weighted average is also shown for the average initial La Spezia 

LNG compositions. 

 

As shown in Table 4.1, at the initial La Spezia conditions the value of (Pr/Sci)2/3 

for each of the LNG components is approximately 0.1, with a mole fraction 

average of 0.11. Repeating the calculation for the La Spezia LNGs at the 

moment before rollover, the mole fraction average of (Pr/Sci)2/3 is 0.10. A more 

stringent test is to evaluate the (Pr/Sci)2/3 for the LNGs studied by Bates and 

Morrison4 using the assumed compositions in Table 3.4. The value of the sum 

 
i

iix
32

ScPr averaged over both layers and all three times listed in Table 3.4 

is 0.123 with a standard deviation of 0.003. This indicates that to within about 

10 %, the value of (Pr/Sci)2/3 for LNG components can be taken as about 0.11, 

independent of the component or the overall mixture composition. The 

implication of the result (ki Cp / h)  0.11 is that, for the same heat transfer 

coefficient, the Chilton-Colburn analogy gives mass transfer coefficients about 

ten times smaller than the Reynolds analogy, as required. 

 

The MATLAB program developed for this research is capable of using the lower 

heat transfer coefficient and the Chilton-Colburn analogy to calculate mass 

transfer when Rs>Rc (~3.8) and higher heat transfer coefficient such as the 

Globe and Dropkin29 and the Reynolds analogy48 when Rc>Rs>1. This approach 
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improved the previous rollover simulation results, especially for the Partington 

incident, compared with Deshpande et al.’s25 simulation result of 18 hours. 

 

4.6. New approach for calculation of the film and the 

vapour composition in this work 

 

Heestand et al.24 modelled the vapour in the La Spezia storage tank as being 

in thermodynamic equilibrium with the film. However, they also stated the initial 

vapour composition to be simply 0.95 CH4 + 0.05 N2 and they did not discuss 

the details of the initial film composition. Given that the La Spezia upper layer 

was in equilibrium with the vapour for weeks prior to the loading of the second, 

lower layer LNG, it is unrealistic to assume such a vapour composition. It is 

also inconsistent with their statement that the film was in thermodynamic 

equilibrium with the vapour, unless the film had a very (impossibly) different 

composition to that of the upper layer. Furthermore, Heestand et al.24 stated 

that the initial temperature of the vapour was 122K, 8K above the stated initial 

upper liquid layer temperature and they gave no details of the evolution of the 

vapour phase composition or temperature over the duration of the rollover 

simulation. Thus, it is impossible to establish and verify quantitatively how their 

model treated the interactions between the upper LNG layer, the film and the 

vapour. 

 

In this work, these interactions were treated quantitatively by first assuming that 

the initial temperature and composition of the film was equal to that of the upper 

liquid layer. The second assumption was that the vapour was always in 

thermodynamic equilibrium with the film, with the implication that the 

temperature and composition of the film could differ from that of the upper layer, 

which would give rise to a Rayleigh flow. Accordingly, the initial vapour 

temperature was set equal to the film and upper liquid layer and the initial 

vapour composition was determined by calculating the equilibrium mole fraction 

ratios Ki for the film at its initial conditions using the GERG-2004 EOS. This 

resulted in the more realistic initial vapour composition of 
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0.8179 CH4 + 0.1816 C2H6 + 0.0004 N2 for the La Spezia incident and 

0.8833 CH4 + 0.0034 C2H6 + 0.1133 N2 for the Partington incident. 

In contrast with the calculation of the initial vapour condition, for the rest of the 

simulation, the vapour composition î  was calculated from material balance 

considerations using Eqs. (4-12) and (4-13), with the values of iK  and î  held 

constant for the duration of the sub-interval. At the end of the sub-interval, the 

values of iK  and î  were updated. The iK  were re-calculated by using the 

GERG-2004 EOS1 to calculate the dew point composition of a liquid in 

equilibrium with a vapour at the new temperature and composition determined 

by the solution of the material and energy balance equations. The film 

composition was then calculated simply as iii Kβ̂α̂  . With the composition and 

temperature (and pressure) of the film specified, the GERG-2004 EOS could 

then be used to calculate film mass density, which in turn allowed the Rayleigh 

flow between the film and upper liquid layer to be determined using Eqs. (2-24) 

and (2-25). The updated Rayleigh flow, F, was used to determine the updated 

flow rate of the boil-off using Eq (2-24), f, which was in turn used with the 

updated values of î and iK  in the material balance calculation for the vapour 

during the next sub-interval.  

 

In an attempt to compare our model results with those of Heestand et al.24, we 

attempted an alternative method of determining the initial conditions of the 

vapour and film. The initial vapour composition was specified by Heestand et 

al.24 as 0.95 CH4 + 0.05 N2 and the initial film composition was calculated as 

described in the preceding paragraph. With this method, we tested two initial 

vapour temperatures: 114.355K and 122.039K, the latter matching the 

specification in Heestand et al.24. The initial film temperature was set to be 

equal to that of the vapour. In both cases, the Rayleigh flow calculated for the 

initial condition was extremely large because of the very large difference 

between the film and upper layer densities. The flow was so large that the 

simulation could not proceed beyond the third sub-interval (about 3000 

seconds)11.  
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4.7. Criterion for LNG rollover and Rs calculation 

 

Apart from Chatterjee et al.16, all the past LNG rollover simulations used the 

equalization of layer densities as the criterion for rollover. A more rigorous 

analysis of hydrostatic stability, as given in Section 2, shows that strictly the 

criterion should be E = 0 with E given by Eq. (2-10); this criterion accounts for 

the effect of fluid compressibility. Accordingly, this criterion was adopted for the 

simulations done in this work, rather than the simple equalisation of densities. 

However, the difference between these two criteria for the La Spezia case is 

very small, because the term ρg is only 2.4×10-6 per meter; such a 

contribution is negligible in comparison with the uncertainties inherent in the 

model and the available data. Furthermore, at LNG tanks atmospheric 

operating pressure, liquids are incompressible. Fundamentally this 

“compressibility term” will always be small in most conceivable practical 

situations and would only be significant in liquids approaching their critical 

point. Hence, it will generally be adequate to consider Rs = 1 or, equivalently, 

the equalization of densities as the criterion for rollover. 

 

Depending on the heat and the mass transfer analogy used, it is necessary to 

calculate Rs as the simulation proceeds. If Turner’s observations for saline 

solutions (Figure 10) or heat to mass transfer analogies are being used to 

calculate k from h, then Rs must be evaluated after each sub-interval. To do 

this efficiently Eq. (3-17) was re-arranged to give: 

 

 
1SR

T



 


 

 
        (4-16) 

 

Here U B     and   is the average mass density of the layers. It would 

also be possible to evaluate Rs by determining the all of i and Si at each point 

in the simulation. However, particularly for the multi-component systems this is 

more numerically intensive and is unnecessary since each term in Eq. (4-16) is 

already determined by the new simulation. 
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In this Chapter, a brief overview of the two approaches to simulate LNG rollover 

has been given. Distributed parameter approach such as CFD modelling and 

lumped parameter methods. Both approaches have their own merits such as 

simulation speed and result accuracy and their limitations such as handling of 

the thermodynamics of complicated mixtures due to assumptions needed to be 

made to set up the initial model or the inherited limitations resulted by the 

software capabilities. 

 

Furthermore, a new approach for calculating the mass transfer coefficient from 

the heat transfer coefficient has been developed based on a new hypothesis 

has been described in this Chapter. The new hypothesis suggested that the 

use of lower heat transfer rate and lower mass transfer rate such as resulted 

by the Chilton-Colburn analogy for phase 1 and use of higher heat transfer 

regime and higher mass transfer rate such as the Reynolds analogy for phase 

2, will improve the transport properties and hence the rollover simulation.  

 

A rigorous criterion for multi-component LNG mixture has been also defined for 

the transition of the system from Phase 1 to 2, as well as the rollover 

occurrence, based on the hydrostatic stability of the LNG liquid layers.  

 

The above-mentioned hypothesis along with this criterion will be tested through 

several simulations in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5  

Results and discussion  

 

5.1. Overview and the impact of the thermophysical 

properties on the simulation of LNG rollover 

 

In this Chapter, the results obtained using the new LNG rollover model are 

presented and discussed. The objectives of the tests done with the new model 

were: 

 

1. Use the distributed parameter technique and CFD model to determine if it 

can successfully simulate Phase 1 of the LNG rollover incident and 

address its deficiencies and limitations toward Phase 2 rollover modelling. 

2. Build an advanced lumped parameter (LP) model, using the improved 

GERG-2004 EOS3 and new mass transfer hypothesis and verify that the 

new model is working correctly by comparing the results with Heestand et 

al.24 model. 

3. While the new rollover model has been verified, simulate the Partington 

rollover incident with data reported by Baker and Creed18 to compare our 

results from simulations with Deshpande et al.’s25 results to improve 

previous LNG rollover simulations by better defining the thermodynamic 

and transport properties and the rollover criteria. 

4. For the first time (available in the open literature), used an advanced 

developed lumped parameter model to simulate several hypothetical case 

studies of auto-stratification rollover incidents. 

5. Study the effect of thermophysical property selection, using different heat 

and mass transfer analogies on the predicted path and time to rollover. 

6. Conduct a sensitivity analysis on the critical parameters of rollover such 

as the amount of heat absorbed by vapour, heat and mass transfer 

regimes, external heat leaks and their effects on the time to rollover.  

7. Discuss the new model advantages and limitations for simulation of 

rollover. 
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Attaining objective (1) was very complicated, due to the limited capabilities of 

CFD software to handle the thermodynamics, especially flash calculations in 

each iteration, closer to Phase 2 of rollover, as well as being time-consuming. 

Hence, CFD modelling was only used to verify the diffusion mechanism and 

provide qualitative evidence for a transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The 

lumped parameter modelling approach has been chosen as the simulation 

method for both phases, which could be also linked to a thermodynamic 

software such as REFPROP and was much faster to run. For example, in one 

case, LP simulation of Phase 1 converged 10 times faster than CFD simulation 

(~5 min. versus 55 min.).   

  

Achieving objectives (2 and 3) were also problematic in particular because of 

the sensitivity of the rollover simulation to the calculation of the heat transfer 

coefficient between the LNG layers. Heestand et al.24 illustrated this sensitivity 

by showing that the different correlations for “h” listed in Table 2.5 resulted in a 

40% variation in the predicted rollover time. Their best result was obtained 

using the correlation Nu= 0.0425(Ra)1/3 (Row 5 of Table 2.5) and accordingly 

this correlation was chosen for use in this work to verify the reliability of the new 

simulation. However, when this correlation was implemented in the new code, 

significant discrepancies were found between the predictions of Heestand et 

al.24 and those with the new model.  

 

These discrepancies were studied and found to be the result of both differences 

in the predicted LNG transport properties, such as the thermal conductivity and 

the calculated Prandtl number and in the boil-off rate resulting from the 

temperature difference between the film and the upper layer. 

 

In Table 5.1, values of the key thermophysical properties reported by Heestand 

et al.24 for the initial La Spezia LNGs and those calculated in this work are 

compared11. 
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Table 5.1: Comparison between the initial physical properties calculated by 

Heestand et al.24 and with the new simulation for the La Spezia LNGs11. The 

heat capacities listed for Heestand et al.24 were calculated using the SRK 

equation of state30 as implemented in the software Aspen HYSYS55 as they 

were not explicitly given in reference 24. 

 

It is apparent that the difference between the predicted thermodynamic 

properties is about 1% or smaller; the use of a significantly improved 

thermodynamic model had little impact on the quality of the simulation. The 

discrepancies between the predicted transport properties range from 8.5% to 

45%. Unlike thermodynamic equations of state, transport property models for 

LNG have not improved significantly since the publication of Ely and Hanley’s 

1981 correlation51, in part because few improved measurements of such 

properties have been conducted at LNG conditions. Thus, it cannot be stated 

that the transport property model used in this work is any better than the values 

used by Heestand et al.24 at the initial condition (unfortunately, they did not 

provide any reference to their method of calculating the values). However, in 

our model these properties are not considered to remain constant throughout 

the simulation (as in Heestand et al.24 model) and are recalculated at each time 

step based on the new condition (new temperature and composition). 

Furthermore, the results of the simulation are more sensitive to the values 

 
 

Heestand et al.24 

REFPROP 
% Difference 

 (GERG-2004)3 Ely-Hanley51 

ρL (kg/m3) 541.118 541.032 - 0.02 

ρU (kg/m3) 537.316 536.952 - 0.07 

CPL (J/mol/K) 61.62 * 60.78 - 1.36 

CPU (J/mol/K) 62.39 * 61.80 - 0.96 

L (m2/s) 

2.787 x 10-7 
- 4.959 x 10-7 43.80 

U (m2/s) - 5.083 x 10-7 45.17 

λL (W/mK) 

0.185 
- 0.202 8.42 

λU (W/mK) - 0.206 10.19 

Pr 2.1 3.4 67 
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estimated for the transport properties. Future progress in modelling the heat 

and mass transfer and rollover in LNG systems will, therefore, require improved 

measurements of transport properties at cryogenic conditions. 

 

5.2. CFD simulation of LNG rollover 

 

As described in Chapter 4, a CFD model has been created using ANSYS 

FLUENT 14.0 software, based on the compositions and heat fluxes of the La 

Spezia rollover incident (as the incident data are fully recorded by Sarsten6 and 

could be used as an accurate base for comparison), using different viscosity 

and multiphase models (VoF/ Eulerian) to investigate the mechanism of the 

interactions between the LNG layers before and during the rollover and validate 

which model’s results have the best agreement with reported data of Sarsten6. 

The La Spezia rollover incident was selected because all the required technical 

data was available in Sarsten6 and Heestand et al.24 papers.  

 

The first few models were very basic, comprising of a single component 

(methane), with only heat diffusion between the layers, gradually added more 

complexity to the models such as having multi-component LNG mixtures and 

considering heat and mass diffusion between layers.  

 

The convergence of each simulation was verified by the observation of three 

generalised areas: 

 

a) The target residual values have been met. 

b) The overall domain imbalances are less than 1% (as recommended 

in ANSYS user manual).   

c) Quantitative monitors (such as temperature and density differences) 

that have been placed, were no longer changing significantly (i.e. they 

have reached and maintained a static value). 

 

After several simulations and setting up different CFD models, the results were 

satisfactory for detection of the Phase 1 in a stratified LNG tank, which was the 
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main objective of CFD simulation; however, have not been extend to Phase 2 

due to limitations of CFD modelling software on simulating of multi-component 

mixtures, especially near their saturation points just before the rollover. Hence, 

after verifying the existence of Phase 1, lumped parameter modelling has been 

chosen to do the rollover modelling.  

 

For referencing purposes, one of the CFD simulation cases with 2D domain, 

Eulerian multiphase model, Pressure based Navier–Stokes type solver, heat 

and species transport (minimum species transport) enabled and transient time 

set up (see Section 4.1) is presented here, in order to show the stages and the 

mechanism of the rollover in Phase 1 as suggested by Bates and Morrison4. 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the initial condition of the simulation. The model simulates 

the changes in the contour of the density of LNGs over time. There are two 

discreet layers of LNGs, red colour as the lower LNG layer (in FLUENT known 

as the primary phase) and blue colour as the upper layer LNG (known as the 

secondary phase), divided by a sharp interface, due to density difference 

(caused by composition and temperature difference) as shown in Figure 5.1 at 

t = 0. The different values of density are shown in the legend section, initially 

started from 432 kg/m3 for the upper LNG and 439 kg/m3 for the bottom LNG. 

 

As time goes by, layers start to diffuse into each other, because of the 

temperature and compositional difference as well as the heat leaks from the 

outside (Figure 5.2), set in the boundary condition of the model.  
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Figure 5.1: At t = 0, start of the CFD simulation, LNG layers are placed on top 

of each other.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: At t = 7.5 min, the heat transfer (diffusive heat transfer, 

characteristic of Phase 1, while the mass transfer is set to minimum) started, 

the interface starts to change colour, which shows density gradients. 
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Continuation of the heat (dominant) and mass (minimal) transfer between 

layers gradually formed some finger shaped columns of one liquid diffused into 

the other liquid shown with green/yellowish colours in Figure 5.3. These 

different colours showed the contour of the density of the diffused liquid into the 

other layer. (Refer to the legend on the left-hand side of each figure).  This was 

in line with Turner’s observation on the salt-water mixtures5 diffusion and the 

formation of what he called “salt fingers” at the early stage of LNG layers 

interaction as well. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Formation of diffusion fingers5 at the interface at t = 27 min. 

Diffusive heat transfer is dominant although the system is clearly evolving 

towards a transition. 

 

In Figure 5.4, the diffusion fingers are developing more and getting bigger 

through combining with each other and the Rayleigh flow is increasing 

especially near the tank walls due to higher heat transfer on the wall surface. 

This shows diffusive heat transfer is still dominant although the system is clearly 

evolving towards a transition. 
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The temperature difference between the layers also start to affect the density 

and creates a natural convection circulation flow, known as Rayleigh Bernard 

flow56. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: At t = 47 min., diffusion fingers become larger, which was also 

observed by Turner5 in the salt water solutions. This is the transition from the 

diffusive heat transfer to convective heat transfer. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows how the Rayleigh-Benard flow increases over time and the 

natural convection speeds up as more heat leaks into the tank from outside, 

until the columns of liquid join and form two big circulation regions of liquid in 

each layer after a while due to natural convection as shown below. The dark 

blue and red colours are the original bulk LNGs in each layer with the densities 

closer to the initial values, and the lighter colours show the LNGs with different 

values of densities, varies between the two initial densities as they slowly mix. 

 

This figure also shows that the layers still cannot fully mix, due to the density 

difference; however, interlayer natural convection circulation gradually mixes 

them. This is the transition stage from the diffusive heat transfer to convective. 
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The variation of light blue and yellow colours show different densities. Figure 

5.6 is a schematic of Figure 5.5 with flow direction arrows show the direction of 

the natural convection circulation in the tank. Figure 5.7 is velocity vector output 

of FLUENT confirming the existence of two natural convection circulation cells 

and their directions. 

 

 

                     

Figure 5.5: Natural convection flow becomes fully developed at t = 207 min. 

Diffusive heat transfer changed to convective heat transfer, which represents 

early Phase 2. 
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Figure 5.6: Arrows show fully developed natural convection circulation 

direction in each layer known as Rayleigh Bernard flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Velocity vector output results for Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 

 Velocity vectors show natural convection circulation direction in each layer 

known as Rayleigh Bernard flow. 
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Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, clearly show the formation of the natural convection 

circulation flows and the existence of the Rayleigh-Benard cells in the simulated 

tank containing two LNGs after some time. This is consistent with Bates and 

Morrison’s proposal for the occurrence of rollover in two phases, and it also 

suggests that at least two different interfacial heat transfer regimes should be 

used to accurately describe it.  

 

As time goes by, Phase 1 starts to transit into Phase 2. The Rayleigh Bernard 

circulation flow continued to mix the LNGs and more LNG with density closer 

to the bottom layer were created until a bigger bulk of denser LNG generated 

in the bottom/middle of the tank as shown in Figure 5.8 in green/yellowish 

colour. From this stage forward, as the bulk LNG in the bottom of the tank got 

hotter due to the heat leaks from the outside, it started to form plumes of liquid 

going upwards, getting mixed with the colder top liquid and came back down 

due to the buoyancy force. However, each time this plume of liquid entered the 

top portion, it mixed with more liquid from the top (shown in blue, which was 

less dense/cooler) and created more mixing. This is in line with the description 

of penetrative convection4 and start of Phase 2. Figure 5.9 shows the direction 

of the plumes going up and coming back. The simulation was terminated at this 

point because the model was not capable of simulating the BOG generation, 

which is essential to realistic descriptions of rollover. This simulation took about 

15 hours to reach this point, with Intel i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM hardware. 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation result after Phase 1, formation of plumes of liquid 

(penetrative convection) at t = 301.5 min (5 hrs). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Arrows show the direction of plumes of liquid movements 

(start of penetrative convection) at t = 301.5 min (5 hrs). 
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In general, to simulate the whole rollover process with CFD tools, CFD models 

need to account properly for boil-off at the vapour-liquid interface and the 

convective Rayleigh flow that drives this boil-off. This was also pointed out by 

Zimmerman and co-workers in a subsequent paper47. The major limitations of 

above-mentioned method are summarized as follows: 

 

1. ANSYS FLUENT software database is very limited for physical 

properties (it mainly used for some general systems such as steam, 

water and pure fluid), especially calculating the complex hydrocarbon 

mixtures’ properties such as LNG. All the required mixture data must be 

fed into the software in case of multicomponent simulation. This problem 

was solved by using a “User Defined Function” (UDF) in C++ 

programming language for La Spezia LNGs to define density changes 

as the function of temperature over time. However, this model was very 

specific to the La Spezia incident results obtained from the lumped 

parameter simulation data, using Reynolds analogy for mass transfer. 

Moreover, for engineering purposes or safety and risk assessment of 

LNG unloading, a faster and easier method is needed to simulate the 

rollover. The knowledge of processing the data and the availability of 

above-mentioned software in any LNG plants are very improbable. 

However, a lumped parameter program code written in widely available 

programming software (capable of turning into an executable file), such 

as MATLAB codes can solve this problem.   

2. ANSYS FLUENT software is not capable of handling the 

thermodynamics for complex mixtures, as it is primarily a hydrodynamic 

program and normally used to simulate the fluid flows with turbulence. 

Phase changes and flash calculations that are central to multi-phase 

hydrocarbon simulations such as LNG rollover, cannot be simulated in 

FLUENT environment. Coupling of any external thermodynamic 

software such as HYSYS or REFPROP with the FLUENT is also 

problematic. Due to the nature of CFD simulation, which divides the 

system into millions of subsystems (cells) and extends any changes in 

the property of one cell to the adjacent cells over several small fractions 
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of time, transferring data between two software is both complicated and 

slows down the simulation speed tremendously (using subroutines of 

HYSYS/ REFPROP several times per second for each cell and refresh 

data over a period of for example 30.5 hours). 

3. As mentioned in item 2 above, due to nature of CFD simulation methods, 

each simulation takes a long time to converge to its goals. For slow 

phenomena such as LNG rollover, which takes days and weeks to occur, 

CFD simulation methods are extremely time-consuming and slow. 

Considering the aim of LNG rollover simulation, which is to predict the 

time from unloading of the LNG cargos to storage tank, to the occurrence 

of rollover, CFD simulation may take even longer time than the real 

rollover. 

 
Extending the CFD simulations to realistic LNG storage scenarios up to the 

actual rollover event were found to be very problematic because of the need to 

develop appropriate Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes26 equations for fluid 

phases. Incorporating such a realistic boundary condition remains a significant 

challenge for future, improved CFD models of LNG rollover. Therefore, after 

achieving our goal of simulating the Phase 1 and detection of natural 

convection cells, we decided not to proceed any further with CFD models and 

develop a lumped parameter model capable of incorporation the 

thermodynamics and BOG of the LNGs. 
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5.3. Lumped parameter rollover model results: 

 

As previously mentioned, there are relatively few studies of rollover simulation 

in LNG systems in the open literature and the ones that are accessible do not 

provide much useful additional information. Among those, the lumped 

parameter simulations for rollover done by Heestand et al.24 for the La Spezia 

incident and Deshpande et al.25 for the Partington incident are significantly 

important. However, the simulation of the Partington rollover incident by 

Deshpande et al.25 was not successful (18 hours vs 68 days) due to the 

unavailability of some part of the initial condition data for the tank and LNGs as 

well as a questionable simulation method, which is previously described in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis.  

 

In order to improve on previous simulations; in this research, we have 

incorporated the feature of using either lower or higher heat retransfer regimes 

along with the Chilton-Colburn or the Reynolds analogy for mass transfer 

regime based on the stability ratio of the system, in our lumped parameter 

model as our suggested hypothesis. Later the model has been linked to the 

REFPROP software to calculate physical properties and solve the differential 

equations at each time step using the results as the starting conditions of the 

next step until the rollover occurs. We have tested this model with the La Spezia 

incident to verify the accuracy of the model and after getting satisfactory results, 

it was used it to simulate the Nantes and the Partington rollover incidents. 

Furthermore, several sensitivity analyses were conducted over the critical 

values of the heat transfer coefficient and the heat absorbed by the vapour in 

rollover incidents to evaluate the criticality of these parameters on the rollover 

time and BOG.  

 

The following cases have been selected among several simulations done for 

LNG rollover for comparison and discussion:  
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5.3.1.  La Spezia rollover incident (30.5 hours) 

 

The first lumped parameter simulation was that of the La Spezia system using 

the Reynolds analogy to calculate the mass diffusion regime from the heat 

transfer correlation, which Heestand et al.24 reported giving the best fidelity to 

the observations of Sarsten6 (Row 5 of Table 2.5 in Chapter 2). The Reynolds 

analogy was automatically chosen by our simulation program as the initial La 

Spezia LNGs’ Rs = 1.7 was lower than the critical ratio of Rc = 3.8. 

 

The thermophysical properties needed for the simulation were calculated using 

the GERG-2004 implemented in REFPROPM software while the vapour 

temperature (which is equal to the film temperature) was calculated by setting 

the initial value equal to that of the upper layer. Finally, following Heestand et 

al.24 it was initially assumed that the vapour absorbed only 5% of the heat 

transferred to it through the tank walls and the roof (Eq. (4-11)) for comparison 

of the results, then a sensitivity analysis was done to investigate this 

assumption of Heestand et al.24 in the next section.  

 

It should be noted that although Sarsten6 gave a very accurate description of 

the density evolution and the initial physical properties for the heel and cargo 

LNGs in the La Spezia rollover incident including the tank data; however, he 

did not specify the initial temperatures of each layer. He only mentioned the 

localized temperature of the LNG inventory based on the tank’s level after the 

filling as demonstrated in Figure 5.10. He also did not specify the evolution of 

temperatures over time from the initial loading up to the rollover. Heestand et 

al. assumed 114.3 K and 118.9 K as the initial heel and cargo’s temperatures, 

and modelled their simulation based on this assumption.  
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Figure 5.10: Sarsten temperature data for the La Spezia rollover event, which 

have been modified in this thesis to represent SI unit on the right-hand side. 

 

In this study, we extracted the initial temperature data from the Sarsten paper6, 

and converted them to SI unit, assuming that “Just after filling” temperature is 

the initial LNGs’ temperature, and “Just before rollover” are the final 

temperatures. Furthermore, in lack of any specific data, highest liquid level in 

the tank was assumed to represent the top layer and lowest liquid level as the 

bottom layer. The extracted temperature data from the above graph shows the 

initial LNG temperatures to be equal to 119.3 K for the bottom layer and 114.9 

K for the upper layer. However, as there is not data available on how the 

temperatures evolved between “Just after filling” and “just before rollover” in 

the above graph, to verify the accuracy of our model, we compared our density 

and temperature data with the Heestand et al. results not the Sarsten’s, and 

the BOG with both Sarsten’s and Heestand et al.’s.  

 

The results obtained for Case 1 were highly in accordance with those reported 

by Heestand et al.24. The results for Case 1 are shown in Figures 5.10, 5.11, 

5.12 and 5.13. Most of the plots in Heestand et al.24 work have time scales of 

80 hours and show modelled results after the rollover event but in this work, 
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the simulation was terminated once rollover had occurred (around 30.5 hours 

= 1.24 days); however, the time scale is equal to 80 hours for ease of 

comparison. The original Heestand et al.24s’ Figures for density and 

temperature are presented on top and our results on the bottom for comparison, 

except the BOG figure, which Sarsten’s Figure was also used as Heestand et 

al.24’s result was incomplete and inaccurate.    

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Simulation results for the evolution of mass densities of the 

lower and upper liquid layers in the La Spezia rollover incident. The top Figure 

is Heestand et al.24’s results and the bottom Figure is this research results.   

 

The results shown in Figure 5.11 can be summarized as follows:  

The simulation demonstrates an internal consistency with the equalisation of 

the densities of the lower and upper liquid layers in that time. The evolution of 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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the upper layer’s density over time is very similar to the results of Heestand et 

al.24, increasing from the initial value of 537.1 kg/m3 and reaching a final value 

of 540.4 kg/m3, similar to what is shown in the top Figure. The lower layer 

density simulated in this case, decreases smoothly with time, from the initial 

value of 541.1 kg/m3 to the final value of 540.4 kg/m3 after 30.5 hours. A small 

difference in the initial densities between our results and Heestand et al.24 is 

due to using different EOS in simulation programs as described in Chapter 2. 

Furthermore, a sudden drop in Heestand et al.24 lower layer’s density in first 

few hours (wasn’t justified by Heestand) was not observed in our results. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Simulation results for temperatures of the lower and upper liquid 

layers. The top Figure is Heestand et al.24 result and the bottom Figure is this 

research result.   

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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The results shown in Figure 5.12 for the La Spezia rollover incident, 

demonstrates the evolution of the lower and upper layers’ temperatures versus 

the time. The change of the upper layer’s temperature has a similar shape (with 

less curvature) to the top layer’s temperature reported by Heestand, started 

from 114.3 K and ended at 115.1 K. After about 2 hours, our results for the 

upper layer’s temperature suddenly decreased (the small peak at the 

beginning) at a time around 2-6 hours, which is corresponding to the peak in 

the BOG generation shown in Figure 5.13 that resulted in temperature drop due 

to the vaporization. After that, the upper layer’s temperature smoothly 

increased with time due to the interlayers’ convection heat transfer until the 

rollover occurrence at 30.5 hours. Our simulated temperature result for the 

upper layer, at the time of rollover is lower than predicted by Heestand et al.24 

(116.4 K vs 115.2 K), due to the different heat transfer coefficient selected by 

us and more accurate vapour phase composition, calculated by our program at 

each time step versus what was considered by Heestand et al.24, which was 

constant values of 0.95% methane and 5% nitrogen, which had direct effect on 

the BOG rate and hence the upper layer’s temperature. 

  

Although the initial and the final values for the lower layer temperature of our 

simulation results were very similar to the Heestand et al.’s (118.9 K initial and 

118.2 K final); however, the sudden decrease in the lower layer’s temperature 

in the first few hours reported by Heestand et al.24 was not observed in our 

simulation, while as mentioned before, Heestand et al.24 did not provide any 

reason for why this temperature drop occurred in their simulation.  
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Figure 5.13: Simulation results for the boil-off flow rate. The top Figure is the 

Heestand et al.’s result, the middle Figure is the Sarsten’s report and the 

bottom Figure is this research result.   

 

Figure 5.13 shows the evolution of the generated BOG over time in the La 

Spezia rollover incident. As the graph reported by Heestand et al.24 did not 

completely match with the Sarsten data6 (for example time to rollover is 

reported 32 hours by Sarsten, while 30.5 hours reported by Heestand et al., 

and the first peak of BOG occurred at time equal to 2 to 6 hours in Sarsten 

M
 k

g
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report, but initially in Heestand’s, etc.), we used the original Sarsten figure 

(middle graph above) as the main basis for the comparison; however, 

Heestand’s result (top graph) has been brought as well. Our simulation results 

have a similar shape to Sarsten BOG report, with first BOG peak at time about 

2 to 6 hours, caused by a high Rayleigh flow (Eq. 4-13) due to large initial 

density difference, generated 8.4 M kg/hr BOG versus 7.5 M kg/hr BOG 

reported by Sarsten6, decreasing as the layers’ density and temperature 

difference became less. At the rollover point, as the bulk liquid temperature 

(mixture of both LNGs) had a higher temperature than the previous upper layer 

in contact with the vapour, it started to boil off to reach to a new thermodynamic 

equilibrium and created the final peak of BOG (8.9 M kg/hr versus 8.1 M kg/hr 

reported by Sarsten6). However, there is about 9% difference between our 

predicted BOG and Sarsten’s, because of the errors in the Heestand et al. 

selection of the initial temperature as described in the beginning of this section, 

which has been inherited to our simulation results as well.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.14: Simulation results for the heat transfer coefficient, h (left) and 

stability parameter Rs (right) versus time. 

 

Figure 5.14 above (left graph) shows our results for the heat transfer coefficient 

“h” started from 112 W/m2K versus 85 W/m2K predicted by Heestand et al.24 

(Figure 2.4c). The difference between our value of “h” and Heestand’s is 

because of Heestand’s selection of a smaller coefficient in the Globe and 

Dropkin equation (see Table 2.5) while we used the original Globe and Dropkin 

equation. However, the shape of our predicted heat transfer coefficient graph 
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is very similar to the Heestand et al.’s, starting from the initial value of 112 

W/m2K and constantly decreased by time as the density and temperature 

differences between the layers became smaller, until rollover time which Δρ = 

0, hence h = 0.  

 

Figure 5.14 (right graph) presents the evolution of Rs versus time. Same as 

above, for the stability ratio Rs, started from the initial value of 1.7 and as the 

density and temperature differences between the layers got smaller, Rs 

decreased too, until rollover time that Rs =1 as Δρ = 0. Rs being less than Rc 

implies that only Reynolds analogy should be used as the governing mass 

transfer regime.  

 
 

5.3.2.  Sensitivity analysis on the La Spezia rollover incident simulation 

parameters 

 

As previously mentioned, Heestand et al. tailored their heat transfer equation 

to get the closest results to Sarsten’s report. They also considered that 5% of 

the external heat leaks to the vapour space, will be transferred to the top layer 

and 95% of this energy remains in the vapour. However, they did not explain 

the basis and the reason for this assumption. For this research, we believed 

that there is no energy transfer from the vapour to the upper layer (film), as the 

vapour and the film are in thermodynamic equilibrium and have the same 

temperature. Hence, we performed a sensitivity analysis on the effect of 

assuming 95% or 100% of the energy stays in the vapour and compared the 

results as shown tin Table 5.2. Furthermore, we checked the effect of choosing 

the heat transfer coefficient constant on the time to rollover as well as the effect 

of the total external heat leaks into the tank (effect of insulation) in the La Spezia 

rollover simulation. The reason that we chose the La Spezia rollover incident to 

perform these sensitivity analyses, were that among all other available 

incidents in the open literature, this one had the most detailed recorded 

information, and the results could be used for our further case investigations 

and incident simulations. 
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Test no. Coefficient of 

Globe and 

Dropkin’s 

equation 

h  

(W/m2) 

%q 

Heat flux from the 

outside stays in 

the vapour phase 

Total external 

heat flux 

Coefficient 

 

Time to rollover 

(Hrs) 

1 
0.77 

(Heestand’s) 
85.5 95%     (Heestand’s) 1 30.5 

2 
0.77 

(Heestand’s) 
85.5 

100%                   

(This Study) 
1 31.9 

3 
1                    

(This Study) 
112.5 

95%      

(Heestand’s) 
1 30.5 

4 
1                    

(This Study) 
112.5 

100%                  

(This Study) 
1 29.16 

5 
1                    

(This Study) 
112.5 

100%                  

(This Study) 
1.1 29.16 

6 
1                    

(This Study) 
112.5 

100%                   

(This Study) 
1.2 29.16 

7 
1                    

(This Study) 
112.5 

100%                  

(This Study) 
1.4 28.88 

 
Table 5.2: Comparison between different selected simulation parameters in 

the La Spezia rollover models 
 
 

The sensitivity analysis has been summarized in Table 5.2; the first row is the 

original Heestand et al.24 selected parameters for the heat transfer coefficient, 

portion of external heat leak stays in the vapour and the total external heat leak 

into the system, as they used in their simulation to get 30.5 hours to rollover. In 

the second row, we used the same heat transfer coefficient as Heestand’s, but 

considered no external heat transfer from the vapour to upper liquid. This 

increased the time to rollover by ~4%, as it took more time for the upper layer 

to reach to the temperature and density required for the rollover. In our La 

Spezia rollover simulation base case, which has been presented in the third 

row, we used the original Globe and Dropkin’s29 heat transfer equation without 

modification, which gave a bigger initial heat transfer coefficient than 

Heestand’s and set our model to have 95% external heat transferred from the 

outside stayed in the vapour. This gave the same time to rollover as Heestand 

et. al.’s model. In row 4, q has been set to 100% with the original Globe and 
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Dropkin’s29, which reduced the time to rollover about 4.5%. In rows 5 to 7, all 

parameters are equal to row 4, except the total external heat leak, which has 

been increased from 10% to 40%. This increase in the external heat leaks 

showed that up to 40%, it did not affect the time to rollover, while changing 5% 

in the q value, affect the rollover time immediately. It means that rollover 

simulation is more sensitive to the value of the q rather the external heat leaks 

or the selected heat transfer coefficient.  

 

Last but not the least, simulation results shown in rows 4 to 7, indicated that 

increasing the external heat leaks (or error in the measurement/reporting) can 

shorten the rollover time. As mentioned in Chapter 2, this could be the case in 

the Baker and Creed18 report of the Partington rollover incident, and the cause 

of getting very short time to rollover in the Deshpande et al.’s25 simulation (18 

hours vs 68 days). We will address this issue later in Section 5.4.4. 

 

5.3.3.  Nantes rollover incident, (56 hours) 

 

It was shown in Chapter 3 that although the data of Bates and Morrison4 were 

only presented graphically, it was possible to extract additional information from 

their results with only a few reasonable assumptions about the compositions of 

the LNG mixtures they studied such as mentioned in Table 3.5. Hence, we 

developed an extended rollover simulation using the entire graphical data 

presented by Bates and Morrison4 that incorporated both Phase 1 and 2 for the 

first time available in the open literature.  

 

This required additional assumptions being primarily the size of the LNG tank 

and the heat flux into the tank from the environment. Some information 

regarding these assumptions was extractable from the free videos available 

from Gaz de France describing their commercial “LNG Master” software57. 

These videos purport to show some experimental facilities used for their 

proprietary experimental investigations into LNG rollover, which may be similar 

to the ones that generated the data reported by Bates and Morrison4. 

Furthermore, a reverse calculation has been done to calculate the heat leaks 
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into the tank from the outside that changed the lower layer’s temperature from 

the initial temperature to the final Phase 1’s temperature (extracted from the 

Figure 2.7), and assumed this heat leak will be constant during the rollover 

process and also assumed that the upper portion of the tank received almost 

the same amount of heat leak, and used this value in our simulations.  

These information are presented in Table 5.3. 

 

Nantes rollover data used in our model 

Lower layer Level (m) 5.5 

Upper layer Level (m) 1.6 

Lower layer initial T (C) -158.8 

Lower layer initial  (kg/m3) 462.8 

Upper layer initial T (C) -159.5 

Upper layer initial  (kg/m3) 456.9 

Tank height (m) 8.5 

Tank diameter (m) 8.5                            

Heat leak (kW) 16 (calculated) 

 

Table 5.3: Nantes rollover incident’s tank data extracted from Bates and 

Morrison4’s paper.  

 

We used our hypothesis of having two stages (phases) in LNG rollover, with 

different governing heat and mass transport regimes in simulating the Nantes 

rollover incident. As mentioned in previous chapters, as the initial stability ratio 

of the Nantes LNGs (Table 3.4) was higher than the critical ratio of Rc = 3.8, we 

used a lower heat and mass transfer coefficients for the Phase 1, with the heat 

transfer coefficient being smaller than the heat transfer coefficient in Phase 2 

with the same ratio of the mass transfer coefficient in Phase 1 (obtaining from 

the Chilton-Colburn analogy), being smaller than the mass transfer coefficient 

obtaining from the Reynolds analogy (in Phase 2). A sensitivity analysis has 

been done through several simulations to fine-tune this ratio of the heat transfer 

coefficients in different phases as well as the calculated external heat leak to 
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the tank. The best result has been presented in this section while the sensitivity 

analyses have been described in Section 5.4.4. 

 

In general, the results for this simulation were in good accordance with those 

reported by Bates and Morrison4 especially for the time to rollover (56 hours). 

The results are shown in Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17. As the plots in 

Bates and Morrison4 work have time scales of 72 hours, our results have the 

same time scale. Original Bates and Morrison4 graphs are also presented on 

the top of our results for easier comparison. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Simulation results for the evolution of mass densities of the 

lower and upper liquid layers in the Nantes rollover incident. The top Figure is 

Bates and Morrison4’s results and the bottom Figure is this research results. 

 

Figure 5.15, shows the evolution of densities of LNGs over time. It is important 

to notice that Bates and Morrison4’s results are shown from 16 hours before the 

measurement set point, so the comparison should be done from time equal 

Zero. Our calculated initial densities using GERG-2004 EOS are also in good 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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accordance with their measurements and both graphs have almost the same 

shape. Densities started to approach each other smoothly in Phase 1 (from 0 

to 36 hours) and became faster with more slope in Phase 2 (from 36 to 56 

hours). In our results, the lower layer density started to decrease from the initial 

value of 462.8 kg/m3 to 461.6 kg/m3 at the end of Phase 1 (36 hrs) and from 

461.6 kg/m3 to the final value of 460.1 kg/m3 at the end of Phase 2 (56 hrs), 

while the reported lower layer density by Bates and Morrison at the end of 

Phase 1 was a little bit bigger than ours. For example, at t = 36 hours their lower 

layer density is 462 kg/m3 (~0.8% bigger than ours); however, at the end of 

Phase 2 at 56 hours they were almost the same equal to 460.2 kg/m3.     

 

The initial upper layer density in our simulation, was 456.9 kg/m3 and stayed 

almost constant through Phase 1 936 hours) very similar to Bates and 

Morrison’s, and stayed constant half way through the Phase 2 (48 hours), then 

increased to the final value of 460.1 kg/m3 at the time of rollover. While Bates 

and Morrison’s upper layer density, started to increase almost immediately after 

Phase 1. This discrepancy between our results and Bates and Morrison’s is 

mainly because of our assumptions on the critical data such as the 

compositions and heat leaks from the outside environment, due to lack of actual 

information on Nantes’ rollover incident.  
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Figure 5.16: Simulation results for the evolution of temperatures of the lower 

and upper liquid layers in the Nantes rollover incident. The top Figure is Bates 

and Morrison4’s results and the bottom Figure is this research results. 

 
Figure 5.16, shows the evolution of temperatures versus time of the Nantes 

rollover incident. Our results for the lower layer temperature is very similar to 

Bates and Morrison4’s, started from -158.8°C and increased to -158°C at the 

end of Phase 1 same as Bates and Morrison4’s. It continued to raise in Phase 

2 to -157.8°C and then decreased. From hereafter, there is a slight difference 

between the slope of decreasing between our results and Bates and 

Morrison4’s, as their temperature decreased faster and ours stayed almost 

constant up to the rollover time. 

 

The upper layer temperature, started from -159.5°C and increased in both ours 

and Bates and Morrison4’s results; to around -159.2°C at the end of Phase 1; 

however, the slope of increasing of the upper layer temperature in the Bates 

and Morrison4’s results in Phase 2 is slower than us. Just a few hours before 

the rollover, our results diverged and started to decrease while Bates and 

Morrison4’s upper layer temperature continued to increase. The discrepancy 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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between our simulated results and Bates and Morrison4’s measurements is 

because of the fact that in our lumped parameter model, as the final BOG starts, 

the upper layer temperature drops as a result of evaporation. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.17: Simulation results for the evolution of BOG in the Nantes rollover 

incident. The top Figure is Bates and Morrison4’s results and the bottom 

Figure is this research results. 

 
Figure 5.17, shows the evolution of BOG versus time in the mentioned rollover 

incident. Bates and Morrison4’s results showed two BOG peaks at around 36 to 

42 hours before the major BOG peak at the time of rollover. Although our results 

followed the same shape as Bates and Morrison4’s results, but our peaks 

happened at 46 to 52 hours before the rollover final peak at 56 hours. The two 

pre-rollover BOG peaks in our results were higher than Bates and Morrison4’s 

results but the final BOG was lower than theirs (300 vs 400 nm3/hr, 25% less). 

The reason for this discrepancy is the assumptions on initial data such as the 

compositions and environment heat leaks, due to lack of actual information.  
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Figure 5.18: Simulation results for the evolution of heat transfer coefficients 

(left) in Nantes rollover incident and the evolution of stability ratio (right). 

 
Figure 5.18 above (left graph), shows the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficient “h” initially started from 16.3 W/m2K, as the lower heat transfer 

coefficient was selected by the program (Rs>Rc = 3.8) in Phase 1. It continued 

to decrease slowly as the heat and mass transfer regime were slow in nature 

(natural convection), until the start of the Phase 2. From this point as the 

penetrative convection was started (simulated by the Reynolds analogy), the 

heat transfer coefficient increased to a higher value as well as the mass transfer 

until the occurrence of the rollover.  

 

The right graph presents the evolution of Rs versus time. The stability ratio Rs, 

started from the initial value of 6.5 and as the density and temperature 

differences between the layers got smaller, Rs decreased too, until the rollover 

time that Rs = 1 as Δρ = 0. Rs being bigger than Rc implies that both Chilton-

Colburn and Reynolds analogies were applicable in the simulation.  
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5.3.4.  Sensitivity analysis on the Nantes rollover incident simulation 

parameters 

 
Table 5.4 presents some of the several simulation cases done as a sensitivity 

analysis to test the effect of the selection of the critical values on the time to 

rollover and the BOG. In this table, h1 is the heat transfer coefficient in Phase 

1, which is a portion of the heat transfer coefficient in Phase 1 (same order of 

magnitude as the portion of mass transfers in Phase 1 and 2), and h2 is the 

Phase 2 heat transfer coefficient. A fine tuning was done through several tests 

to adjust this proportion. The same approach has been taken to test the effect 

of the selection of the external heat leak on the time to rollover and BOG, as 

the external heat leak was not available in the original Bates and Morrison4’s 

work and was calculated by us with some assumptions. 

  
Test 
no. 

h 1 
proportion 
Coefficient 

h 1 
(W/m2) 

h 2 
proportion 
Coefficient 

h 2 
(W/m2) 

External 
heat flux 
(W/m2) 

Time to 
rollover 

(Hrs) 

Remarks 

0 0.10 12.1 0.77 
equal to 

Heestand’s 

81.46 15 41.38 Only one peak of BOG before the rollover, 
Time to rollover is too short. 

1 0.10 12.1 0.77 
equal to 

Heestand’s 

81.12 16 45.83 Only one peak of BOG before the rollover, 
Time to rollover is too short. 

2 0.12 14.52 0.77 
equal to 

Heestand’s 

80.73 15 52.77 Two peaks of BOG before the rollover. Time to 
rollover is getting close to Bates & Morrison. 

3 0.135 16.33 0.77 
equal to 

Heestand’s 

79.97 15 59.16 Two peaks of BOG before the rollover. The 
amount of BOG in those peaks is bigger than 
reported by Bates & Morrison.  
Time to rollover is bigger than Bates & 
Morrison 

4 0.11 13.31 1.0 
Full Globe 

and 
Dropkin. 

112.68 15 47.5 Two peaks of BOG, first one similar to Bates & 
Morrison, second one larger than Bates & 
Morrison. Time to rollover is shorter than 
reported. 

5 0.12 14.52 1.0 
Full Globe 

and 
Dropkin. 

112.14 15 51.11 Two peaks of BOG before rollover. First peak 
amount is close to what reported by Bates & 
Morrison, the second peak is much larger. 
Time to rollover is still a little short. 

6 0.135 16.33 1.0 
Full Globe 

and 
Dropkin. 

 

111.07 15 57.22 Two peaks of BOG before rollover. First peak 
amount is close to what reported by Bates & 
Morrison, the second peak is much larger. 
Time to rollover is longer than Bates & 
Morrison. 

 
 

Table 5.4: Comparison between different selected simulation parameters in 
the Nantes rollover models 
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The sensitivity analysis showed that the system was not too sensitive to the 

selection of the external heat leaks of 15 or 16 W/m2; however, the model was 

very sensitive to the ratio of h1 to h2. Although the order of magnitude of the 

ratio of the mass transfer coefficient obtained from the Reynolds analogy to the 

Chilton-Colburn analogy is about 0.1, but the ratio of the heat transfer 

coefficients which corresponds to the best result is about 0.135.  

 

5.3.5.  Partington rollover incident, (Case 1: 528.8 hrs, 22 days; Case 2: 

34.9 hrs, 1.45 days) 

 
As described in the previous chapters, the Partington rollover incident reported 

by Baker and Creed18 lacks some vital data required for an accurate simulation. 

For example, in the industrial process of storage and transport of LNG, it is 

common to reliquefy a portion of the vapour with a BOG recovery compressor 

and return it to the tank. This will control the operating temperature as the 

recycling LNG will cool down the bulk LNG, as well as minimize the BOG 

generation. This recycling will become more important in long-term LNG 

storage to minimize the product loss. However, it seems that this important part 

of the data is missing in the Baker and Creed’s report. Without knowing the 

exact amount of reliquefied gas that returned to the tank, which directly affect 

the temperature and the density of the LNGs, it is impossible to accurately 

simulate the Partington rollover incident and achieve the 68 days reported. This 

deficiency plus other deficiencies mentioned in Section 2.1 such as the initial 

LNGs’ temperatures and the questionable value of the reported external heat 

leaks; make the Partington simulation very hard. Using the combination of 

Chilton-Colburn and Reynolds analogy and improved EOS can only improve 

the previous simulation of Deshpande et al.25 by 22 days versus 18 hours; 

however, detailed information is needed for a successful simulation. 

 

Considering all above-mentioned uncertainties, we decided to divide the 

simulations into two major categories of simulations:   
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1. Assumed the temperature difference between LNG layers to be ΔT = 2 

K (same as Deshpande et al.25), which resulted in a longer time to 

rollover if the layers’ temperatures considered low enough (around 106 

K), as it results in higher values of initial Rs. We believed that Deshpande 

et al.25 tested different ΔT and chose the one which resulted in longest 

time to rollover in their results (18 hours); however, because of their 

uniform heat and mass transfer regime, they could not get more than 18 

hours.   

2. Assumed the temperature difference between LNG layers to be other 

than 2 K, such as 4.2 K, which resulted in shorter time to rollover. A 4.2 

K initial temperature difference has been selected as it gave the longest 

time to rollover among all the cases that have been tested in this 

category.  

 

All of these simulations predicted a longer time to rollover than reported by 

Deshpande et al.25. This improvement was mainly because of using of more 

advanced EOS (GERG-2004) and applying the hypothesis proposed in this 

research of using two heat transfer regimes and a combination of Reynolds and 

Chilton-Colburn analogy in our model to simulate the heat and mass transfers.  

 

These simulation cases and sensitivity analyses on the critical parameters of 

rollover have been presented later in Section 5.4.6. One simulation case from 

each category mentioned above has been selected and demonstrated in this 

section.  

 

Case 1 (Row 5 in Table 5.4): 

 

For the first category (ΔT = 2 K), the longest time to rollover achieved in our 

simulation model (22 days) is selected and described through Figures 5.18, 

5.19, 5.20,5.21 and 5.22. 
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Figure 5.19: Case 1, simulation results for the evolution of mass densities of 

the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.19 shows the simulation results for the evolution of the mass densities 

of the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident. The lower 

layer density initially started at 452.5 kg/m3 and smoothly decreased to the final 

value of 451.86 kg/m3 at the end of Phase 2. The upper layer density started at 

440.6 kg/m3 at t = 0, and increased with a positive slope constantly until the 

end of Phase 1 at t = 525 hours (21.8 days); however, after change of the heat 

and mass transfer regime in Phase 2, the slope of increasing the upper layer 

density became much higher and reached to the final density of 451.86 kg/m3 

in few hours followed by the rollover (22 days predicted).   

 

 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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Figure 5.20: Case 1, simulation results for the evolution of temperatures of 

the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.20 shows our simulation results for the evolution of LNG layers’ 

temperatures versus time. As mentioned before, we assumed the initial 

temperature difference to be 2 K. The lower layer initial temperature was 106 K, 

decreased slowly over time to 105.8 K until half way through the rollover 

process, and started to increase back to 106 K around rollover time. This 

increase is because of decreasing of the heat transfer coefficient until Phase 2. 

 

The upper layer temperature initially started at 104 K and increasing almost 

linearly during the long Phase 1 (~525 hours, 21.8 days) to the maximum of 

105.8 K at t = 509 hours and decreased after that to 104.57 K at the end of 

Phase 1 (at 525 hours) as the top layer started to evaporate, and continued to 

decrease very fast, due to large evaporation caused by increasing boil off, to 

the final temperature of 101.2 K at the time of rollover (528.8 hours). 

 

 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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Figure 5.21: Case 1, simulation results for the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficients in the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.21 shows the simulation results for the evolution of heat transfer 

coefficients over time. We used the same ratio of h1/h2 = 0.135 in this case as 

the best ratio to give the longest time to rollover. The Phase 1 heat transfer 

coefficient initially started from 21.2 W/m2K, which decreased slowly through 

the Phase 1, as a result of slight layers’ densities difference decrease, to 16.4 

W/m2K at the end of Phase 1, then increased rapidly to Phase 2 heat transfer 

coefficient, 121.1 W/m2K and quickly reached to zero after a few hours (due to 

rapid penetrative convection in Phase 2) at the time of rollover.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.22: Case 1, simulation results for the evolution of the BOG in the 

Partington rollover incident. 
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Figure 5.22 shows the simulation results for the evolution of BOG over time. 

During most of the Phase 1, there was a minimum change in BOG, started from 

almost 0 kgmol/s until close to the end of Phase 1 the maximum value of at the 

end of Phase 1, which increased to its first peak, close to 938.5 kgmol/s at 

around 523 hours and down to 439.2 at 525 hours at the end of Phase1. At the 

start of the Phase 2, BOG reached to its final peak of ~4000 kgmol/s, with a 

sharp raise at the time of rollover.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Case 1, simulation results for the evolution of the stability ratio in 

the Partington rollover incident. Results showed the system became more 

stable during Phase 1, due to the low initial temperature difference between 

layers.  

 

Figure 5.23 shows the simulation results for the evolution of stability ratio 

versus time. The initial stability ratio was 5.32, being bigger than the critical 

stability ratio of 3.8, implied that the program modelled the system in Phase 1. 

Rs increased with time as the layers’ temperature differences got smaller as 

shown in Figure 5.20, until it reached to a maximum value of 34.8 at around 

507 hours, which corresponded to the lowest temperature difference between 

the layers; then started to decrease as the lower layer temperature diverged 

and layers’ temperature difference got bigger. The slight divergence of the 

lower layer’s temperature is because of decreasing the heat transfer coefficient 

during the Phase 1, which slowly accumulated more energy (heat) in the lower 

layer over time towards the end of Phase 1. At t = 525 hours, it reached to 3.8, 

which was the end of Phase 1 and it continued to decrease to 1 at the end of 

Phase 2 and rollover time (528.8 hours). 
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These results suggested that the reason for the long duration of the Partington 

rollover incident was the initial low temperature difference between layers and 

the low driving force, which initially made the system more stable until early 

Phase 2. 

 

Case 2 (Row 3 in Table 5.4): 

 

For the second category (ΔT  2 K), a case with ΔT = 4.2 K, is selected for the 

comparison and have been described in Figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 

below. As the initial Rs is smaller than Rc, there is only one phase to rollover.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.24: Case 2, simulation results for the evolution of mass densities of 

the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.24 shows the simulation results for the evolution of the mass densities 

of the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident case 2. 

There is a slight difference between layers’ densities in case 1 and here as their 

initial temperatures are different. The lower layer density initially started at 

452.4 kg/m3 and smoothly decreased to the final value of 451.5 kg/m3 at the 

end of Phase 2. The upper layer density started at 443.4 kg/m3 at t = 0 and 

increased to the final density of 451.5 kg/m3 at the time of rollover (34.9 hours). 

Although this case time to rollover, is smaller than case 1, but it is longer than 

predicted by Deshpande et al.25 (18 vs 34.9 hours), because of lower initial 

Lower Layer 
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temperatures and more accurate modelling of the thermodynamics in our 

simulation.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.25: Case 2, simulation results for the evolution of temperatures of 

the lower and upper liquid layers in the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.25 shows our simulation results for the evolution of LNG layers’ 

temperatures versus time in case 2 simulation of the Partington rollover 

incident. As mentioned before, we assumed the initial temperature difference 

to be around 4.2 K. The lower layer initial temperature was 106.2 K, decreasing 

slowly over time to 105.9 K at rollover time. The upper layer’s temperature 

initially started at 102 K and increased to the maximum of 105.4 K at around t 

= 25 ~ 28 hours and decreased after that to 104.8 K at the end of the rollover 

process. The temperature decrease after 28 hours is due to evaporation 

caused by boil off close to rollover time. 
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Figure 5.26: Case 2, simulation results for the evolution of the BOG in the 

Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.26 shows the simulation results for the evolution of BOG over time. 

During most of the pre-rollover time, there was a minimum change in BOG, 

started from 0 kgmol/s until close to the rollover time. At t = ~25 hours, the BOG 

amount started to increase until it reached to its final value of about 1080 

kgmol/s at the time of rollover. This increase in the BOG, corresponded to the 

time that the upper layer’s temperature diverged (decreased) due to the 

evaporation.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.27: simulation results for the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficients in the Partington rollover incident.  
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Figure 5.27 shows the simulation results for the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficients over time in the second case of simulation of the Partington rollover 

incident. The heat transfer coefficient initially started from 141.2 W/m2K, which 

decreased slowly to 65 W/m2K at around t = 32 hours, then decreased more 

rapidly to zero as the density difference between layers become smaller closer 

to the time of rollover. As there was only a single phase in this process, only 

one heat transfer coefficient was used by our program to simulate the rollover. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.28: Case 2, simulation results for the evolution of the stability ratio in 

the Partington rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.28 shows the simulation results for the evolution of stability ratio 

versus time in case 2 simulation of the Partington rollover incident. The initial 

stability ratio was 2.5, being smaller than the critical stability ratio of 3.8, implied 

that the program modelled the system as a single phase. Rs increased with 

time as the layers’ temperature differences got smaller as shown in Figure 5.25, 

until it reached to a maximum value of 2.95 at around 25 hours, which 

corresponded to the lowest temperature difference between the layers; then 

started to decrease as the lower layer temperature diverged and layers’ 

temperature difference got bigger. At t = 34.9 hours, it reached to the final value 

of 1, which was the rollover time. 
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5.3.6. Sensitivity analysis on the Partington rollover incident simulation 

parameters: 

 

Heestand et al.24 performed their simulation by assuming that the vapour 

absorbs 5% of the heat transferred through it; however, they did not identify 

why they chose this figure. In this section, a sensitivity analysis was performed 

on the different percentage of heat absorption by the vapour, the ratio of h1/h2 

and the initial LNG temperatures (ΔT = 2 K or  2 K) to check the sensitivity of 

the critical parameters of the simulation, to the time to the rollover, in the 

Partington rollover incident shown in Table 5.5. Cases 3 and 5 have been 

detailed in the previous section. 
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Table 5.5: 9 selected cases studied for sensitivity analysis of the Partington rollover incident in this research. 

Test 
no. 

h 1 
Coef 

h 1 
(W/m2) 

h 2 
Coef 

h 2 
(W/m2) 

%q 
Heat flux from 

the outside 
stays in the 

vapour phase 

External heat 
flux 

Coefficient 

Initial 
T Lower 

(K) 

Initial 
T Upper 

(K) 
 

ΔT 
(K) 

Time to 
rollover 
(Days) 

Remarks 

1 NA h1 =h2 1 121.31 95% Equal to 
Baker and 

Creed  

106.25 102.05 4.2 Less than 1 Only one heat transfer regime (h1 = h2) 
heat transfer coefficient is equal to Globe 
& Dropkin. 

2 NA h1 =h2 1 121.31 95% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

106.25 102.05 4.2 1.45 Only one heat transfer regime (h1 = h2) 
heat transfer coefficient is equal to Globe 
& Dropkin. 

3 NA h1 =h2 1 121.31 100% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

106.25 102.05 4.2 1.45 Only one heat transfer regime (h1 = h2) 
heat transfer coefficient is equal to Globe 
& Dropkin. 

4 0.135 21.16 1 121.12 95% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

106.0 104.0 2 22.03 Two heat transfer regime; external heat 
leak is modified to 4 W/m2 

5 0.135 21.16 1 121.12 100% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

106.0 104.0 2 22.03 Two heat transfer regime; external heat 
leak is modified to 4 W/m2 

6 0.135 21.12 1 120.85 95% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

105.75 103.75 2 22.01 Two heat transfer regime; external heat 
leak is modified to 4 W/m2 

7 NA h1 =h2 1 120.41 95% Equal to 
Baker and 

Creed  

114 112 2 Rollover did 
not occur 

Original Deshpande conditions, only 
external heat leak is modified. 

8 0.135 22.36 1 120.41 95% Equal to 
Baker and 

Creed  

114 112 2 Rollover did 
not occur 

Deshpande et al. case 

9 0.135 22.36 1 120.41 100% Modified to 
give 4 W/m2 

114 112 2 7.12 Initial temperatures equal to Deshpande 
Two heat transfer regime; external heat 
leak is modified to 4 W/m2  

Changing heat transferred % from vapour 
to liquid does not affect anything. 
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Cases 1, 2, 4, 6,7 and 8 were the simulations with 0.95% of the external heat 

absorption by the vapour, while cases 3, 5 and 9 were the similar cases with 

100% of the external heat absorption by the vapour, for the comparison. 

Moreover, case 1 simulation used the total external heat leaks equal to what 

Baker and Creed18 mentioned with initial temperatures of 106.25 K and 102.05 

K. As described before, the value of external heat leaks reported by Baker and 

Creed18 is questionable because the predicted time to rollover using this value 

was less than 1 day, while the reported time is 68 days. The second case was 

similar to case 1, with the external heat leaks modified to more realistic value 

(an average value between Nantes and La Spezia), which resulted in a longer 

time to rollover. Case 4 was case 3’s external heat leaks absorbed by vapour 

modified from 90% to 100%. The three first cases have the initial temperature 

difference of 4.2 K, while the rest of the simulation cases have the initial 

temperature difference of 2 K. It is important to note that cases 7 and 8 are 

equal to what Deshpande et al. 25 assumed only different in selecting single 

phase or 2 phase transport regime; however, based on GERG-2004 

calculation, with upper layer temperature being 112 K the system is unstable 

and started to boil off immediately (rollover never occurred). 

 

Comparison between the results of the row 2/3, row 4/5 and row 8/9; showed 

that the system is not sensitive to the selection 95% or 100%. It seems that the 

value of 95%, was a tailor-made value chose by Heestand et al.24 for their 

simulation to get the closest result for the La Spezia incident as for the 

Partington scenarios, it has no effect on the time to rollover. However, this 

selected value must be verified with the real-time data obtained from a LNG 

tank to be used in the later simulations. However, the system is very sensitive 

to the values selected for the external heat leaks, the initial temperatures and 

the initial temperature difference.  

 

The key points and results obtained from our Partington simulations and its 

sensitivity analysis can be summarised as follows: 
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1. Estimation of the external heat flux values is very important. As the 

rollover process is very sensitive to this value. 

2. The variety of the results obtained in the above simulation cases showed 

the importance of the parameter tested and how the system is sensitive 

to them, and the inadequacy of the values provided in the open literature 

for an accurate simulation.  

3. Last but not the least, the importance of the selection of the initial LNG 

temperatures and the initial temperature differences, which results in the 

value of the initial Rs. As if the initial Rs, is sufficiently large then the 

rollover happens in two phases with longer duration.  

 

5.3.7.  Auto-stratification rollover in LNG storage tanks 

 

In this section, several sensitivity analyses have been done to investigate the 

effect of additional nitrogen than what is currently used in industry (1%), on the 

critical parameters of rollover, including time to rollover and BOG. This matter 

is crucial to LNG industry as the purification of LNG from nitrogen is a very 

complex process and expensive. Auto-stratification rollover or self-induced 

rollover has been referred to by several LNG rollover researchers such as 

Baker and Creed18 and Acton et al.32. They have reported that in a homogenous 

LNG tank, similar to those in peak shaving LNG storage facilities, with nitrogen 

content above 1% (mole), the risk of self-induced rollover, or as it called auto-

stratification rollover is increased. 

 

The auto-stratification mechanism can be described as similar to what Acton et 

al.32 defined: As the lower portion of a homogenous LNG, rich in nitrogen stored 

in a tank, gets warmer through the heat leaks from the bottom and walls, its 

density decreases and moves to the surface and upon reaching the top it 

flashes and loses more nitrogen than other components. This will make the 

portion of liquid on the top less dense as it accumulates, and acts like a thin 

blanket on the top of the bulk liquid. This also prevents the bulk liquid from 

weathering as it gets warmer (flash), due to imposed static pressure, as well as 

the bulk liquid getting warmer due to external heat leaks. This what called “mini-
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stratifications” can lead to a rollover, which could be repeated over time. Figure 

5.29 shows a schematic of the stages of a hypothetical auto-stratification 

rollover. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.29: A schematic of the stages of auto-stratification rollover event. 

 

In lack of any actual data or reference for an auto-stratification rollover incident, 

a hypothetical LNG composition, similar to the composition of an international 

LNG producer, such as Malaysia, Bintulu LNG (refer to Table 1.1), has been 

selected for the simulation shown in Table 5.6. For the same reason of 

unavailability of any actual information, a tank similar to the La Spezia LNG 

tank as described by Sarsten6 has been considered and summarized in Table 

5.7. Another assumption has been made that the top layer height is 10% (1.8 

m) of the total liquid height as it has been described as a thin layer by Baker 

and Creed18 and Acton et al.32; however, 20% of the total height (2.8 m) has 

also been simulated. 
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Composition Bottom (mol%) Upper (mol%) 

C1 0.9100 0.9100 

C2 0.0400 0.0400 

C3 0.0400 0.0400 

C4 0.0000 0.0000 

N2 0.01 (In balance with C1) 0.01 (In balance with C1) 

Temperature (K) 105 105 

Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 

Height (m) 17 1.8 

Time to rollover (hr) 8.6 to 8.9 refer to Table 5.8 

 

Table 5.6: Hypothetical LNG composition (similar to Bintulu) selected for 

auto-stratification rollover simulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.7: Assumed LNG tank data used for auto-stratification 

 

As all of those mentioned auto-stratification rollover cases (nitrogen varies from 

1%, 2% and 2.5%, in balance with methane concentration; refer to Table 5.8) 

have very similar behaviour and the same path to rollover, only one sample for 

auto-stratification rollover has been graphically displayed in this section through 

Figures 5.29, 5.30, 5.31,5.32 and 5.23 (case 4b in Table 5.8). The compositions 

and temperatures of both layers are equal; however, due to slight extra static 

pressure on the bottom layer, the layers’ densities are slightly different. 

 Bottom Top Vapour 

Temperature (K) 105.0 105.0 105.0 

Layer depth (m) 16.8 2.8 2.8 

Tank diameter (m) 49.08 

Heat leaks (W) 58470 1071.57 34090 
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Figure 5.30: Simulation results for the evolution of mass densities of the 

lower and upper liquid layers in the auto-stratification rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.30 shows the simulation results for the evolution of the mass densities 

of the lower and upper liquid layers in a hypothetical auto-stratification rollover 

incident (Case 4b in Table 5.8). It is important to note that the density and 

temperature differences in an auto-stratification rollover incident are very small 

as the upper layer and lower layer are initially the same and due to a slight 

change in the temperature, they form separate strata. 

 

The lower layer density initially started at 470.556 kg/m3 and increased slightly 

to 470.558 kg/m3 in the first 20 minutes, as it got warmer then decreased 

linearly to the final value of 470.549 kg/m3 at the end rollover at t = 8.9 hours 

as the heat and mass transfer started. The upper layer density initially started 

at 470.547 kg/m3 at t = 0 and increased to 470.549 kg/m3 and at continued with 

the same value almost linearly until the time of rollover.  

 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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Figure 5.31: Simulation results for the evolution of temperatures of the lower 

and upper liquid layers in the auto-stratification rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.31 shows our simulation results for the evolution of LNG layers’ 

temperatures versus time in the selected hypothetical auto-stratification rollover 

incident. As mentioned before, the initial temperature difference was zero as 

there was initially a uniform single layer LNG before the auto-stratification 

started. Opposite to the normal two-layered LNG rollover events, Layers’ 

temperatures are initially equal and start to diverge as time goes by, because 

lower layer gets warmer much faster than the upper layer with the same 

composition in the short time of the auto-stratification rollover. The reason is 

that the bottom layer, is in contact with both tank’s metal bottom plate and a big 

portion of the wall, compare to the top layer that is only in contact with a small 

portion of the wall and the bottom layer (vapour layer heat transfer is negligible). 

Hence, the bottom layer gets warmer faster as more heat traps in it, while the 

top layer losses a part of the energy as it boils off. 

 

Here, the lower layer’s initial temperature was 105 K, stayed almost the same 

during the rollover process. The upper layer’s temperature also initially started 

at 105 K; however, increased to the maximum of 105.005 K at t = 8.9 hours at 

the end of the rollover process.  

 

 

Lower Layer 

Upper Layer 
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Figure 5.32: Simulation results for the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficients in the auto-stratification rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.32 shows the simulation results for the evolution of the heat transfer 

coefficients over time in the selected hypothetical auto-stratification rollover 

incident. As the initial Rs is bigger than Rc, then we had two heat and mass 

transfer regimes and two phases of rollover. We also used the same ratio of 

h1/h2 ≈ 0.135 in this case as the best ratio to give the longest time to rollover 

in the previous cases. The Phase 1 heat transfer coefficient initially started from 

1.8 W/m2K (as the layers were almost the same), and decreased very slowly 

through the Phase 1, as a result of slight layers’ densities differences. It was 

decreased to 1.5 W/m2K at the end of Phase 1 (t = 2.3 hours), then increased 

rapidly to the Phase 2 heat transfer coefficient, 11.1 W/m2K and decreased to 

zero after a few hours at the time of rollover t = 8.9 hours. The reason that the 

heat transfer coefficients in the hypothetical auto-stratification rollover event 

being relatively small is that as the layers are initially uniform, then the density 

difference over time is also very small, which results in a low Nusselt number 

and heat transfer coefficient.  
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Figure 5.33: Simulation results for the evolution of the Rs in the auto-

stratification rollover incident. Top Figure’s Y axis maximum unit is 70,000 and 

the bottom Figure’s Y axis maximum unit rescaled to 10. 

 

Figure 5.33 shows the simulation results for the evolution of stability ratio 

versus time in the selected hypothetical auto-stratification rollover incident. The 

top Figure’s Y axis maximum unit is 70,000 and the bottom Figure is the same 

plot with the Y axis maximum unit being rescaled to 10. The initial stability ratio 

theoretically was infinity as the ΔT = 0 in the Rs equation (the denominator in 

Eq. 2-1). However, to be physically meaningful, the MATLAB program rounded 

it to a large value of 65000 as the initial Rs. Rs being bigger than the critical 

stability ratio of 3.8, implied that the program modelled the system in two 
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phases. Not long afterwards, this large initial Rs started to decrease quickly as 

there was a slight change in the layers’ physical property and reached to around 

8 in the first hour. Then decreased to the final value of 1 with time as the system 

reached to rollover. The Phase 1 evolved to Phase 2 at around 2.3 hours, 

corresponding to the change in the heat transfer coefficient rate, shown 

previously in Figure 5.32.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.34: Simulation results for the evolution of the BOG in the auto-

stratification rollover incident. 

 

Figure 5.34 shows the Simulation results for the evolution of BOG over time. 

The BOG plot in an auto-stratification rollover incident is very different to a 

normal two-layered rollover incident. Although the amount of BOG is relatively 

small (due to slight temperature/composition difference between the layers, 

which continues during the rollover process); however, it increases more 

rapidly with time than the normal LNG rollover, which has a minimum initial 

value and a BOG peak at the end of the rollover. 

  

In Figure 5.34, the BOG started initially at 0, increased sharply to 0.02 kgmol/s 

in the first 20 minutes, and then increased slower to the final value of 0.073 

kgmol/s at the time of rollover.  
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5.3.8. Sensitivity analysis on hypothetical auto-stratification rollover 

event parameters 

 

To investigate the effect of nitrogen content on the potential of rollover, in an 

auto-stratified LNG tank, we have assumed several hypothetical LNG cases in 

a tank at 110 kPaa for the upper layer and 8 kPa static pressure above that for 

the bottom layer. The main components, which had the most effects on the 

mixture’s density and thermodynamic properties were mainly methane, ethane 

and nitrogen. However, to test the effect of different nitrogen concentrations, 

we changed the nitrogen contents from 1%, 2% and 2.5% (molar) in the bulk 

LNG as shown in Table 5.8. Nitrogen concentration more than 2.5% made the 

LNG system unstable as it started to boil off immediately.  

 

There is no accurate indication for the top layer’s height in the limited 

descriptions of the auto-stratification rollover incidents and it has been only 

described as “a thin layer” by Baker and Creed18 and Acton et al.32. Hence, we 

tested the effect of the top layer’s height being 10% (1.8 m) of the total liquid 

height or 20% of the total height (2.8 m) and checked its effect on the rollover 

process. The upper layer’s height less than 10% was assumed to be not 

considered as a separate layer compared to the total bulk LNG’s height; for 

example, in our case, 5% of the total height was 60 cm versus 17.8 meters of 

the bulk LNG (~30 times smaller). Same analogy is valid for upper layer’s 

heights being more than 20%, which is not a thin layer anymore and will be 

considered as a normal conventional LNG rollover case. 
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Case 1a Composition Bottom Upper Case 1b Composition Bottom Upper 

C1 0.9100 0.9100 C1 0.9100 0.9100 

C2 0.0400 0.0400 C2 0.0400 0.0400 

C3 0.0400 0.0400 C3 0.0400 0.0400 

C4 0.0000 0.0000 C4 0.0000 0.0000 

N2 0.0100 0.0100 N2 0.0100 0.0100 

Temperature (K) 105 105 Temperature (K) 105 105 

Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 

Height (m) 17 1.8 Height (m) 16 2.8 

Time to rollover (hr) 8.6 Time to rollover (hr) 8.6 

Case 2a Composition Bottom Upper Case 2b Composition Bottom Upper 

C1 0.9050 0.9050 C1 0.9050 0.9050 

C2 0.0400 0.0400 C2 0.0400 0.0400 

C3 0.0400 0.0400 C3 0.0400 0.0400 

C4 0.0000 0.0000 C4 0.0000 0.0000 

N2 0.0150 0.0150 N2 0.0150 0.0150 

Temperature (K) 105 105 Temperature (K) 105 105 

Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 

Height (m) 17 1.8 Height (m) 16 2.8 

Time to rollover (hr) 8.6 Time to rollover (hr) 8.9 

Case 3a Composition Bottom Upper Case 3b Composition Bottom Upper 

C1 0.9000 0.9000 C1 0.9000 0.9000 

C2 0.0400 0.0400 C2 0.0400 0.0400 

C3 0.0400 0.0400 C3 0.0400 0.0400 

C4 0.0000 0.0000 C4 0.0000 0.0000 

N2 0.0200 0.0200 N2 0.0200 0.0200 

Temperature (K) 105 105 Temperature (K) 105 105 

Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 

Height (m) 17 1.8 Height (m) 16 2.8 

Time to rollover (hr) 8.9 Time to rollover (hr) 8.9 

 

Table 5.8. Table continues on the next page.  
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Case 4a Composition Bottom Upper Case 4b Composition Bottom Upper 

C1 0.8950 0.8950 C1 0.8950 0.8950 

C2 0.0400 0.0400 C2 0.0400 0.0400 

C3 0.0400 0.0400 C3 0.0400 0.0400 

C4 0.0000 0.0000 C4 0.0000 0.0000 

N2 0.0250 0.0250 N2 0.0250 0.0250 

Temperature (K) 105 105 Temperature (K) 105 105 

Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 Pressure (kPaa) 118 110 

Height (m) 17 1.8 Height (m) 16 2.8 

Time to rollover (hr) 8.9 Time to rollover (hr) 8.9 

 

Table 5.8: Assumed hypothetical auto-stratified LNGs compositions (mole 

frac) with different N2 content and top layer’s height.  

 

As all of those mentioned auto-stratification rollover cases have very similar 

behaviour and the same path to rollover, with time varied from 8.6 to 8.9 hours. 

Moreover, the results of the LNG cases with 1% or higher percentage of 

nitrogen up to 2.5% shows that the addition of nitrogen does not directly 

increase the potential of rollover; however, more nitrogen content makes the 

LNG harder to store at the preferred temperature. It means that changing the 

nitrogen content from 1% to 2.5% does not have a substantial effect on the 

physical and transport properties and that does not change the LNG path to 

rollover. However, the initial temperatures less than 105 is not a favourable 

temperature of storing LNG in the industry. The preferred storage temperature 

of LNG as described in Chapter 1, is normally around -163± 2 C (110 K ± 2 K). 

 

Therefore, the reason that the industry keeps the nitrogen level around 1%, is 

not directly related to rollover. It is the requirement of having a liquid phase, 

without too much flashing at the preferred economic temperature of around          

-163± 2 C; hence, the nitrogen content of more than 1% increases the 

operating cost and waste of the product through flashing and venting. It could 

be a valid assumption that the cost of purifying LNG to have less than 1% 

nitrogen, is much less than the cost of excessively cooling down the storage 

tank operating temperature only to have a liquid LNG with 2.5% nitrogen, which 

after some time, may still evolve rollover.      
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To optimize the level of nitrogen, amounts of nitrogen lower than 1% were also 

tested. The selected cases were LNGs with 0.8%, 0.5%and 0.2% nitrogen. The 

important points observed in the second analysis was that with less amount of 

nitrogen, the initial temperature (operating) can rise to higher temperatures 

(~111 K), which is much more economical to store LNG. 

  

Secondly, it seems that purification of LNG less than 1% is not worth it as the 

LNGs with lower than 1% N2 has a shorter time to rollover than 1% nitrogen. 

Therefore, 1% nitrogen in LNG is just the optimum level that makes the 

operation most economical at the preferred industrial operating temperature of 

about 111 K. 

 

However, it is important to mention that if the initial temperature of LNG is 

decreased to a lower temperate such as 108K or lower, LNG with lower than 

1% nitrogen have longer times to rollover (less risk) than those above 1%, as 

well as less average BOG and post rollover BOG generation (loss of product). 

It is worth to mention that by increasing the operating pressure of the LNG tank 

to higher than atmospheric pressure, operating temperature could be increased 

to more economical temperatures; however, an optimum pressure, which does 

not change the design parameters and the material characteristics of the tank, 

should be selected. This optimization needs accurate technical and commercial 

data and requires a separate study, hence is not included as an objective of 

this research.  

 
 
In this Chapter, both methods have been carefully tested and due to larger 

number of limitations of CFD modelling, especially in modelling the 

thermodynamics of the LNG system in Phase 2, CFD approach was only used 

for simulating the Phase 1, to detect the natural convection and heat transfer 

dominant stage of the rollover to verify Bates and Morrison’s suggestion, then 

used the lumped parameter method to simulate both phases.  

 

For lumped parameter simulation, in this study, a new approach for calculating 

the mass transfer coefficient from the heat transfer coefficient has been 
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developed based on a new hypothesis. The new hypothesis presented in this 

research is based on Cho et al.39 and Bates and Morrison4’s works, which 

suggested that rollover happens in two stages (Phase 1 and 2) and the rate of 

the heat transfer is about 30 times bigger than the mass transfer in Phase 1, 

and in Phase 2, the mass transfer becomes dominant until the rollover occurs. 

The new hypothesis suggested that the use of lower heat transfer rate and 

lower mass transfer rate such as resulted by the Chilton-Colburn analogy for 

phase 1 and use of higher heat transfer regime and higher mass transfer rate 

such as the Reynolds analogy for phase 2, will improve the transport properties 

and hence the rollover simulation. This hypothesis was verified through several 

simulations shown in this chapter.  
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Chapter 6 

Safety and risk assessment of LNG rollover incidents 

 

As previously described, LNG is highly purified natural gas, rich in methane but 

in liquid form. It is stored in a cryogenic condition with temperature circa -160 

C and atmospheric pressure in double containment tanks. Similar to all other 

hydrocarbon fuels, the storage and transportation of LNG is also hazardous 

and has the potential of major risks.  

 

Although, in the past 45 years of LNG international operations, there was no 

major event or incident causing public injuries or property damage and millions 

of tonnes of LNG have been transported and consumed, without any serious 

public exposure 58; however, due to the increasing demand for LNG in global 

market and the risks associated with it, the need for applying accurate risk 

assessments and risk management methods becomes increasingly important. 

 

In this chapter, a brief description of some of the main techniques for qualitative 

risk assessment has been given. Then these techniques have been used to 

identify the Hazards arising from a rollover event and investigate their 

consequence severity and recommended safeguards to mitigate those 

consequences.   

 

Some of the nationally and internationally standards used in LNG industry are 

as follows58: 

 

 NOHCS. National standard for control of major hazard facilities 

 AS 2885. Pipelines: gas and liquid petroleum 

 AS/NZS ISO 31000. Risk management, principals and guidelines 

 AS 3961. The storage and handling of liquefied natural gas. 

 EN 1160 and EN 1473 (BS) Installation and equipment for liquefied 

natural gas. 
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Although one of the major hazards of storing and transporting LNG is a rollover, 

unfortunately, due to the unavailability of a rigorous model in the open literature, 

which can accurately describe this phenomenon, the risk of rollover and its 

consequences are often under or overestimated in LNG industry. This causes 

poor assumptions and deficiencies to be inculcated in both LNG operating 

procedures and design standards such those mentioned above.  

 

For example, one of the well-established and widely used set of standards in 

LNG industry is the British Standards (BS)59. The British Standards are the 

standards produced by the “BSI Group”, which is a part of the National 

Standards Body (NSB) of the UK. Only from the late 2000’s onward, there are 

some limited references to rollover added to the related BS standards for LNG 

such as BS EN 1160 and 1473 and prior to that there was no reference to the 

rollover event.  

 

Unfortunately, there is no model proposed for calculation of BOG, density, 

temperature evolution path and the time to rollover. Some of the main 

references to safe handling and storage of LNG in BS standards are as follows: 

 

 British Standard59: BS EN 1160, Installations and equipment for liquefied 

natural gas - General characteristics of liquefied natural gas, Section 

5.7.1. 

 British Standard59: BS EN 1473, Installation and equipment for liquefied 

natural gas - design of onshore installations, Section 6 and Annex B. 

 

In the BS EN 1160, it is recommended to recirculate the LNG to avoid any 

stratification. However, recirculating a large volume of the stored LNG enough 

to break the stratification will generate more surface movement and therefore, 

more boil off, which is not desirable. Furthermore, recirculation of LNG 

consumes a huge amount of energy for pumping and keeping the recirculation 

line cold at the cryogenic conditions.  
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In the BS EN 1473, it is recommended to consider a maximum BOG flow rate 

of 100 times the normal BOG rate during the rollover. Unfortunately, the 

justification for choosing the factor of 100 is not clear or supported by any 

evidence. 

 

Our simulation research results described in Chapter 5 showed that each LNG 

rollover case should be studied and modelled individually, based on its 

composition, number of moles, pressure, temperature, the amount of BOG 

generated and other critical parameters of rollover and it is highly dependent 

on the initial condition and the nature of LNG. This confirms the unavailability 

of an accurate model of rollover, forced the industry to use vague assumptions 

(such as the vague recommendation of using the value of 100 times bigger than 

the normal BOG) and generalised recommendations (such as circulate the 

LNGs, which also generates even more BOG) to avoid any LNG rollover 

incident. This also confirms the importance of applying a model that can 

simulate different LNG rollover cases, such as our proposed model in this 

research.   

  

To highlight the importance of LNG rollover risk in the industry, we first 

conducted a qualitative risk assessment for a hypothetical LNG rollover, (either 

a conventional two-layered LNG or a homogenous auto-stratified LNG rollover), 

to investigate and rank the risk specific to the rollover phenomenon. The risk 

ranking calculation in Section 6.3, showed that rollover is ranked as “Extreme”. 

This supports our initial argument that the risk associated with rollover must not 

be underestimated by industry. Later, by using two highly recognised risk 

assessment and management techniques of “Layer of Protection Analysis” 

(LOPA)62 and “Hazard Identification” (HAZID)62, we investigate the hazards and 

risks of a hypothetical rollover event in more details and study the common 

safeguarding available to detect and avoid the rollover and finally give our 

recommendations for better protection towards LNG rollover.    
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6.1.  Risk assessment of a hypothetical LNG rollover 

 

Process risk assessments can be done either qualitatively or quantitatively. 

Qualitative risk assessments provide initial ways of ranking risks with 

preliminary data as their input, while, quantitative risk assessments provide 

more accurate risk rankings, but need detailed data as the input. In this section, 

a qualitative risk assessment approach has been selected for LNG rollover, 

because: 

 

 Firstly, the LNG rollover incident is considered to be a general incident 

(not specific to any technology or plant). 

 Secondly, only preliminary and basic information is available in the 

literature.  

 

To do a detailed assessment and quantify the risk of LNG rollover incident, 

further detailed design information is needed, which is not available for this 

research.  

 

The first step in a qualitative risk assessment is to identify the major possible 

hazards of LNG rollover. Then by defining their likelihood and consequence 

severities, the risks related to those hazards will be ranked.  

 

What is a hazard?  

A hazard is a situation that has the potential to harm the health and safety of 

people or to damage plant and equipment. The situation could involve an 

activity, chemical, or equipment used. Hazard management is a continuous 

process that can be used to improve the health and safety of all workplaces60. 

Hazard analysis is the identification of hazards and estimating the extent, 

magnitude and likelihood of any harmful events. 
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What is risk?  

Risk is the probability (or likelihood) of occurrence of a hazardous event that 

could cause a specific level of harm to people, property and environment over 

a specified period of time (consequence). In general, risk can be formulated as: 

 

Risk = (likelihood) x (consequence severity) 

 

The risk could be one of the following categories: 

 

 Occupational risks including safety and risks of the employees.  

 Plant and property loss.  

 Environmental risk (including public and heritage).  

 Liability risks, public, product, failure to service. 

 Business interruption risks.  

 Project risks, design, contract, delivery.  

 Not limited to above. 

 

In this study, only the technical elements of occupational risk and safety, plant 

and property loss and environmental risk of rollover will be assessed. Other 

mentioned categories of risks such as liabilities, business and projects risks 

need more data in order to be assessed and are very dependent on the country 

and location of the project as well as the organizations involved hence will not 

be considered in this study. 

 

The widely used risk-ranking matrix for industrial purposes is shown in Table 

6.161,62. The axes of this table are likelihood (frequency) of an event (hazard) 

and consequence severity of that hazard. 
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Likelihood or 
Frequency 

Consequence Severity 

Low  Minor Moderate Major Critical 

Almost Certain High High Extreme Extreme Extreme 

Likely Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 

Possible Low  Moderate High Extreme Extreme 

Unlikely Low  Low Moderate High Extreme 

Rare Low  Low Moderate High High 

 

Table 6.1: Standard risk ranking matrix 61, 61. 

 

To define the extent of each dimension of the risk, reference data such as 

presented in the Tables 6.2 and 6.3 on the next page is required. After 

identifying the level of each dimension, the risk will be ranked as the product of 

likelihood and consequence severity or simply by using Table 6.1 above. 
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Likelihood  Description Frequency Scores 

Almost 
Certain 

Event expected to occur in most circumstances 
Does Occur 
Definite history of occurrence 
Frequency between once and ten times a year 

Likely Event will probably occur in most circumstances. 
Possible history of occurrence 
Probably occur once per decade and history of near miss 
Frequency between 1 every 10 years and 1 per year 

Possible Event should occur at some time. 
May happen once in plant lifetime 
Possible history of near miss 
Frequency between 1 every 100 years and 1 every 10 years 

Unlikely Event could occur at some time. 
Low likelihood of occurrence 
Frequency between 1 every 1000 years and 1 every 100 years 

Rare 
Event may occur, but only under exceptional 
circumstances. 

Very Low likelihood of occurrence 
Frequency between 1 every 10,000 years and 1 every 1000 years 

 
Table 6.2: Likelihood (frequency) ranking of an event61. 

 
 Low  Minor  Moderate  Major  Critical  

Injury  Minor injury. Low level 
short-term subjective 
inconvenience or 
symptoms. Cuts, bruises, 
no measurable physical 
effects. No medical 
treatment  

Significant injury. Objective 
but reversible 
disability/impairment 
and/or medical treatment 
injuries requiring 
hospitalisation. Major 
burns, broken bones, 
severe bruises, cuts.  

Serious Injury. Moderate 
irreversible or impairment 
(<30%) to one or more 
persons. Serious burns to 
large parts of the body, 
serious internal and skull 
injuries. Gassings 
requiring hospitalisation.  

Single fatality and/or 
severe irreversible 
disability or impairment 
(>30%) to one or more 
persons  

Multiple fatalities, as a result 
of short or long term health 
effects, or significant 
irreversible human health 
effects to >50 people  

Environmental 
effects  

Minor Pollution.  
No lasting effect. Low-level 
impacts on the biological or 
physical environment. 
Limited damage to the 
minimum area of low 
significance. Not EPA 
notifiable. Relatively easy 
to clean up.  

Significant Pollution  
Minor effects on the 
biological or physical 
environment. Minor short-
medium term damage to 
small area of limited 
significance. EPA 
notifiable. Some clean-up 
costs.  

Serious Pollution.  
Moderate effects on 
biological or physical 
environment but not 
affecting ecosystem 
function. Moderate short-
medium term widespread 
impacts (e.g. Oil spill 
impacting shoreline).  

Major Environmental 
Release.  
Serious environmental 
effects with some 
impairment of 
ecosystem function 
Relatively widespread 
medium-long term 
impacts.  

Extreme Environmental 
Event.  
Very serious environmental 
effects with impairment of 
ecosystem function. Long-
term, widespread effects on 
significant environment (e.g. 
Unique habitat, National 
Park).  

 
Table 6.3: Consequence severity ranking of an event61.
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6.2. Hazards arising from LNG rollover 

 

As described before, LNG rollover is sudden mixing of stratified LNG layers, 

which releases a large amount of vapour (BOG) in a very short period of time. 

The major hazards and risks related to the rollover incident are: 

 Damaging the equipment (tank, exchangers, piping, accessories, …), due 

to over pressurization, which can lead to liquid leaks that are under tank 

static pressure and in severe cold temperature (around -160C), these 

could cause further hazards and risks such as explosion, fire, asphyxiation 

and freeze burns. 

 Damaging the relief network, especially if the rollover happens in a refinery, 

where most of the relieving valves use a common flare and flare header. 

 Loss of containments, which has both financial and technical impacts 

 Environmental pollution, as described above. 

 

These hazards will be further assessed in the following section. 

 

6.3. Qualitative risk assessment of LNG rollover, 

Hazard Identification (HAZID) 

 

The hazard identification (HAZID) technique is a systematic and structured 

process that defines all the possible hazards, which are identified during each 

phase of project lifecycle so they can be assessed and safely managed63. 

 

In order to perform the HAZID, all above mentioned hazards and risks are 

tabulated in a HAZID worksheet, as shown in Table 6.5, which has been 

developed specifically to assess LNG rollover. Using a sample of industrial 

HAZID guidewords (Appendix 2), each hazard likelihood and consequence 

severity is defined in order to rank the risk. Finally, evaluate the existing 

safeguarding, whether being satisfactory towards the risks and then 

recommendations (if any) to be added to the risk assessment table. 
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The key findings of the Hazard identification analysis are summarized in HAZID 

table (Table 6.5) are as follows:  

 LNG as a hazardous material being flammable and cryogenic 

(Dangerous goods, class 2.1, flammable gas), Australian Standards; AS 

1216-2006, Class labels for dangerous goods64. 

 Referent as a hazardous material being flammable and cryogenic 

(Dangerous goods, class 2.1, flammable gas)  

 

These hazardous materials have the potential to cause injury or damage to 

people, properties and environment64. 

 

LNG Being categorised as Dangerous Goods class 2.1 (Flammable and 

combustible liquids/gases) as per AS 1216-200664, and has been studied 

against the following hazardous characteristics:  

 

a) Flammability, (the potential to burn or explode when ignited). 

b) Instability, (the potential to undergo a spontaneous reaction, e.g. 

decomposition, polymerization, which could be violent.) 

c) Reactivity, (the potential to react with other chemicals, water or fire 

extinguishing media.) 

d) Toxicity, (the immediate, delayed or long-term health effects on humans 

or animals, through inhalation, skin absorption or ingestion). 

e) Environmental impact, including Ecotoxicity, (the effect on the 

environment, in particular to aquatic life.) 

f) Corrosively (the potential corrosive chemical action on other materials, in 

particular, packaging and living tissues, including skin.) 

 

Note: Further information may be obtained from the product labels, MSDS and 

the suppliers. (Refer to Appendix 3) 

 

The major hazards of storing LNG are items (a) and (e) above, which both can 

be a consequence of a rollover event. For example, a tank damage (rupture) 

due to over pressure caused by a severe rollover, will lead to hydrocarbon 
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leakage, which both in liquid or vapour form has the potential risks of fire, 

explosion and environmental impacts. To rank these risks, using the Table 6.2, 

the likelihood of a rollover incident happening is “Possible”. It has happened at 

least twice previously in La Spezia-Italy and Partington-UK and it may happen 

once in a plant lifetime, with the frequency of one every 10 to 100 years (Table 

6.2).  

 

For example, the consequence severity of a rollover incident lead to an 

overpressure (Row 1 of Table 6.5) is “Critical” as it can easily be propagated 

into multiple fatalities, especially if it would be followed by an explosion or fire 

(Table 6.3). The authorities in the La Spezia rollover incident of 1971, for the 

same reason stated above, were forced to evacuate the people from the region 

to avoid any possible fatalities due to the gas release6.  

 

The product of “Possible” on the likelihood column and “Critical” on the 

consequence severity row in Table 21, has been reproduced below in Table 6.4. 

This Table shows that any rollover incident is an “Extreme” risk. This risk is not 

only for the people directly involved with the LNG facility but also on the 

environment and the LNG plant. 

 

 

 

Table 6.4: LNG rollover risk ranking matrix 
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HAZARD 
ID 

HAZARD CATEGORY 
(GUIDEWORD) 

HAZARD 
DESCRIPTION 
/ HAZARDOUS 

EVENT 
 
 

HAZARD 
CONSEQUENCES 

PREVENTION / 
DETECTION / 

BARRIERS 
(Existing) 

RISK ASSESSMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

ACTION 
(By) 

LI
K

EL
IH

O
O

D
 

 

C
O

N
SE

Q
U

EN
C

E 
SE

V
ER

IT
Y

 RISK 
RANKING 

1 
 

Process Upsets: 
Pressure deviations, 
Over pressure due to 
excessive BOG 
generation caused by 
rollover 

 LNG liquid 
leakage  

 LNG vapour 
leakage 

 Fire and 
Explosion 

 Personnel 
injury 

 Loss of 
containment 

  Damaging the 
equipment 
(tank)  

 Environmental 
pollutions 
 

 Using of double haul 
storage tanks. 

 Instruments for 
detection and relief 
of the excessive BOG  

 Constant monitoring 
of the temperature 
and density of LNG 
at different levels 

 Bounded area (dike 
walls) 

 Firefighting and 
safety equipment 

Possible Critical Extreme See Section 6.5 and 
Chapter 7 of this 
thesis 

Process 
and 
safety 
design 
team 

2 Leakage or 
uncontrolled 
release: 
Leak in pipe or tank 
due to rollover 
 

 LNG liquid 
leakage  

 LNG vapour 
leakage 

 Spills 

 Fire 

 Personnel 
injury 

 Loss of 
containment 

 Environmental 
pollutions 

 Same as number 1 Unlikely 
due to 
hydro 
tests 
before 
commissi
oning 

Major High Follow the 
commissioning 
/operation 
procedures and 
personnel training 

Process, 
operato
rs and 
safety 
design 
team 

3 Natural Events: 
Such as flood, storm, 
bushfire, etc. 
(NOT directly related 
to rollover; however, 
if natural events 

 LNG liquid 
leakage  

 LNG vapour 
leakage 

 Same as 
number 1 

 Choice of safe site 
location 

 Good Structural 
Design  

Possible Minor Moderate Follow the 
recommended 
practises for 
emergency response 

Process, 
operato
rs and 
safety 
design 
team 
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Table 6.5: HAZID worksheet for LNG rollover in an onshore above ground tank. 

 

NOTE: This table has been filtered for only the Hazards related or arising out of the rollover incidents. Hence, other 

Hazards identified during the construction, transportation and the operations other than rollover-related have not been 

listed here. 

damage the control 
or monitoring system 
it could lead to 
rollover) 

 Utilizing required 
design standards 

 Safety in design 

4 
 

Environmental 
Impact:  
Flaring/venting 
during emergency 
condition such as 
rollover 
 

 LNG liquid 
leakage  

 LNG vapour 
leakage 

 Same as 
number 1 

 Same as number 1 Possible Critical Extreme See Section 6.5 and 
Chapter 7 of this 
thesis 

Process 
and 
safety 
design 
team 

5 Road and 
transport: 
Any small scale 
rollover in road 
tankers or ocean 
carrier, which may 
lead to   excessive 
BOG generation and 
transport interruption 

 LNG liquid 
leakage  

 LNG vapour 
leakage 

 Spills 

 Same as 
number 1 

 High national and 
international 
transport and road 
safety standards 

 Continuous 
inspection and 
monitoring  

Unlikely  Moderate Moderate Follow the operation 
procedures and 
personnel training 

safety 
design 
team 
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6.4. Qualitative risk assessment of LNG rollover, layer 

of protection analysis (LOPA) 

 

Layer of protection analysis (LOPA)62 is a semi-qualitative risk analysis method, 

which is usually applied following a qualitative hazard identification tool such 

as HAZID and is a powerful analytical risk assessment tool for assessing the 

adequacy of protection layers used to mitigate process risk65. Figure 6.1 shows 

a schematic of LOPA risk assessment technique. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic of LOPA approach. 

 

LOPA analysis starts with evaluation of an undesired situation, such as 

environmental, health, safety event, with business, or economic impact, then 

evaluate the system safeguards capabilities against the consequences to 

remove or mitigate them to have less impact. These events and consequences 

are called scenarios and each independent safeguard is called independent 

protection layer (IPL). LOPA focuses on one scenario at a time. 

 

Each identified safeguard is evaluated for two key characteristics: 

 Is the safeguard effective in preventing the scenario from reaching the 

consequence? 

 Is the safeguard independent of the initiating event and the other IPLs65? 
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In a modern LNG terminal facility, LNG storage safety can be ensured using 

multiple layers of protection created by four major elements66: 

 

1. Primary containment (primary wall) of the LNG storage tank, using 

appropriate materials suitable for storing for LNG in cryogenic 

conditions.  

2. Secondary containment (secondary wall), which can hold any leaks or 

spills in case of primary containment, fails. 

3. Safeguard systems (Instrument and controls plus the safety devices 

such as PSVs and detectors) 

4. Applying safe distance from nearby equipment, plants, communities and 

other public areas. 

 

The multiple layers of protection mentioned above, are proven to be effective 

for both the safety of the workers dealing with LNG and the safety of the 

communities that surround LNG facilities66. However, these minimum 

requirements of safety are not optimal without having an accurate model to 

forecast the amount of BOG generated before and during the rollover.  

 

6.5. Recommendations on the existing safeguarding 

in the modern LNG tanks 

 

Most modern LNG tanks have four layers of protections, as mentioned above, 

due to improvements in technology, tighter regulations and applying higher 

standards. Furthermore, all tanks are equipped with instruments that monitor 

the process variables such as pressure, temperature and density so they can 

relieve excess pressure if required. However, it is still needed to predict the 

evolution of these process variables over time and consider the amount of BOG 

that may be generated during the rollover incidents. This can only be done with 

understanding the phenomenon of rollover and having a realistic rollover model 

that can quickly calculate the possibility of a rollover incident.  
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In practice, a simulation program tool such as presented in this study can 

predict the time to rollover and other critical parameters such as the amount of 

BOG generated, which is directly related to the risk of rollover. This prediction 

enables the terminal operators, to manage their existing LNG inventories and 

safely unload any new LNG cargoes into the tanks with existing LNG residues.  

 

Operators can simply run such simulation programs (if incorporated in their tank 

farm control system) with the new LNG cargo condition (P, T and composition) 

and the existing residue LNG condition in the tank as the inputs and predict the 

time to the possible rollover and amount of BOG generated. The tank with the 

longest time to possible rollover and minimum BOG generated during rollover 

will be the safest option.  

 

Figure 6.2 below, shows a suggested schematic of a hypothetical LNG tank 

farm configuration, with half-full tank A and B, waiting to receive arriving LNG 

cargo. Using the above-mentioned procedure and a rollover simulation 

program such as the one developed in this research, enable operators to 

choose the safest tank for unloading. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: LNG Proposed operation configuration for LNG unloading facility. 
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In summary, the hydrocarbon industry approach to LNG rollover risk is currently 

not considered as critical as it should be. As demonstrated in previous sections 

of this chapter, a qualitative risk assessment and the HAZID showed that LNG 

rollover was categorised as “extreme”. Although new features of the modern 

LNG tanks provide the minimum requirements for safety and protection, they 

are not sufficient and optimal against a rollover incident without understanding 

the consequences of a rollover event. Therefore, incorporating a novel 

simulation model such as presented in this research, with the “tank farm 

management system” (software), is highly recommended to ensure safer 

operation of any LNG tanks in refineries and terminals.  
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Chapter 7                                                               

Conclusions and recommendations 

 

7.1.  Conclusions 

 

Since the first recorded LNG rollover incident of La Spezia-Italy in 1972, which 

was reported by Sarsten6, many groups have attempted to simulate LNG 

rollover incidents: Chatterjee et al.16, Germeles17, Heestand et al.24 and 

recently Deshpande et al.25. All of these researchers used the analogies 

between heat and mass transfer that are diffusive in nature. Chatterjee et al. 16 

and Germeles17 utilized Turner’s model for saline solutions to estimate their 

mass transfer coefficient from the estimated heat transfer coefficient. 

Germeles17 attempted to modify Turner’s observations to account for the 

different physical properties of LNG. The simulations of Chatterjee et al.16 and 

Germeles17 both predicted much longer times to rollover than were reported. 

Heestand et al.24 concluded that this was because the ratio of (diffusive) heat 

to mass transfer was too small and, dispensing with Turner’s model, obtained 

a simulated rollover time consistent with the reports by utilising the Reynolds 

analogy. However, to do so Heestand et al.24 were forced to use a correlation 

for the heat transfer coefficient that was inconsistent with the empirical 

relationships reported by Globe and Dropkin29 and McAdams28. 

 

In this work, a model for LNG rollover has been developed and used to simulate 

the La Spezia and the Partington rollover incidents. This model has also been 

used to simulate several hypothetical auto-stratification rollover cases. Similar 

to Heestand et al.24, the new model was based on energy and material balance 

relationships between two liquid LNG layers, a vapour phase in equilibrium with 

the film and assumed diffusive heat and mass transfer regimes. However, the 

new model used the concept suggested by Bates and Morrison of having 2 

phases or transport regimes during a rollover event and improved the previous 

models by using the Chilton-Colburn analogy for Phase 1 of the rollover and 

the Reynolds analogy for Phase 2 of rollover. Furthermore, our model used a 
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more accurate, multi-parameter equation of state to calculate the 

thermodynamic properties of the LNG and the vapour. In addition, the transport 

properties of the LNG and vapour phase were evaluated throughout the 

simulation as a function of temperature, pressure and composition using 

recommended transport property correlations51. These recommended 

correlations gave values for the transport properties up to 45% larger than used 

by Heestand et al.24. In the new model, a rigorous approach was taken to 

calculate the vapour phase properties and to the criterion for establishing when 

rollover occurred.  

 

The results of Heestand et al.24 for the La Spezia incident was successfully 

reproduced in this research, using the new approach, to verify the accuracy of 

the model. Those results along with the Nantes data, then was used to estimate 

the heat transfer coefficients in both phases. Finally, an advanced model was 

developed to simulate the Nantes and Partington incidents plus several auto-

stratification rollover cases. The new model was also used to conduct a 

sensitivity analysis to show the important role played by the boil-off rate and 

that varying parameters in the model that affected the boil-off rate had a 

significant effect on the predicted rollover time. Alternatively, by changing the 

initial temperature difference between the bottom and upper liquid layers in the 

Partington incident the predicted rollover time increased significantly. These 

results qualitatively showed that initial temperature difference has a major 

effect on the system stability and driving force towards evolving rollover. These 

sensitivity studies demonstrate that the data from the La Spezia, Nantes and 

the Partington incidents can only be used to a limited extent for the purpose of 

fundamental studies of LNG rollover11.  

 

The model was used to investigate the rate of auto-stratification in an LNG 

tanker and its effect on the system’s hydrostatic stability. Initially, the value of 

Rs should be high enough to place the system in Phase 1 and so the current 

model could simulate the evolution of Rs as auto-stratification occurs and if Rs 

were seen to approach Rc  3.8 then this would indicate the strong potential for 

the auto-stratification to lead to a rollover event. Thus, the current model was 
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also used to investigate the rate of decrease in Rs as a function of initial N2 

content in the LNG. 

 

Another sensitivity analysis was also conducted on the level of nitrogen in 

industrial LNG, to investigate if the current standard of maximum 1% nitrogen 

is too conservative or whether it could be increased to around 2.5%. The results 

showed that, although the nitrogen content above 1% did not directly have an 

effect on rollover occurrence, it is not efficient nor cost effective on operating 

costs of storing LNG, as it requires lower storage temperatures and more BOG 

handling.   

 

7.2. Recommendations for future work  

 

In principle, the current model could be used to investigate a practical problem 

for the LNG shipping and storage industry: N2 content specifications for 

avoiding auto-stratification. Currently, the specifications for N2 content in LNG 

are conservative to avoid auto-stratification and possible rollover events during 

long storage periods. Consequently, the expensive “double-handling” of N2 can 

often occur in the liquefaction – re-gasification cycle. For example, cryogenic 

distillation is sometimes used in the liquefaction process to meet the 

conservative auto-stratification N2 specification. Then upon re-gasification N2 

ballast is added to meet the heating value and/or Wobbe index23 specifications 

of the customer’s gas pipeline distribution network.  

 

Future research into LNG rollover can be classified into either simulation or 

experiment. In terms of the model developed here, the most important 

simulation task would be to incorporate a description of penetrative convection 

to describe Phase 2. However, the structure of the new simulation would not 

be significantly different from that represented here with Reynolds analogy, with 

the physical properties still being updated and calculated at user-defined time 

intervals. 
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Bates and Morrison4 proposed models for both Phase 1 and Phase 2. Upon 

closer inspection of their model for Phase 1, several deficiencies were found. 

They acknowledged that their model for Phase 2 was somewhat simplistic but 

they argued it captured the essential physics of penetrative convection. It 

requires that the speeds of the migrating interfaces be calculated or physically 

measured, which in principle could be done using empirical correlations in the 

literature4 or direct measurement in the lab. It might also be possible to identify 

alternative, improved correlations or models for penetrative convection 

elsewhere and this should be determined in any future research by a thorough 

review of the broader literature on fluid dynamics and convection.  

 

The current model included the calculation of the stability ratio and used this 

parameter to switch from the slower heat and mass transfer regime describing 

Phase 1 to the extremely different regime that was required for Phase 2. The 

current model used diffusive transport regimes of Chilton-Colburn analogy for 

Phase 1 and Reynolds analogy for Phase 2 of rollover.  

 

Other areas of possible improvement for future LNG rollover simulations 

include: 

 

1. Using a correlation for the heat transfer coefficient that is known to be 

more accurate for LNG than those of McAdams28 or Globe and Dropkin29. 

This might be possible in the first instance with a thorough review of the 

relevant LNG specific heat transfer literature combining with direct lab 

measurements. 

2. Using a more physical basis to estimate the fraction of heat entering the 

top of the tank that is absorbed by the vapour phase. Heestand et al.24 

commented that the 95% value used in their simulation was somewhat 

arbitrary and it has been shown in this work that the simulation results 

are not sensitive to its value when we used 100% as we assumed vapour 

is in equilibrium with the film and at the same temperature. To verify this, 

real-time operational data is required. 
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3. Developing better models for the transport properties of LNG. This is of 

course, a non-trivial problem that many workers have contributed to. In 

order to develop these models, new experimental data measured at the 

challenging cryogenic conditions of LNG are required as are improved 

theoretical descriptions of their dependence on pressure, temperature 

and composition. 

4. Incorporating the operational data of any existing vapour recovery 

compressors and recirculation systems for long-term LNG storage in 

future models.  

 

Finally, direct measurements of LNG rollover in a controlled system would, of 

course, provide the most benefits to models of this process, which is of both 

fundamental and applied interest. To be of maximum use the data generated 

would need to include the initial compositions of various LNG strata and the 

evolution of temperature and density as a function of depth with the tank. 

Ideally, compositions of the evolving strata would also be measured but the 

complexity of acquiring reliably representative samples might prevent this.  

 

Data on the boil-off rate would be critical and sufficient instrumentation should 

be deployed to adequately characterise the evolution of the vapour phase. Just 

as important as information about the tank and the heat flux into it from the 

environment as a function position. The costs and difficulties of such 

measurements are of course high but given the scale of the LNG industry and 

the possible efficiencies in engineering practice that could be gained; the 

potential benefits of such measurements probably justify the cost. 
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Appendix 1: Mass (mole) fluxes in different methods: 

 

Turner: 
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2  
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Appendix 2: HAZID guidewords sample: 
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Appendix 3: LNG Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS): 
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Appendix 4: Chronology of papers in open literature related to LNG rollover  

 

No. Year Title Authors Summary Remarks 

 

1 

 

1965 

 

THE COUPLED 

TURBULENT 

TRANSPORTS OF SALT 

AND HEAT ACROSS A 

SHARP DENSITY 

INTERFACE 

 

J. S. Turner 

When a layer of cold fresh water is resting on 

top of the hot salty water with a sharp 

interface between them, the system as a 

whole may be unstable, even though the 

differences of density βΔS due to salinity are 

far greater than those due to temperature 

αΔT. Convective motions are produced in 

both layers by the transfer of heat and at the 

same time, salt is transported across the 

interface. Measurements are presented here 

of the rates of transport in such a two-layer 

system in which the temperature difference is 

maintained by heating continuously from 

below. 

Introduced relation between α, β and 

heat and mass flux in saline 

solutions. 

Flux ratio and stability. 
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Both the heat transfer and the ratio of the 

rates of turbulent transport of salt and heat 

have been found to depend systematically on 

the density ratio βΔS / αΔT, at least over the 

small range of heat fluxes used in these 

experiments. This is in agreement with the 

result of a simple dimensional analysis and 

suggests that the form of the functions should 

have a wider application. The measurements 

also indicate that over a wide range of density 

differences the potential energy change of the 

top layer due to the lifting of salt is a constant 

fraction of that released by the transfer of 

heat. 

 

2 

 

1971 

 

Cut LNG storage costs 

 

H. T. Hashemi 

H. R. Wesson 

The rate of evaporation of LNG in a storage 

tank is essentially controlled by the amount of 

supersaturation pressure of the bulk of the 

stored LNG and the surface area of the vapor-

liquid interface. The relationship between the 

rate of evaporation and supersaturation 

pressure, ΔPs is 

Suggested an equation, to calculate 

BOG flowrate 
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mLNG = 0.0082 ΔP4/3, (lbs./hr. sq. ft.) 

where, ΔP. is a function of the average rate of 

change of the saturation temperature of the 

liquid with pressure, dP / dTs (19.34 inches of 

water/°F for LNG at 14.7 psia) and the total 

temperature difference between the bulk of 

the liquid and the surface. 

 

 

3 

 

1972 

 

LNG STRATIFICATION 

AND ROLLOVER 

 

 

J.A. Sarsten 

 

Detail operational data and report on La 

Spezia LNG Rollover incident occurred in 

1971 

 

The first reported industrial LNG 

rollover available in open literature 

 

4 

 

1972 

 

THE EFFECT OF 

STRATIFICATION ON 

BOIL-OFF RATES IN LNG 

TANKS 

 

N. Chatterjee 

J. M. Geist 

First simulation of La Spezia incident 

(Lumped method) 

1: Use of Turner Thermohaline 

model for saline solution for LNG 

2: First criteria for rollover, 

equalization of temperature 

3:  Considered “n” layered LNG 

 

5 

 

1975 

 

A model for LNG tank 

Rollover 

 

A. E. Germeles 

Second simulation of La Spezia incident 

(Lumped method) 

1: Use of Turner Thermohaline 

model for saline solution for LNG 

2: Better criteria for rollover, 

equalization of density 
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3: Considered “n” layered LNG 

 

6 

 

1983 

 

A Predictive model FOR 

Rollover IN STRATIFIED 

LNG TANKS 

 

J. Heestand 

C. W. Shipman 

J. W. Meader 

Third simulation of La Spezia incident 

(Lumped method) 

1: Reject Turner Thermohaline model 

for saline solution for LNG 

2: Used Reynolds analogy to 

calculate mass transfer coefficient. 

3: Criteria for rollover, equalization of 

density 

4: used Hashemi- Wesson BOG 

 

7 

 

1986 

 

C3- MR PROCESSES 

FOR BASELOAD 

LIQUEFIED NATURAL 

GAS 

 

C. L. Newton 

G. E. Kinard 

Y. N. Liu 

The combination of technology advance, 

energy conservation incentives and the typical 

remote location of LNG plants has led to the 

development of a range of process variations 

and equipment arrangements. This paper 

reviews the evolution of the propane 

precooled mixed refrigerant (C3-MR) process 

starting with the Brunei plant. Over this period 

of time, the process variations for the C3-MR 

have expanded to meet the needs of the 

changing plant situations which include plant 

location, economic criteria, etc. More recently, 

the C3-MR has been adapted for future needs 

Referred to Chatterjee’s paper about 

optimum level of N2 in LNG (less 

%1and Auto- stratification) 
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through a range of cycle variations which can 

be integrated with the feed and site conditions 

for the currently proposed base load facilities. 

The factors which influence the selection and 

integration of the associated equipment such 

as compression, power generation, heat 

rejection, separation, etc. will be reviewed. 

 

 

8 

 

1986 

 

FULLY AUTOMATED 

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR 

LNG RECEIVING 

TERMINALS 

 

Y. SHIRASAKI 

M. TAKAHASHI 

To operate an LNG receiving terminal 

smoothly and safely, it is essential to adopt a 

highly reliable control system. During ship 

unloading operations and normal operation, 

the pressure of LNG tanks must be kept 

constant by starting/stopping the BOG 

compressors. The delivery pressure of the 

vaporized natural gas must also be kept 

constant by corresponding to the vastly 

changing send out rate of the gas. This is 

done by: 1) starting/stopping the LNG pumps 

and sea water pumps; and 2) 

starting/stopping and load controlling of the 

 

Monitoring Density, temperature and 

the pressure of the tank to adjust 

BOG compressors 

 

(importance of BOG on rollover, 

which is ignored in Bates and 

Morrison model) 
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vaporizers (open-rack type vaporizers, 

combustion type vaporizers and power 

generation plants using cryogenic energy). 

When Demand gas is very low, all vaporizers 

must be stopped and send out rare must be 

controlled according to the boil off gas (BOG) 

rate under gap-pressure control of the tanks. 

An advanced control system using a 

microprocessor-based distributed control 

system with supervisory computers performs 

all of these operations fully and automatically, 

thereby minimizing manpower requirements at 

LNG receiving terminals. The system is 

designed and developed to be reliable, 

flexible, expandable and economical from an 

operational and maintenance standpoint. 

Such fully automatic control systems have 

been successfully used at several LNG 

receiving terminals in Japan. 
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9 

 

1986 

 

ROLLOVER IN LNG 

STORAGE – AN 

INDUSTRIAL VIEW 

 

A. ACTON 

R. C. VAN 

MEERBEKE 

A study group set up by the International LNG 

Importers Group (GIIGNL) has recently 

completed a study of available data on 

rollover. 

Rollovers are a result of stratification from 

filling a tank with different density liquids 

which remain unmixed or of auto stratification 

due to the preferential loss of nitrogen. 

Evaporation from the heavy bottom layer is 

suppressed by the head of the light top layer 

until the layers approach each other in density 

by heat and mass transfer and mix. 

Stratification can be prevented by mixing 

different density liquids using jet nozzles, 

recirculation, distributed fill systems and 

alternate top and bottom filling. Auto 

stratification is prevented by ensuring that the 

nitrogen content of the stored LNG is 

sufficiently low. 

Instrumentation to monitor temperature and 

density profiles and boil off can be used to 

1: Surface layer exist 

2: Surface layer is slightly cooler than 

bulk liquid (should be upper layer) 

3: Surface layer is at saturation T 

with vapor at PVAP 

4: bulk liquid (upper layer) is at the 

temperature defined by Hashemi -

Wesson Eq. 

5: Referred to several Rollover 

incidents (41) not available in open 

literature, gathered by 

GIIGNL Study Group directly from 

operations. 

6: Highlighted the importance of 

vapor evolution (BOG) 

6: Produced (repeated) previous 

graphs for rollover 
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detect any stratification and allow the 

preventive action to be taken before the 

rollover can occur. 

Our conclusion that most rollovers produce 

manageable increases in the boil off rate 

should enhance the acceptability of LNG 

storage. 

 

10 

 

1993 

 

Numerical modelling and 

flow visualization 

of mixing of stratified layers 

and rollover in LNG 

 

 

J. Q. Shi 

C. Beduz 

R.G. Scurlock 

A numerical model has been developed to 

study the mixing of two initially stratified 

layers, which are subjected to a uniform 

lateral heat flux. An important distinction is 

made between the free surface and the 

liquid/liquid interface with regard to the 

different flow characteristics of the two layers. 

In the upper layer where the warm liquid is 

cooled at the evaporating surface, the 

convective circulation is featured by a strong 

downward core flow; in contrast, the fluid flow 

in the lower layer is mainly confined to the 

wall boundary and is much weaker. Flow 

visualization experiments show that mixing of 

1: Used distributed parameter 

method for modeling. 

2: Free convective fluid flows 

modeled in rectangular tanks 

3: Modeled as two-dimensional 

system (per unit of length) 

4: Heterogeneous flow system 

involving two incompressible miscible 

Liquids 

5: The governing differential 

equations are the Navier-Stokes 

equations, the continuity equation 

and the transport equations for 
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two stratified layers generally involves two 

stages in sequence: migration of the interface 

and rapid mixing between the remaining 

liquids. The interface movement is due to 

entrainment mixing at the interface. When the 

two layers approach density equalization, the 

interface becomes increasingly unstable and 

the core flow in the upper layer is able to 

break into the lower layer. The base to side 

heat flux ratio appears to be a major factor in 

determining the mode and intensity of the 

subsequent mixing at a rollover incident. 

 

thermal energy and the solute 

concentration. 

6:  Simplify the model by using the 

vorticity (rotation) stream function 

method rather than a primitive 

variables approach. They eliminate 

the pressure terms in the Navier-

Stokes equations and introducing the 

vorticity and stream function, the 

number of independent variables is 

reduced by one. 

 

Limitations:  

What about vapor phase? 

Are these results valid for 

hydrocarbon (volatile) liquids? 

Effect of BOG on rollover? 

 

11 

 

1997 

 

Modelling the behavior of 

stratified liquid 

 

S. Bates D.S. 

Morrison 

The evolution of stratified liquid natural gas 

(LNG), from its formation to its breakdown, is 

considered. Experimental observations have 

shown this evolution to consist of two principal 

 

1: Introduced phase 1 and phase 2 

concept for rollover. 
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natural gas in storage 

tanks: a study of the 

rollover phenomenon 

phases: a quiescent, stable phase 1 where 

the interface between the two layers is 

stationary; and an unstable phase 2 

characterized by a migrating interface and 

culminating in a rollover. Mathematical models 

of the two phases are proposed and 

considered separately. For phase 1 a 

parametric solution is derived; the 

corresponding numerical solution of phase 2 

equations is given and shown to compare well 

with experimental data. 

2: Referred to Turner stability 

diagram. 

3: used penetrative convection for 

determining phase 2 mass transfer. 

 

12 

 

2002 

 

Mixing Phenomena 

through the Heat and Salt 

Transports Across a 

Density Interface in a 

Stratified Two-layer 

System 

 

E. Cho 

H. Kim 

They have investigated the mixing 

phenomena in a stratified two-layer fluid 

system where a layer of fresh water is initially 

put on top of salt water. When this stabilized 

system by a salt gradient is heated from 

below, it becomes unstable by an onset of 

convection in the lower layer due to the 

thermal buoyancy effect. Thereafter the heat 

and salt are ready to diffuse into the upper 

layer through the adjacent diffusive interface. 
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To examine quantitatively the merging 

process of the two layers as the destabilizing 

temperature gradient gets more dominant, we 

have measured many profiles of temperature 

and salinity in both layers by using accurate 

microscale measurement probes. Each run of 

the experiment, with several different initial 

concentration of salt, is followed until there 

appears a sudden overturning into a perfect 

mixing state. The order of thermal Rayleigh 

number has been kept as the order of 107 

around which we have observed uniform 

temperature and salt profiles in the upper 

layer without any, external mixing force. Since 

the employed measuring probes show good 

reproducibility" and very fast response time to 

the variations of the temperature and salt 

concentration, the mixing phenomena with the 

double-diffusive convection has been pursued 

easily. 
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13 

 

2003 

 

MODEL PREDICTIONS 

FOR EFFICIENCY 

OPERATION OF THE LNG 

STORAGE TANK 

 

C. S. Park 

S. K. Hong 

S. J. Kim 

Calculation of BOG using Hashemi-Wesson 

and for physical properties using SRK VLE, 

with some operational data on BOG of LNG 

tanks. 

 

 

14 

 

2004 

 

Heat Transfer in Turbulent 

Rayleigh–Benard 

Convection below the 

Ultimate Regime 

 

PE. Roche 

B. Castaing 

B. Chabaud 

B. Hébral 

A Rayleigh–Benard cell has been designed to 

explore the Prandtl (Pr) dependence of 

turbulent convection in the cross-over range 

0.7<Pr <21 and for the full range of soft and 

hard turbulences, up to Rayleigh number Ra ≈ 

1011. The set-up benefits from the favorable 

characteristics of cryogenic helium-4 in fluid 

mechanics, in situ fluid property 

measurements and special care on 

thermometry and calorimetric instrumentation. 

The cell is cylindrical with 

diameter/height=0.5. The effective heat 

transfer Nu (Ra, Pr) has been measured with 

unprecedented accuracy for cryogenic 

turbulent convection experiments in this range 

of Rayleigh numbers. Spin-off of this study 

 

Not directly related to LNG rollover; 

however, has reviewed the effect of 

Pr and Ra in turbulent systems 
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includes improved fits of helium 

thermodynamics and viscosity properties. 

Three main results were found. First, the 

Nu(Ra) dependence exhibits a bimodality of 

the flow with 4–7% difference in Nu for a 

given Ra and Pr. 

Second, a systematic study of the side-wall 

influence reveals a measurable effect on the 

heat transfer. Third, the Nu (Pr) dependence 

is very small or null: the absolute value of the 

average logarithmic slope (d ln Nu/d ln Pr)Ra is 

smaller than 0.03 in our range of Pr, which 

allows discriminating between experiments 

with contradictory results. 

 

 

15 

 

 

2006 

 

 

Modelling and Simulation 

of Rollover IN LNG 

STORAGE TANKS 

 

 

A. Bashiri 

L. Fatehnejad 

 

This paper gives none adequate theoretical 

framework for rollover analysis and presents 

quantitative computer results for the 

simulation of the La Spezia Rollover incident. 

Therewith some recommendations have been 

proposed in order to minimize the risk of 

 

Limitations: 

1: No model has been shown in the 

paper 

2: Repeated Heestand result using 

SRK VLE to calculate physical 

properties 
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rollover incident in refrigerated LNG storage 

tank. 

 

 

 

16 

 

2006 

 

LNG Rollover: 

CONVERTING A Safety 

PROBLEM to Tank 

Loading OPERATIONAL 

Asset 

 

Y. Wang 

B. Cormier 

H.H. West 

LNG rollover predictive models are widely 

used tools in conjunction with internal tank 

travelling temperature and density 

instrumentation to predict and update the 

behavior of LNG stratification. Several 

proprietary and commercial rollover software 

models are identified and the potential use of 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models 

for the non-circular tanks proposed for off-

shore applications is described in this paper. 

 

Recommendation of CFD modeling 

over conventional lumped parameter 

methods. 

 

17 

 

2007 

 

Rollover instability due to 

double diffusion in a stably 

stratified cylindrical tank 

 

W. B. Zimmerman 

J. M. Rees 

Double diffusion of a viscous fluid is simulated 

for heat leakage driven by buoyant convection 

under cryogenic storage conditions in a 

cylindrical tank with laminar flow. If the tank is 

stably stratified, 

There is a potential instability due to the 

inability of the fluid in the lower layer to 

release heat to the top vapor space, whereas 

the upper liquid layer can exchange heat and 

1: Further discussion on Rayleigh 

number 

2: Introduced a distributed model 

based on Shi paper. 
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mass through sensible heat transfer and 

evaporation with the vapor space. Eventually, 

the lower layer becomes less dense due to 

thermal expansion and is no longer 

constrained in the stratification. The rapid rise 

and overturning of the fluid is termed rollover 

and can be accompanied by a potentially 

explosive release of vapor. 

In this paper, hydrodynamics and heat and 

mass transport are used to study the stability 

characteristics of rollover. The transient state 

is used as a base state for a linear stability 

analysis which shows the transition from a 

“corner eddy” mode spinning down to 

spinning up is the driver for the rollover 

instability. Four different vapor-liquid 

interfacial boundary conditions are tested, 

with similar results for the time to rollover. 

Surprisingly, the longtime pre-rollover state is 

dominated in the laminar flow regime by heat 

conduction and diffusion, as the expected 
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double roll structure is suppressed and 

advection plays a small role in the majority of 

the pre-rollover period. Scalings are 

suggested for controlling dimensionless 

groups on this pre-rollover basis that can be 

used as a guideline to determine the regime 

of double diffusion, as well as the severity of 

the eventual rollover event. An energy 

analysis demonstrates the switch from 

practically advection free to free convection 

regimes. 

 

18 

 

2008 

 

CFD Simulation on LNG 

Storage Tank to Improve 

Safety 

and Reduce Cost 

 

K. KOYAMA 

When a storage tank containing LNG 

(Liquefied Natural Gas) is further filled with 

different-density LNG, stratification may occur. 

It occasionally results in rollover accompanied 

by a sudden release of large amounts of BOG 

(Boil-off Gas), which causes a rapid tank-

pressure rise and sometimes damage to the 

tank. In this paper, we study on tank filling 

procedures with different-density LNG by 

using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 

 

Used CFD model to simulate LNG 

tank filling procedures with different 

density 

LNGs 
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simulation, in order to improve safety and 

reduce LNG storage costs. The calculated 

results of a developed numerical model agree 

well with the measured data. A case study on 

the filling of a small tank indicates that the 

initial density difference, the initial LNG depth 

and the filling rate affect the final density 

difference that is the density difference at the 

end of the filling that will directly be related to 

stratification. 

 

19 

 

2010 

 

Synthesis of Unloading 

Operation Procedure for a 

Mixed Operation of Above-

Ground and In-Ground 

Liquefied Natural Gas 

Storage Tanks Using 

Dynamic Simulation 

 

C. J. Lee 

Y. Lim 

C. Park 

S. Lee 

C. Han 

Because of increased liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) demand, the operation of LNG 

receiving terminals having both above ground 

and in-ground LNG storage tanks will soon be 

required. In such cases, there exists a 

pressure head difference between the two 

types of tanks. As such, during the 

depressurization step of LNG unloading, 

vapor can be generated at the top of the 

unloading pipeline of the above-ground tank 

due to pressure head. 

Unloading Operation Procedure for 

LNG and BOG generation during 

unloading. 
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The vapour produced in a branch pipeline of 

the above-ground tank can thereby cause 

congestion during depressurization, resulting 

in a pressure difference across the unloading 

valve. This can, in turn, cause excessive boil-

off gas inflow into the storage tank. In this 

paper, we suggest a reliable unloading 

operation procedure for a mixed operation of 

aboveground and in-ground storage tanks 

using dynamic simulation. 

 

20 

 

2010 

 

Calculation models for 

prediction of Liquefied 

Natural Gas (LNG) ageing 

during ship transportation 

 

M. Miana 

R.D. Hoyo 

V. Rodrigalvarez 

J. R. Valdés 

R. Llorens 

A group of European gas transportation 

companies within the European Gas 

Research Group launched in 2007 the 

‘MOLAS’ Project to provide a software 

program for the analysis of the Liquefied 

Natural Gas (LNG) ageing process during 

ship transportation. This program contains 

two different modeling approaches: a physical 

algorithm and an ‘intelligent’ model. Both 

models are fed with the same input data, 

which is composed of the ship characteristics 

Models for predicting LNG ageing 

during shipping referred to Bates and 

Morrison model for LNG rollover 
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(BOR and capacity), voyage duration, LNG 

composition, temperature, pressure and 

volume occupied by liquid phase at the port of 

origin, together with pressure at the port of 

destination. The results obtained are the LNG 

composition, temperature and liquid volume at 

the port of destination. Furthermore, the 

physical model obtains the evolution over time 

of such variables en route as it is based on 

unsteady mass balances over the system, 

while the i-model applies neural networks to 

obtain regression coefficients from historical 

data composed only of origin and destination 

measurements. This paper describes both 

models and validates them from previously 

published models and experimental data 

measured in ENAGAS LNG regasification 

plants. 
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Appendix 5: 

Copyright permissions, which have been granted from the following 

Journals/associations: 

1. AIChE Journal 

2. ASME 

3. BG Group 

4. IChemE 

5. IGC 

6. Linde 

7. Pipeline and Gas Journal 

8. Science Direct - Elsevier 

9. Springer 

10. The University of Western Australia (UWA) 
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